Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sara Gepp
Thursday, February 12, 2015 7:53 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

Dear Ms. Janowicz,
I am a Malibu Resident and I really oppose building a Whole Foods on Civic Center. I feel t hat the traffic would choke
t he already congested area. We already have a thriving Farmer's Market, deli-style eateries and PC Greens selling similar
products in a close radius. I think the city would be better off fostering what we have. Maybe building more events out
of the existing famers market and having a swap meet or events in the adjacent lot to bring additiona l revenue? I just
think its a bad idea and Will back up PCH and Civic Center way.
Sincerely,
Sara Gepp
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

cynthia randall

Sent:

Friday, February 13, 2015 10;29 AM

To:

Jasch Janowicz

Subject:

Whole Foods Project

Dear Jasch,
As a Malibu resident, I am writing to encourage the city of Malibu to go ahead with the proposed Whole Foods
project. A Whole Foods Market will benefit the health of the entire community. There is a huge demand for it
here. I assure you the vast majority of Malibu people want to see a Whole Foods here. Please do not be swayed
by the vocal minority.
The project has been delayed long enough already. Let's break ground already!

Thank you,
Cynthia Randtlll
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COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
WHOLE FOODS AND THE PARK SHOPPING CENTER
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
MALIBU PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 2, 2015
SUBMITTED BY
JOHN MAZZA – PLANNING COMMISSIONER

TO
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Mr Janowicz;
I wish to submit the following comment and questions for a complete answer in the forth coming
final Environmental Impact Report on the above referenced project based on the draft Environmental
Impact Report presented to the Planning Commission on March 2, 2015.
1.
The subject property was used as a towing yard in the past (ES 1) and no testing of the soil
other than a visual inspection was reported and although sub surface water was tested from wells on the
site(3.7-4) no testing of surface soil was conducted. Towing yards involve leakage of fluids from
wrecked or stored vehicles such as oil and anti freeze. A through testing of soils must be undertaken
under EIR standards if there is an indication of uses that are highly likely to produce pollution.
2.
The proposed project would include a “12 foot high sound wall along the northerly property
line”. (ES-5) The draft EIR (ES-5) states that the property immediately north of the project site is used
as a horse training facility and states that the wall is to respond to the concern of the horse facility about
noise. The EIR is incorrect in that approximately one third of the northern property line boarders the
GTE/ Verizon wireless maintenance building at 3705 Cross Creek Road (Figure 3.7-1). A twelve foot
wall on two sides of that property would eliminate the views from that property and isolate the property
with a twelve foot wall thus damaging its use as a commercial property. It could no longer be seen from
Cross Creek Rd when traveling north. This negative impact must be studied in the final EIR.
3.
A service road is proposed on the entire easterly property line of the property line which
eliminates thousands of sq ft of required open space/landscaping (ES-6). The EIR does not examine
feasible alternatives to this driveway which would reduce impermeable surfaces and increase open
space/landscaping such as routing the driveway between buildings 4 and 5 (site plan figure 2.0-4). The
space between the buildings clearly exceeds road width and turning radius requirements. Other
alternatives must be studied in the EIR

4.
As stated (ES-6) “The Local Coastal Program (LCP) requires that 40 percent of the gross lot
area constitutes landscaped area, in this case,102,467 square feet.”. This figure is calculated by taking
40 percent of the total lot area of 258,168 square feet and equals 103,341 square feet (ES-7). The draft
EIR falsely claims that the “Landscaped Area “ is not defined in the LCP (ES-7) when in fact it is. All
percentage requirements in the LCP are calculated using “gross lot area” as stated above. The EIR
proposes to calculate areas such as “green walls” based not on their footprint as required by the LCP
but rather by using their vertical surfaces which are not a part of “gross lot area”. This method could
result , when taken to an extreme, in calculation of lot coverage that exceeds many times the “gross lot
area”. The analysis in the EIR is clearly not true, has never been used in any LCP analysis of lot area
coverage in any coastal jurisdiction and must be corrected and analyzed.
5.
The project proposes to remove four parking spaces on Civic Center Way (ES-6)(3.13-2). There
is no discussion any replacement of these spaces and the LCP requirement that visitor serving parking
not be removed. This should be discussed in the EIR.
6.
Although the project description (2.0-31) states that a “specific plan “ has been prepared for this
project the planning commission has not been asked to take comments on the specific plan (as required
and the “specific plan” has not been reconciled to the draft EIR. One example of this is that the
“specific plan” fails to discuss or disclose the uses allowed by the current zoning of a large portion of
which is CG (commercial general).(specific plan Elementx 2-5)
7.
The planning commission has not been asked to take comments on the specific plan as required
by Measure R (WFPSP draft 3-1)
8.
The draft EIR fails to discuss and evaluate the uses and alternatives allowed by the current
municipal zoning of CG for the project. These alternatives are required to be studies since it takes a
legislative action that has not taken place to change the zoning to the uses that have been proposed in
the EIR.
9.
The EIR Alternative 3 (ES-10)states that the buildings have been “stacked one upon the other
with a maximum height of 24 feet....This layout would not fulfill the intent of the proposed project
design , which is that of a low rise retail village...” . The purpose of the alternative study disclosure is
to evaluate alternatives not to compare alternatives to the the wishes of the developer. The proposed
project states (2.0-13) that all five buildings are to be 28 feet in height which is the maximum allowed
by the MMC and the LIP and certainly could not be considered “a low rise retail villiage”. It apparent
from these statements that the proposed project would be higher than Alternative 3 and thus the
analysis if fatally flawed.
10.
Alternative analysis 3 states “...a typical retail space would have a ceiling height of 15 to 18
feet.....the two retail buildings under the Two-Story Building Alternative would have a maximum
interior ceiling height of 11 feet. “This is not considered a practical height for most retail spaces...”
“This is not considered practical height..”(ES-11) These statements must be called into question and the
alternative section analyzed . There are numerous examples , including the immediately adjacent
Malibu Country Mart two story building across Civic Center Way, that do not have two stories of 18ft
ceilings which would not be allowed under the MMC or LIP because of the 28 ft elevation limit. In fact
there are virtually no retail spaces ,with the exception of food markets, with 18 ft. ceilings. The EIR is
required to have factual analysis not unsubstantiated statements and it must factually discuss
alternatives.
11.
Alternative 3 states “As with the Code Complying Alternative, due to the reconfiguration of the
site under this alternative, it cannot be assumed that Whole Foods would be the tenant”. This statement
is speculation that presumes that Whole Foods is the tenant , which nowhere has been demonstrated ,
and is not a concern of an Environmental Impact Report under state law. The statement (ES-11)
“Therefore the proposed grocery building would be a generic “box”...is speculation on the part of the
author of this report without any backup. In fact , the building , to a casual observer, is a box with a
trellis attached. The EIR must analyze the physical properties of buildings since ,once built, they are

tenant agnostic. There is o evidence that this building will be occupied by Whole Foods or any other
tenant nor should there be especially in light of the statement “...it cannot be assumed that the tenant
would be the tenant. No analysis of why a three building configuration is ,with additional open space, is
detrimental to a grocery tenant is given and to make the statements given in this analysis it is required.
12.
The EIR is titled “Whole Foods in the Park” when in fact there is no evidence that the Whole
Food Corporation has any interest or lease in this development. If fact the application is made by an
entity which does not have the words “Whole Foods” in its' title. Environmental Impact Reports are
reports on development of properties and their potential uses and they are required to have titles that
are not misleading. Branding is not the purpose of a EIR and it appears that without evidence this EIR
could just as easily be called “Trader Joe's in the Park or “in-n-Out in the Park”. The EIR should be
agnostic as to brand names and the city attorney should make an opinion on this issue before the final
EIR is issued.
13.
The project proposes to count 48,492 sq ft of “tree canopy outside landscape planters and or
open space.”(figure 2.0-12). This represents almost one half of the 102,467 sq ft of landscape required
by the LIP based on the total “gross lot area “ of 258,168. Since, as stated above in comment 4, this
represents double counting of an area and thus does not comply with the “gross lot area” calculations
this needs to have a detailed discussion in the EIR. It does not seem, on its' face that the tree canopy
calculations are accurate since Tree Canopy Diagram 2.0-12 does not reconcile with the landscape Plan
20-10a and b. This tree canopy is calculated using the assumption that all of the trees will have
canopies “...of 50feet in diameter”. A casual inspection of the trees in the civic center does not seem to
show any examples of a trees with 50 foot diameters. Most of the trees in the civic center area are over
50 years old and no discussion in the EIR of how long it will take the proposed trees to reach 50 ft in
diameter is given. There is also no discussion of the fire hazzard involved with trees of this size.
There is also no discussion of how a fifty foot tree would grow to the height at which its' canopy would
exceed the 28 ft height proposed for the the five buildings involved.

More comments will be made at a later date.

City of Malibu
Whole Foods and the Park DEIR Public
Comment Session
Planning Commission
Item S.A.
March 2, 2015
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· • ·ln.trodtlctions
• Bonnie ·slue- City of Malibu, Planning Department
• Jasch Janowicz- City of Malibu, Planning
Department
• Tarquin Preziosi- City of Malibu, Assistant City
Attorney
• Lynn Kaufman - Impact Sciences, Inc.
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· , Purpose of Tonight's Meeting
~·

.

•

Opportunity for the Public and Planning Commission to comment on
the Draft EIR relatively early in the public review period. No actioh will
be taken on the DEIR this evening.

•

This is not a hearing to discuss the requested development
applications (Specific Plan, COP, Lot Merger, CUP, SPR, Variance,
etc.).

•

Future public hearings before both the Planning Commission and City
Council to consider the development applications and the Final EIR
will be separately noticed.

•• fiole Foods and the Park Project
.

.

.

Information
•

Online lnform.ation:
http://www.malibucity.org/index.aspx?nid=401

•

Subscribe using E-mail Notifications button on website

•

Request to be an interested party and receive public
hearing notices

· ProjectCh.ronology
5/5/2010

CDP Application Filed

4/25/2012

ERB Meeting

5/22/2012

NOP/Scoping Meeting

1/5/2015

Draft Specific Plan Filed
(Revised 1/30/15)

2/5/2015

DEIR Released to Public for
Comment

3/23/2015

Public Comment Period
Closes

·.·

.·'-·

.· .• Meeting Agenda
I.

Project Description

II. CEQA Process Review
Ill. EIR Impact Analysis
IV. Next Steps
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Hilt DocumentatiOn - Background and. Scope
• California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
-Inform decision makers and the public about potentially
significant environmental effects
Identify mitigation measures to avoid or reduce harm to the
environment when feasible
Prevent significant, avoidable damage to the environment by
requiring changes in project either through mitigation measures
or project alternatives
Provide public with opportunity to comment on environmental
.
1ssues
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·Analyses in Draft EIR
• Thresholds-based analysis
CEQA significance thresholds contained in Appendix G of
CEQA Guidelines
• Short-term Impacts
Construction
• Long-term Impacts
Operational
• Cumulative Impacts
• Project Alternatives

· . A.rea~--of'Pote;ri.lifd En:~.-b.nmen~al Impacts were
Addressed
•
•
•

Aesthetics
Air Quality
Biological Resources
• Cultural Resources
• Geology and Soils
• Greenhouse Gases
• Hazards & Hazardous
Materials

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrology & Water Quality
Land Use & Planning
Noise
Population & Housing
Public Services
Transportation & Traffic
Recreation
Utilities & Service Systems

Areas of No Impact: Agricultural/Forestry, Mineral Resources, Population
and Housing & Schools

·. ·.

,,-,-' ''.·

-.

Project Location & Application Info.
•

Land Use Designation: CV-1 and
CG

•

LCP & Zoning Designation: CV-1

Entitlements Requested:
•

Specific Plan 15-001

•

COP No. 10-22

•

GPANo.11-01,ZMA11-01

•

LM 11-001, CUP 10-013

•

SPR 10-013 and -042

•

MM 10-009, & VAR 10-028

Existing Site Conditions

Project Components
•

Parcel Size: 5.88 acres

•

Total Proposed S.F.- 38,425 SF

•

Buildings 1thru 4: 3,015 SF- 4,183 SF

•

Building 5: Anchor Tenant (Whole Foods): 24,549 SF

•

Building Height Up to 28 feet.

•

220 Parking Spaces, 16 Bicycle Spaces

•

On-Site Landscaping: 32,849 SF

•

Off-Site Landscaping: 4,515 SF (in public right-of-way)

•

Open Space: 64,042 SF

•

Tree Canopy: 48,492 SF

•

Green Walls: 22,000 SF
Impervious Surface: 200,822 SF (78.4%)

Conceptual Building Design Illustrations

.....

MARKET ENTRANCE o.

Analysis

Impacts

Air Quality

Less Than Significant- Construction and operational emissions would be below
SCAQMDthresholds and impacts on sensitive receptors would be minimized due
to their setbacks.

Cultural Resources

Less Than Significant (After Mitigation)- Records search and field surveys
determined low potential for cultural resources. Potential impacts reduced by
standard monitoring and reporting.

Analysis

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
.

.

- Land Use and Planning

Impacts

. Less Than Significant- Records searches and site investigations found no ·
evidence of contamination. Groundwater wells did not indicate contamination.
Site is withinVHFHSZ but compliance with numerous code requirements would
reduce risks to life and property.

No significant impact- Project would not divide an established community and
would be consistent with LCP policies. With approval of SPR, MM, and VAR,
project would be consistent with applicable development standards.
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Analysis

Impacts

Public Services

No Significant Impact- N.o new police or fire facilities would be required to
adequately serve the project site.

Recreation

No Significant Impact- No significant direct population growth would not impact
existing park facilities. On-site recreation areas would be within development
footprint.

Comparison of Alternatives
• No ProjecUNo Development
• Code Complying Alternative
• Two-Story Alternative

Alternatives' Impacts Evaluation
Environmental Topic

Code Compliance

Aesthetics and Visual
Resources

Less

Similar

Similar, but possibly greater

Air Quality

Less

Less

Similar

Biological Resources

Less

Less

Similar

Cultural Resources
Geology

Less

Similar
Similar

Similar

Less

Hazardous Materials

Less

Similar

Similar

Hydrology and Water
Qua lity

Less

Similar

Similar
Slightly Less
Greater

Similar

Land Use

Less

Less

Noise
Public Services

Less
Less

Reduced
Similar

Utilities

Less
Less

Similar
Similar

Similar
Similar

Less

Less

Similar

None

Less

Less

Recreation
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
Project Objectives Met

Similar

·Next Steps·
3/23/2015

DEIR Comment Period Closes

April 2015

Prepare Response to Comments
and Final EIR

April- May 2015 (est.)

Staff Review of Project
Applications

May 2015 (est.)

Final EIR Released

May -July 2015 (est.)

Planning Commission and City
Council Hearing(s) on Project

• Public comment period ends March 23, 2015
• Copies· of the EIR at Malibu City Hall, Malibu Library and
at City's website www.malibucity.org
• Send comments to:
Jasch Janowicz
Contract Planner
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
jjanowicz@malibucity.org ·
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We Look Fo~ard to
Your Contntents
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Traffic Analysis
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Scoping Session

On May 22, 2012 Whole Foods EIR Scooping
- Session
At the Scoping Session Whole Foods told Us:

"This is your opportunity to discuss any
environmental issues That you believe should
be addressed in the EIR"

How Many New Truck Trips?

2007-- October 21st--5:45AM
30 Minutes After Evacuation Notice

October 21st
Webster and OLM Schools Burn
1nutes

Impacts On Serra Road and PCH

Impacts Of Cross Creek Mitigation

Bike

Pedestrian Traffic

Beach Access

Whole Foods Scoping Issue
Resident Comments On The EIR
We were concerned with:
Traffic,
Accurate Traffic Counts
Best time to do traffic counts on Saturday
Accurate Truck Counts
Safety
Water Supply for building and wildfires.
Traffic impact on access by emergency vehicles
Evacuation analysis for schools and businesses in Civic Center
Impacts of traffic at Serra Rd and PCH
Tum Lane On PCH/ Cross Creek
Impacts to Pedestrian Walkways
Impacts to Bicycle paths
· Impact to Coastal Access

-~---~~--.

Whole Foods Scoping Issue
Resident Comments Incorporated Into The EIR

October 21st--5:45AM
30 Minutes After Evacuation Notice

City Of Malibu Traffic Analysis Requirements

TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS GUIDELINES

Trucks -identify the number of truck trips that will be generated.
Pedestrians - identify any significant pedestrian facilities that will
be affected by the project.
Bicycles - identify any existing or planned facilities that will be
modified by the project
Trips- Present assumptions/methods used to develop trip
generation, trip distribution and assignment of trip routes.

City Of Malibu Traffic Analysis Requirements-

TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS GUIDELINES

City Requirements Incorporated Into the EIR

Whole Foods Simply Ignored City Guidelines

Malibu Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines
In some cases, the Institute of Transportation Engineers· (ITE) studies do
not adequately represent the proposed land use(s). In these cases, trip
generation rates could be obtained from the current San Diego Traffic
Generators (San Diego Association of Governments) or should be verified
through local field observation of similar uses.

Here is How Whole Foods Applies These Guidelines
"The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) studies and trip
generation rates do not include unenclosed spaces such as this
proje~ts outdoor space. Therefore outdoor spaces is excluded from
the trip calculations"

Whole Foods traffic analysis, page 21

Cross Creek Mitigation Plan
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Whole Foods Traffic Counts ·

•Residents requested automated traffic counts -Traffic
counts were done manually.
•Mondays and Fridays were eliminated as days when
counts could be done .... Because Mondays and Fridays
traditionally have higher traffic counts.
•Weekday traffic counts were completed in one day- Two
hours in the morning and two hours in the late afternoon.

ApprovedLegacy Park Whore Foods
EIR
EIR
Location

Traffic
Decrease

Direction

Legacy

Whole Foods

Difference

%Decrease

AM West

824

651

-173

-21.%

AM East

1177

884

-293

-25%

arid PCH.

PM West

1252

1229

-23

-2%

Malibu Canyon
and
and PCH

PM east

1286

1128

-158

-12%

Malibu Canyon
and

. and<PCH
Malibu Canyon
and
and PCH
Malibu Canyon ·
and

Whole Foods Weekday Traffic Count Smell Test
Approved
Legacy Park Whole Foods
EIR
EIR

Traffic
Decrease

Location

Direction

Legacy

Whole Foods

Difference

%Decrease

Cross Creek
andPCH

AM West

1241

1001

240

19%

Cross Creek
and PCH

AM East·

1950

1623

327

17%

PM West.

. 1796.

1711

85

5%

1955

1603

352

18%

Cross Creek

andPCH

Cross Creek
and PCH

PM east

Whole Foods Weekday Traffic Count Smell Test
Approved
La Paz EIR

Whole Foods
EIR

Direction

LaPaz

Whole Foods

Difference

%Decrease

PM

.850

609

-241.

-28%

Webb Way on to
Civic Center Way

PM

520

432

--88

-17%

Cros~ Creek onto
Civic Center Way

PM West

320

208

-112

-35%

Location
·civic·<;;ef1ter Way
On to Malibu
Canyon

Traffic
Decrease

Whole Foods Weekday Traffic Count Smell Test

Location

Ganyon
arla··ptH

Traffic
Decrease

2013
Caltrans

Whole Foods
EIR

Direction

Caltrans

Whole Foods

Difference

%Decrease

·Both

4000

2357

240

-35%

Both

3950

3314

636

-17%

Malib~

Cross Creek
and PCH

Whole Foods EIR

A Traffic Analysis?
• Dismissed Resident EIR Comments on Safety.
• lgnqred Malibu Traffic Analysis Guidelines.
• Disclosed only partial information on mitigation
measures.
• Wants you to believe traffic on Malibu Roads has
decreased by 25%

Whole Foods EIR

A Traffic Analysis?

,RECEIVED
M~.~

·-· ~ 2015
~G DEpt

SCPOA
SERRA CANYON PROPERTY OWNER'S ASSOCIATION
"WHOLE FOODS IN THE PARK"
DRAFTEIR
COMMENTS FOR SCOPING MEETING
MARCH 2, 2015

~

Good Evening Honorable Planning Commissioners, thank you for giving me
the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR recently submitted for "Whole
Foods in the Park".
My name is JeffFollert; I am President of the Serra Canyon Property
Owner's Association-or SCPOA. SCPOA is an organization of
approximately 110 Properties in the Serra Canyon neighborhood who share
common ingress and egress easements on private roadways. These shared
easements originate and terminate at two primary points: at Serra Road and
PCH and at Cross Creek Road and Civic Center Way. Both access points are
required Fire Department Emergency primary and secondary access points
for all properties in our neighborhood.
As I am certain you know, the Environmental Impact Report is lengthy and
includes detailed study by various consultants to the Project. I am not, and
we are not sophisticated Planning analysts. Our comments tonight are
somewhat general in nature, but speak to the very real concerns of our
community with regard to the project's independent and cumulative impact
on Civic Center area traffic, and the health and safety of our residents. We
looked generally at traffic impact, but after further review, we may comment
more specifically on this and other Project impact concerns.
Our preliminary review of the Project's Traffic Study resulted in many
questions and raised doubt as t(),Jhe practical reality of the impact analysis.
1. The report seems to indicate that of the intersections studied, only
three were potentially impaired and proposed for mitigation; these are
PCH and Cross Creek Road-at PCH, PCH and Webb Way-at PCH,
and Webb Way and Civic Center Way---at Webb Way. Cross Creek
Road and Civic Center Way-the intersection that is directly adjacent
to the project and most impacting Serra Canyon Property Owners was
cited as "having no impact" from the proposed Prolect. Despite the
1
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Traffic Engineers estimates, SCPOA requests a further detailed
analysis of the real and potential impacts on this most critical
intersection.
The report indicates. that "three-axle" truck traffic will be limited to
ingress and egress through the "main" Civic Center Way driveway.
The report states that this will be accomplished by these vehicles
being "prohibited" from using "the private section" of Cross Creek
Road. How will this effectively be controlled-by signage? This will
never work. Furthermore, many, if not a majority of delivery vehicles
for a: market, two restaurants, and retail stores are NOT "three axle"
vehicles.
Cross Creek Road is a Private Roadway and is a primary or secondary
point of ingress, egress, and emergency services for all Serra Canyon
residents. In at least one event during the fires of the 1990's, Serra
Road Access was entirely fire involved; Residents and Emergency
yehicles were limited to the Cross Creek Road access point.
Historically-and for many years, the private Cross Creek Road's use
has been limited to residents and a limited number of low impact
businesses. The "practical" potential impact and use of the
"secondary" driveway on Cross Creek Road needs further analysis.
The proposed use is active and significant-it will impact the safety
of Serra Canyon. If the access point is included to meet project
"emergency access" requirements, at a minimum, consideration
should be given to "Emergency Use Only"--controlled by gate and
"Knox" key.
The Cross Creek Road and Civic Center Way intersection was
considered a "three way intersection" in the Traffic Study. With the
approval of and use by the "Urban Outfitters" property parking area
and the alignment of their driveway, the intersection has become
"four-way" and should be analyzed as such. The impact of a new
'driveway" cut from private Cross Creek Road needs far greater
scrutiny.
Serra Canyon feels strongly that the project traffic analysis should be
viewed in its cumulative effect. With the existing Development
Agreement for La Paz, the Santa Monica College use of the County
Buildings, the potential of other commercial developments, the
Project's EIR should include the cumulative impact of other approved
and proposed developments in the Civic Center area. If the applicant,
for some reason is not required to provide this, the CITY should step
in and provide it.
2

~:

Serra Canyon Property Owners Association (SCPOA) is deeply concerned
about the potential impact of this project on the traffic, health, and safety of
our Property Owners and Residents. Please, do not simply accept the studies
provided by the applicant without further independent analysis. We
respectfully request a "real world" analysis-with significant opportunity for
input by Serra Canyon-by far the potential Project's most affected
Residential Neighborhood.
Thank you for your time this evening,
JeffFollert

'\
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
1320 NORTH EASTERN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90063-3294

RECEIVED

DARYL L. OSBY
FIRE CHIEF
FORESTER & FIRE WARDEN

MAR- 6 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

February 24, 2015

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
. Dear Mr. Janowicz:
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND
PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING, "WHOLE FOODS AND THE PARK
SHOPPING CENTER," IT INCLUDES THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO PARCELS
TOTALING 5.88 ACRES, THE PROJECT SITE IS CURRENTLY VACANT, IT ALSO
CONSISTS OF A NEW 38,425 SQUARE-FOOT, COMMUNITY SHOPPING CENTER,
23401 CIVIC CENTER WAY, MALIBU (FFER 201500026)
The Notice of Availability of a Draft Environmental Impact Report and Planning
Commission Public Hearing has been reviewed by the Planning Division, Land
Development Unit, Forestry Division, and Health Hazardous Materials Division of the
County of Los Angeles Fire Department. The following are their comments:
PLANNING DIVISION:
3.11. Fire Protection
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Existing Conditions
Paragraph 1, sentences 3 and 4 should be corrected and updated as follows:
SERVING THE UNINCORPORATED AREAS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY AND THE CITIES OF:
AGOURA HILLS
ARTESIA
AZUSA
BALDWIN PARK
BELL
BELL GARDENS
BELLFLOWER
BRADBURY

CALABASAS
CARSON
CERRITOS
CLAREMONT
COMMERCE
COVINA
CUDAHY

DIAMOND BAR
DUARTE
ELMONTE
GARDENA
GLENDORA
HAWAIIAN GARDENS
HAWTHORNE

HIDDEN HILLS
HUNTINGTON PARK
INDUSTRY
INGLEWOOD
IRWINDALE
LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE
LA HABRA

LA MIRADA
LA PUENTE
LAKEWOOD
LANCASTER
LAWNDALE
LOMITA
LYNWOOD

MALIBU
MAYWOOD
NORWALK
PALMDALE
PALOS VERDES ESTATES
PARAMOUNT
PICORIVERA

POMONA
RANCHO PALOS VERDES
ROLLING HILLS
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES
ROSEMEAD
SAN DIMAS
SANTA CLARITA

SIGNAL HILL
SOUTH EL MONTE
SOUTHGATE
TEMPLE CITY
WALNUT
WEST HOLLYWOOI
WESTLAKE VILLAG
WHITTIER

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
February 24, 2015
Page2

The Department's operations are divided into nine operational Divisions, which are
composed of 22 Battalions serving unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County and fil58 contract cities (including the City of Malibu). In 2G42 2014, the LACFD responded to
approximately 314,500 339.019 incidents, including about 7,650 8,187 fire incidents.
Paragraph 2, sentences 3 should be updated as follows:
In~

2014, these stations responded to~ 2,419 incidents within the City of
Malibu, including 47 63 fire incidents
LAND DEVELOPMENT UNIT:

1.

The statutory responsibilities of the County of Los Angeles Fire Department's
Land Development Unit are to review and comment on all projects within the
unincorporated areas of the County of Los Angeles. Our emphasis is on the
availability of sufficient water supplies for firefighting operations and
local/regional access issues. However, we review all projects for issues that may
have a significant impact on the County of Los Angeles Fire Department. We are
responsible for the review of all projects within contract cities (cities that contract
with the County of Los Angeles Fire Department for fire protection services). We
are responsible for all County facilities located within non-contract cities. The
County of Los Angeles Fire Department's Land Development Unit may also
comment on conditions that may be imposed on a project by the Fire Prevention
Division, which may create a potentially significant impact to the environment.

2.

The development of this project must comply with all applicable code and
ordinance requirements for construction, access, water mains, fire flows, and fire
hydrants.

3.

This property is located within the area described by the Forester and Fire
Warden as a Fire Zone 4, Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (VHFHSZ). All
applicable fire code and ordinance requirements for construction, access, water
mains, fire hydrants, fire flows, brush clearance, and fuel modification plans,
must be met.

4.

When involved with subdivision in a city contracting fire protection with the
County of Los Angeles Fire Department, the Fire Department's requirements for
access, fire flows, and hydrants are addressed during the subdivision tentative
map stage.

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
February 24, 2015
Page 3

5.

The County of Los Angeles Fire Department's Land Development Unit's
comments are general requirements. Specific fire and life safety requirements
and conditions set during the environmental review process will be addressed
and conditions set at the building and fire plan check phase. Once the official
plans are submitted for review there may be additional requirements.

6.

This proposed development of the Whole Foods and the Park Shopping Center
was reviewed when the City of Malibu submitted the project under the Coastal
Development Permit 10-022. The County of Los Angeles Fire Department's
Land Development Unit approved the submittal on November 22, 2011
(attached). Any changes to the approved project configuration may require
additional submittal to Fire Department's Fire Land Development Unit for
additional review and approval.

7.

The County of Los Angeles Fire Department's Land Development Unit
appreciates the opportunity to comment on this project.

8.

Should any questions arise regarding subdivision, water systems, or access,
please contact the County of Los Angeles Fire Department's Land Development
Unit's Inspector Nancy Rodeheffer at (323) 890-4243.

FORESTRY DIVISION- OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS:
1.

The statutory responsibilities of the County of Los Angeles Fire Department's
Forestry Division include erosion control, watershed mana.gement, rare and
endangered species, vegetation, fuel modification for Very High Fire Hazard
Severity Zones or Fire Zone 4, archeological and cultural resources, and the
County Oak Tree Ordinance.

2.

The County of Los Angeles Fire Department's Forestry Division has no further
comments regarding this project.

HEALTH HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DIVISION:
1.

Based on the provided information the following should be clarified and addressed
in the EIR:
a)

Why the groundwater investigation was conducted?

b)

It appears that the monitoring wells (MWs) are still onsite. Therefore,
another round of groundwater samples should be taken and analyzed for

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
February 24, 2015
Page4

volatile organic compounds (VOCs). If VOCs are below MCL, the MWs
should be abandoned under permit. If VOCs are above MCL, the
groundwater contamination should be·reported to the Los Angeles
Regional Water Quality Control Board.
c)

A soil gas study should be conducted to verify absence ofVOCs in the
subsurface soil.

If you have any additional questions, please contact this office at (323) 890-4330.

KEVIN T. JOHNS N, ACTING CHIEF, FORESTRY DIVISION
PREVENTION SERVICES BUREAU
JTK:ad

Enclosure

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
5823 Rickenbacker Road
Commerce, California 90040

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL -INCORPORATED

Subdivision No:

CDP 10-022
23401 Civic Center Way

Map Date

C.U.P. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City

March 28,2011 (Fire Access Plan)

Malibu

D

FIRE DEPARTMENT HOLD on the tentative map shall remain until verification from the Los Angeles County Fire Dept.
Planning Section is received, stating adequacy of service. Contact (323) 881-2404.

[gl

Access shall comply with Section 503 of the Fire Code, which requires all weather access.
All weather access may require paving.

D
D

Fire Department Access shall be extended to within 15 0 feet distance of any exterior portion of all structures.
Where driveways extend further than 150 feet and are of single access design, turnarounds suitable for fire protection
equipment use shall be provided and shown on the fmal map. Turnarounds shall be designed, constructed and maintained
to msure their integrity for Fire Department use. Where topography dictates, turnarounds shall be provided for driveways
that extend over 150 feet in length.
Private driveways shall be indicated on the final map as "Private Driveway and Firelane" with the widths clearly depicted
and shall be maintained in accordance with the Fire Code.
All required fire hydrants shall be installed, tested and accepted prior to construction.

[gl

Vehicular access must be provided and maintained serviceable throughout construction to all required fire hydrants.
All required fire hydrants shall be installed, tested and accepted prior to construction.

[gl

This property is located within the area described by the Fire Department as "Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone" (formerly
Fire Zone 4). A "Fuel Modification Plan" shall be submitted and approved prior to fmal map clearance. (Contact the Fuel
Modification Unit, Fire Station #32, 605 North Angeleno Avenue, Azusa, CA 91702-2904, Phone (626} 969-5205, for details).

[gl

Provide Fire Department or City approved street signs and building access numbers prior to occupancy.

D
D

Additional fire protection systems shall be· installed in lieu of suitable access and/or fire protection water.
The fmal concept map, which has been submitted to this department for review, has fulfilled the conditions of approval
recommended by this department for access only.

D

These conditions shall be secured by a C.U.P. and/or Covenant and Agreement approved by the County of Los Angeles
Fire Department prior to fmal map clearance.

D

The Fire Department, Land Development Unit has no additional requirements for this division of land at this time. Additional
Fire Department requirements will be required when this land is further subdivided and/or during the building permit process.

Comments:

INSPECTOR

This project is cleared for Public Hearing as submitted. Access is adequate as shown on the site revised fire access plan dated
March 28. 2011 . (May 3. 2011 FD).

DATE

November 22, 2011

Land Development Unit- Fire Prevention Division- (323) 890-4243, Fax (323) 890-9783
Form 266

9/01

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
5823 Rickenbacker Road
Commerce, California 90040

WATER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS- INCORPORATED

Subdivision No:

CDP 10-022
23401 Civic Center Way

Map Date

------------------------------------------

City

March 28, 2011 (Fire Access Plan)

Malibu

Provide water mains, fire hydrants and fire flows as required by the County of Los Angeles Fire Department, for all land shown on
map which shall be recorded.
The required fire flow for public fire hydrants at this location is 2000 gallons per minute at 20 psi for a duration of .1. hours, over
and above maximum daily domestic demand. .1. Hydrant(s) flowing simultaneously may be used to achieve the required fire flow.
The requiied fire flow for private on-site hydrants is 1250 gallons per minute at 20 psi. Each private on-site hydrant must be capable
of flowing 2000 gallons per minute at 20 psi with two hydrants flowing simultaneously, one of which must be the furthest from the
public water source.
Fire hydrant requirements are as follows:
Upgrade_
Install j_ public fire hydrant(s).
lnstall..J.._ private on-site fire hydrant(s). Upgrade_

Verify (flow test) _ _ existing Public fire hydrant(s).
Verify (flow test) __ existing On-Site fire hydrant(s).

All hydrants shall measure 6"x 4"x 2-1/2" brass or bronze, conforming to current A WWA standard C503 or approved equal. All
on-site hydrants shall be installed a minimum of25' feet from a structure or protected by a two (2) hour rated firewall.
~
~

Location: As per map on file with the office.
Other location:
lnstall3 on-site fire hydrants as indicated on the fire access plan mark up dated May 20, 2010.
lnstall1 new public fire hydrant as indicated on the Fire Access Plan mark up dated May 20,2010.

All required fire hydrants shall be installed, tested and accepted or bonded for prior to Final Map approval. Vehicular access shall
be provided and maintained serviceable throughout construction.

D

The County of Los Angeles Fire Department is not setting requirements for water mains, fire hydrants and fire flows as a
condition of approval for this division of land as presently zoned and/or submitted.
Additional water system requirements may be required when this land is further subdivided and/or during the building permit
process.

D

Hydrants and fire flows are adequate to meet current Fire Department requirements.

D

·Fire hydrant upgrade is not necessary if existing hydrant(s) meet(s) fire flow requirements.
Submit original water availability form to this office.
SUBMIT COMPLETED (ORIGINAL ONLY) FIRE FLOW AVAILABILITY FORM TO THIS OFFICE FOR REVIEW.
COMMENTS:

Per the County of Los Angeles Water Works District 29, the Fire Flow Availability form dated October 25,2011,
indicates adequate flow requirements for the proposed development.

All hydrants shall be installed in conformance with Title 20, County ofLos Angeles Government Code !lid County of Los Angeles Fire Code, or appropriate City regulations.
This shall include minimum six-inch diameter mains. Arrangements to meet these requirements must be made with the water purveycc serving the area.

By Inspector

Nancy 'Rod'efief[er

Date =-::N-:-o-,v-=-e=m....,b=-er_2-:::2-:-,2=:-0-::1-::-:1::--=::::::-=---------

Land Development Unit- Fire Prevention Division'-- (323) 890-4243, Fax (323) 890-9783

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jae Flora-Katz
Tuesday, March 10, 2015 5:27 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR!

MAR 10 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear City Of Malibu,
It Is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25%
or more) materially understates the impacts of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of
· Malibu Residents.working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. All Civic Center traffic
must be taken into account including cumulative traffic from all the new developments that are planned
including Pepperdine's approved 5000 person event auditorium.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray future and the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Jae and Jeff Katz

. . .:
~

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Stiffelman
Tuesday, March 10, 2015 6:34 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 10 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear City Planners,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased

by 25% or more) materially understates the impacts of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the
Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health
and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. All
Civic Center traffic must be taken into account including cumulative traffic from all the new
developments that are planned including Pepperdine's approved 5000 person event auditorium.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing, and
known future, traffic on Malibu Roads.
Susan Stiffelman, 35 year Malibu resident (Malibu West)
Susan Stiffelman, MFT

Susan Stiffelman shows parents how to create healthy, loving relationships with children while helping them develop the
resilience and authenticity that will serve them throughout their lives. Parenting Without Power Struggles is one of the best
parenting books I have ever read.Arianna Huffington

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Wednesday, March 11, 2015 9:41 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Potential Whole Foods Disaster

Lisa Pope, CityCierk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228
From: Judie
Sent:Tuesday,Ma
To: Lisa Pope
Subject: Potential Whole Foods Disaster

Dear City Of Malibu,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the
impacts of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to
the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center
and to those living around it. All Civic Center traffic must be taken into account
including cumulative traffic from all the new developments that are planned
including Pepperdine's approved 5000 person event auditorium.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately
· portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.

Judith Stein Friedman

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Wednesday, March 11, 2015 9:43 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Whole foods traffic concerns

RECElVED

MAR 10 2015 .
PLANNING DEPT.

Lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228

From: D Day
Sent: Tuesday,
To: Lisa Pope
Subject: Whole foods traffic concerns

Dear City Of Malibu,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impacts of traffic on our
roads. Going forward with the Whole·Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or
visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. All Civic Center traffic must be
taken into account including cumulative traffic from all the new developments that are
planned including Pepperdine's approved 5000 person event auditorium.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the
existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
D. Day

Sent from my iPad. :D

1

Jas.ch)anowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

louspirito
Wednesday,
Jasch Janowicz; lisa Pope
WHOLE FOODS - EIR

RECEIVED

NAR 1 f 2015
PlANNING DEPT.

Dear City Officials:
My wife and I have read the draft EIR regarding Whole Foods and we came away with the
feeling that the impact on civic center traffic was understated.

and the Pepperdine auditorium
starts holding events, traffic in the area could be impassible.
Imagine a
gorgeous Spring or Summer weekend when hordes of beach goers
compete with the attendees at a Pepperdine concert, and shoppers
flocking to Whole Foods. ·
· It could be more than inconvenient for Malibu residents; it could
pose serious health and safety problems in the event of an accident
or a. fire.
.
Given these concerns, we're asking you to have Whole _Foods
reexamine their count with an eye toward a more accurate, honest
assessment.
Once the other developments come on line

Sincerely,
Louis & Eugenie Spirito

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Zielski Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:28 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz .
Whole Foods EIR Comment

·.

·. '· ... .

.

·MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Plea.Se demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
·
·
Signed,
David Zielski
Malibu Resident

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Verbon
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:30 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR f 2 2015
PlANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
·
Signed, Joanne Verbon

RISK DISCLOSURE: Purchasing precious metals in bullion, bars , coins, proof coins, and
numismatic coins involves a degree of risk that should be carefully evaluated prior to
investing any funds . Lear Capital and its agents are not registered or licensed by any
government agencies and are not . financial advisors or tax advisors . Past performance is
not a guarantee of future results. Also, the information contained in this transmission
is pri vileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or
entity named above. If you have received this e - mail in error, please cont act the sender
immediately and delete the material from any computer . Thank you.
PERMISSION SETTINGS: Our records indicate you have opted- in to the Learcapital . com
mailing list with your email address. We respect your privacy . If you no longer wish to
receive emails from Lear Capital, please forward original email you received to:
with UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject line.

1

Jasch Jan9wicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Verbon • • • • • • • • • • •
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:30 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAW 12 20i5
Pf..ANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the·impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, Michael Stoller

RISK DISCLOSURE: Purchasing preciousmetals in bullion, bars, coi ns , p roof c oins, and
numismatic coins involves a degree of r isk that should be carefully evaluated prior to
i nvest i ng any f unds . Lear Capit al and its agents a r e not r egistered or l i censed by any
government agencies and a re not financial advisors or tax advisors . Past - performance is
not a guarantee of future results . Also , the information contained in this t r ansmission
is privileged and confidentia l information intended only for the use of t he individual or
entity named above . If you have r eceived this e - mail in error , please contact the sender
·immediately and delet e t he material from any comput.e r . Thank you .
PERMI SSION SETTINGS: Our records indicate you have opted- in to t he Learcapi tal.com
mailing list with your email address. We respect your p rivacy . If you no longer wish t o
receive emails from Lear Capital , p l ease forwa.r d origin al email you received to:
ith UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject line .
.

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carla Mccloskey
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:31 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Sample Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this errori~ous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, Carla and Leigh McCloskey

1

J~sch

Janowicz.

From:
Sent
To:

Subject:

RECEIVED
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:40 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Food EIR

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Hello. I am a Malibu resident living at 32219 Pacific Coast Highway. I am writing you to express my concern over the EIS
for the proposed Whole Foods. I fear that it makes unsubstantiated claims about the impact on traffic that the store would
have. As a Malibl! resident, I am against that project and the added traffic it will bring. lkf the city does move forward I
think we should have a realistic expectation as to the impact on traffic and this EIS does not seem to provide it.
Thank you - Chris Penny

.!

1
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l

Jasch J~nowicz
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:43 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz ·
FW: Whole fo9ds

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPT.
Lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228

----·0 rigi na I Message---·From: Janet Tholen
Sent: Thursday, Ma
To: Lisa Pope
Subject: Whole food s
Dear Lisa Pope Please consider the enormous increase in traffic that a Whole Foods ma rket would create in an area that is already
teeming with people and cars o.n a typical summer day. The impact of this project needs to be thoroughly analyzed by a
purely objective party. Try to enter the Pavillion's parking lot on Heathercliff on any afternoon of the week for a
glimpse into what this project will create- and in a much busier part of Malibu.
Thank youJanet Tholen
Sent from my iPad

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Cc:
Subject

Deborah Frankel
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:43 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

. RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
First of all, Whole Foods alone is the better answer- not a whole new development of shops.
Malibu doesn't need more shops but they could use a great Whole Foods.
Malibu also does not need more traffic.
It is clear that the traffic.counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing t;raffic has decreased by 25% or
'more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, .
Deborah Frankel

Deborah Frankel Photography

1
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Jasch Jaoowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Thursday, March 12; 2015 12:45 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Whole Foods EIR

RECElVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNlNG DEPT,
lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228
From:
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:26 PM
To: Lisa Pope
Subject: Whole Foods EIR

Dear Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole ·Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. .
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to
·
those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic
·
on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

James Sarantinos

1

Jasch J~nowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:49 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz; Jennifer Pietro
Whole Foods BR

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
The traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decqrated by 25% or more
materially understates the impact that the project will have on traffic in the Civic Ce.nter.
The Whole Foods development project and the EIR currently under consideration must be
reevaluated . The EIR cannot stand based on this erroneous traffic information, especially given the risk it
poses to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and of course to
those living in the immediate vicinity as well.
As our representatives we urg~ the City Council tc;> require an EIR that does not materially understate
project traffic consequences, and as our city staff we urge you to work with the City Council to ensure that
new traffic counts are integrated into the EIR that accurately portray the existing (and projected) traffic on
our Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,

1'l

Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro, M.S.M.
Development Consultant and Philanthropic Advisor
Certified Mediator, MMC

i
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1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janet Tholen
Thursday, M
Jasch Janowicz
·Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz Please consider the enormous impact on traffic that a Whole Foods development would have on an area in Malibu that
is teeming with cars and people on any summer day. I live near the Pavillion's on Heathe.rcliff and many of my
neighbors no longer patronize any business in that complex- it is simply too chaotic to deal with. Needless to say, this
west end of Malibu does not generate the traffic that frequents the city center where the Whole Foods would be
located. An objective party should conduct a thorough environmental impact study to ascertain the wisdom of moving
ahead with this development.
Thank youJanet Tholen.
Sent from my iPad

i

II

I .

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
· To:

Subject:

RECEIVED

Monika Peters
Thursday,
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPt

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:59 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Whole Foods EIR Comment

Importance:

High

Sent:

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PlANNING DEPT.
Lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
. Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228
From: Laura
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:58 PM
To: Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Subject: Whole Foods EIR Comment
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
significantly understates the impact of traffic on our roads. I have been a resident of Malibu and a business owner in the
Cross Creek area since 2004.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this faulty information would present a risk to the health
and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Our office is located diagonally from the proposed Whole Foods location and while I am very excited about their future
opening, I am also acutely aware of how traffic has already increased even in the past year. The light at Cross Creek
going onto PCH is already bottle necked during high traffic days/weekends. The turn lanes on Cross Creek are so poorly
marked that no one ever knows to use them. The pedestrian walkways are very much a safety h~zard, especially at
night.
With Whole Foods coming literally to our corner, I'm very much concerned as there should be more than a 4-way stop at
Cross Creek and Civic Center Way, there should be a traffic light to handle the fiow of traffic appropriately and timed
w ith the PCH light. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that more correctly portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.

All the best,

Laura Doughty, COO
Broker
BRE#01861790

Monarch
Providing Real Estate Concierge"' services for ALL your Homes

Malibu

I London I New York

BRE #01904857 Trademark: Real Estate ConciergefM Monarch has registered its marks nationally and in the state of california. This
ensures protect ion of the Integrity and identity of Monarch. All other names, symbols, initials, or graphic designs that refer to
Monarch Real Estate Concierge'M are protected by U.S. and state common law.
Confidential Information© Copyright 2015, RMS, Inc. and Tola Malibu, Inc.
This message and any accompanying attachments are intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information that
is PRIVILEGED and/or CONFIDENTIAL Any ideas, concepts or information conveyed is the sole property of RMS, Inc. and Tola
Malibu I nc. This is not intended as a listing solicitation for a property currently listed with another broker. If you are not the
·
intended recipient, dissemination, disclosure, or other use of this communication is prohibited.

Monarch Estates and Homes is an £co-friendly company/ We prefer communication and
attachments via e-mail.
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2

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Pope
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:06 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Help us for no whole foods

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNlNG DEPT.
lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228
From: Claudia Damasceno
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:03 PM
To: Lisa. Pope
Subject: Help us for no whole foods

Dear Linda, help us out ... we don 1t need more traffic.
thanks for being with us,
Claudia Divito

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynchfa
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:14 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods Traffic

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and t o those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts t hat accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Dru Tolmachoff-Lynch
Sent from my iPhone

1

Jas.c:h Janqwi_cz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

· Azel Griswold
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:14 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
re EIR

RECEIVED

MAR f .2 2015 ·
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Ms. Pope and Mr. Janowicz,
I have been a Malibu resident for the better part of seventeen years. During my time living in this wonderful area I have
noticed a significant spike in traffic through the areas reported by the EIR submitted by Whole Foods. I have no idea
how they came up with lower traffic figures than determined in previous studies.
I urge you to demand a more factual EIR which more clearly reflects the increasing traffic congestion in Malibu.
The citizens have already voted their disapproval of the Whole Foods project.
I am quite satisfied with our grocery store choices in the area.
Perhaps Steve Soberoff could better direct his funds and energies.
Thank you,
Azel Griswold

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

HENRY ZINMAN
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:18 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 20f5
PlANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon
this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to
those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu
Roads. Signed,

f

11

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

William Stange
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:28 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 20f5
PLANNING DEPT.

I.

I

!

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Randy Turrow
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:39 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Carlene
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It i~ clear that the traffic counts used. in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
· Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Randy Turrow and Carlene Moore
Condo Owners
Malibu Canyon Village

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Charles Gondell
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:40 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING OEPl:

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
j

I

Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Charles Gondell

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Kohn Family
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:51 PM
Lis~ Pope
whole foods & traffic

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PU\NNING DEPT.

Hi, tnank you in advance for reading this :) I just want to say that I have been a Malibu resident for over twenty years,
and can't recall the last time I drove over any of those black traffic line counter things- any where in town- much less
over by the library and Serra ... how was this "decrease" in traffic determined? Seems like with the push to keep our
small town, small, that it'd be nice if we actually knew what's in store for our community. For those of us that actually
live here year round. Regular Joes driving our kids to Webster and OLM and the library and Cross Creek and Serra. I
appreciate your being on top Of this situation and doing w~at's best for us. Thank you so much, Kristin Kohn
p.s. why we're entertaining Whole Foods in the first place is beyond me; (I'm sure it's$) when we already have PC
Greens, Vintage, Pavillions & Ralphs! Seems ridiculous to bring in another grocery store that only adds traffic to an
already congested area and will undoubtedly hurt existing business for the aforementioned- who as we know, carry
plenty of organic, healthy foods. WF is overkill.

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

tiffanyholman4
Thursday, March 12, 2015 1:52 PM
lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

. Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% o~
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Sent &om my T-Mobile4G LTE Device

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject

Bill Sampson
Thursday,
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED '

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Going
forward with the Whole FoodS development based upon this erroneous information would present a ·r isk to the
health and saf~ty of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please
demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu
Roads.
To the above "canned" may we add that getting around here has exponentially worsened in the last few
years. Because of congestion we stopped heading toward Santa Monica many ye~ ago. NOW, because of
existing congestion, we try to avoid even mid-Malibu. Stic~ another 3000 cars in there (and you KNOW they
underestimated that don't you?) and we'll just stop going there unless we must. Why add gridlock to an area
already suffering?

Signed,
MalibuBill and Rosemary Sampson

1

~asch
'i·

Janowicz

From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Andrea Rader
Thursday, March 12, 2015 2:00 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
I want a whole foods

RECEIVED

. MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Hello. As a supporter of measure r I was sent the email below urging me to contact you about whole foods
concerns.
On the contrary I whole heartedly welcome whole food to our Malibu community.
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Your Malibu
Date: March 12, 2015 at 12:18:01 PM PDT
To: Andrea

Subject:
Reply-T

I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Kevin Singer
Thursday, March 12, 2015 2:03 PM
Lisa.Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working orvisiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.·
Signed,
Kevin Singer

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jennifer Pietro
Thursday, March 12, 2015 2:07 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz; Jennifer Pietro
Re: Whole Foods EIR

RECEf\IED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Typo correction in letter below.
Thank you!
Sent from my iPhone, with attendant grammatical and spelling errors, for which I sincerely apologize.
Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro
Development Consultant
and Certified Mediator

On Mar 12,2015, at 12:49 PM, Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro

wrote:

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
The traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more materially understates the impa~t that the project will have on traffic in the
Civic Center.
The Whole Foods development project and the EIR currently under consideration must be
reevaluated. The EIR cannot stand based on this erroneous traffic information, especially
given the risk it poses to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the
Civic Center and of course to those living in the immediate vicinity as well.
As our representatives we urge the City Council to require an EIR that does not materially
understate project traffic consequences, and as our city staff we urge you to work with the
City Council to ensure that new traffic counts are integrated into the EIR that accurately
portray the existing (and projected) traffic on our Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro, M.S.M.
Development Consultant and Philanthropic Advisor
Certified Mediator, MMC

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

RECEIVED
lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Traffic around Cross Creek and PCH is
really heavy, especially during the summer when there is added traffic from tourists.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety ofMalibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Who le Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
The whole proposal of a little strip mall is too much for that little area. I am so tired of the traffic on PCH and
around Malibu. It 's getting harder to live a relaxing life here in Malibu. It would be nice to have a Whole
Foods in Malibu, but in an existing center that is alreat!y built.
Signed,

Carol Hahn

,.
!
;

Jasch Janowicz
From:

· Nancy A Kearson

Sent:

Thursday, March 12, 2015 2:43 PM

To:

Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz

Subject:

Whole Foods Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially
understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety
of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
·
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
This is simply a self-evident truth and common knowledge.
Signed,

Nancy A. Kearson

1

J~sch Janowicz .
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ronald weiner
Thursday, t-.:1arch 12, 2015 3:02 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 20f5
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon· this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts t hat accurately portray tbe existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Ronald Weiner

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent ·
To:

i

Cc:
Subject:

Alexander "Sasha" Sitkovetsky
Thursday, March 12, 2015 3:12 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

r

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

1
It is clear that the t raffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
hugely understates the impact of traffic on our already congested roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please strongly demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Alexander & Elena Sitkovetsky

i

I
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I

1

Ja.sci,1 .Ja.no.wicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Georgia
Thursday, March 12, 2015 3:32 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz &: Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming ex·i sting traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and
to those living around it.
·
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Georgia Goldfarb ·
Walter Zelman .
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1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anoush
Thursday,
Lisa Pope
Whole foods

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Hello Ms. Pope,
As a 30+ year resident of Malibu, Kindly note that I am fully and wholehearted in favor of a much needed Whole foods in
Malibu.
I do think that there will be no impact on traffic and in fact will lessen the burden on PCH . I for one, w ill no longer be
driving twice a week to t he Brentwood Whole foods store on San Vicente.
Many of my neighbors and friends are in total agreement with me and cannot wait for the Malibu location to open.
Tha nk you,
Mrs. A. Kochounian

.
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1

~a.sch Jano~!cz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Ryan
Thursday, March 12, 2015 3:49 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment !

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
I am a longtime resident of Malibu, I live on Malibu Road and I am very concerned about this! It is clear that
the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Anyone who lives here can see this with their own
eyes!
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health .and safety (not to mention the mental health) of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic
Center and to those living around it.

I

Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads. Not to do so would represent an extreme dereliction of your duties to this community!
Sincerely,
Ann Ryan

I
1

I

·I

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Tom Anderson
Thursday, March 12, 2015 3:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods EIR

Sent
To:
Subject:

RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. This doesn't make sense to
me.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Reside.nts working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu roads.
Signed,

Tom Anderson
Administrator
Serra Retreat
Malibu, CA

90265

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail-GO GREEN!

1

I

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent: ·
To:
Subject:

Carol Elkind
Thursday, March 12, 2015 3:55 PM
Usa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EJR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 12 20J5
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of t~;affic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon
this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic
Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Respectfully,
Carol Elkind
Malibu Resident

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subjed:

Carol Simpson
Thursday, March 12, 2015 4:00 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads: Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
·
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed,
Carol Simpson
21 year resident

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Diane Moss
Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:02 PM
Jasch Janowicz; lisa Pope
Please require updated, accurate Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Ms. Janowicz and Ms. Pope:
I write to urge you to require that the whole Foods development draft EIR be updated to
accurately reflect the traffic and safety impacts to the surrounding community.
I was born and ~rew up in Malibu, my family still lives in the City of Malibu, and my
husband I live 1n the hills above Leo Carrillo. As such, I have witnessed first hand the
impacts of shopping centers in ou~ community over the last few decades. Along with some
conveniences comes dramatic increases in traffic. Indeed, the public recently learned
that this new development would result in an additional 2300 to 3000 new car trips every
day , There is no clearly articulated plan in the draft EIR to deal with this new traffic.
Additionallyi the developers have not provided adequeate assurances that traffic
generated wi 1 not jeopardize public safety in the event of an emer~ency. This is
particularly unacceptable, given how emergency prone our community 1s.
Finally, the draft EIR makes the outrageous assumption that traffic has actually
decreased by 25% to 30% in recent years. I regularly commute through the canyons and on
PCH in:to "town" for work an.d frankly find this assertion laughable.
I urge you to prevent this draft EIR from being approved and to require that the
developer more carefully consider the aforementioned concerns.
Thank you for your time and assistance.
Sincerely
Diane Moss

From: Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro
To: Lpope@malibucity.org
Cc: jjanowicz@malibucity.org; Jennifer Pietro Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:49 PM
Subject: Whole Foods EIR

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
The traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decorated by 25% or more
materially understates the impact that the project will have on traffic in the Civic Center.
The Whole Foods development project and the EIR currently under consideration must be
reevaluated. The EIR cannot stand based on this erroneous traffic information, especially given the risk it
poses to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and of course to
those living in the immediate vicinity as well.
1

As our representatives we urge the City Council to require an EIR that does not materially understate
project traffic consequences, and as our city staff we urge you to work with the City Council to ensure that
new traffic counts are integrated into the EIR that accurately portray the existing (and projected) traffic on
our Malibu Roads.
·
Sincerely,
Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro, M.S.M.
Development Consultant and Philanthropic Advisor
Certified Mediator, MMC

2

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject: .

Richard Lawrence
Thursday, March 12, 2015 5:13 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods ElR

.RECEIVED

MAR 12 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact
of traffic on our roads.
·Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of !VJalibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately
portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Sincerely:
i.

i

i

Barbara & Richard Lawrence

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

M arshall
Thursday, March 12, 2015 6:46 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
My Whole Foods EIR Comment

Importance:

Hig h

REC_
EIVED

·MAR f 2 20J5
PLANNING DEPT

Dear City Planners and Malibu City Council;
I am a common-sense sort of a person. I trust my own powers of observation. A person who pays
attention to levels of traffic at various times of the day and days of the week in the Civic Center for the
past 17 year as I have as a resident, will come to the following conclusion: Any development that adds
thousands of daily car trips plus attending large delivery track traffic to the already heavily burdened Cross
Creek and Civic Center Way, is a foolish and potentially dangerous mistake. As an 11-year volunteer
member of Malibu CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) and community organizer in my
Malibu Park neighborhood, public safety and free access to evacuation routes for emergencies arej of
primary importance in any planning decision.
At the very least, please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the
existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Better yet, reject this unneeded and unwanted development in its
entirety.

.

Marshall Thompson
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Please remember: May 23rd is WORLD TURTLE DAYI www.tortolse.com

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Evans
Thursday, March 12, 2015 7:29 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Regarding Whole Foods EIR errors

RECEIVED

MAR f 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
.to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it. Unless a clear plan is included for dealing with the increased traffic and the dangers of evacuation during
fire and flood, this presents a serious risk factor to the people and animals of Malibu.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
John Evans
"Character development and narrative .
Start there , and t hen the ideas will appear,
li ke spores turning into mushrooms ."
-- David Mit c hell , i nte r viewed for The Millions
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. From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Kathy Wittenberg
Thursday, March 12, 2015 10:22 PM
lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 1 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT .

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear t hat the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on.Malibu Roads.
Thank you,
Kathy Wittenberg

I

!
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RECEIVED
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Re: Whole Foods (ElR) report

MAR I 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic cotints used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of
traffic· on our roads.
·
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this
erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu
Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present'new traffic counts that accurately portray the
existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Further, that Malibu's Planning Commission do their own, independent and therefore
impartial survey in this matter so we the residents and local businesses have
some credible basis for comparison.

Is it not so that the PCH in this is already one of the most dangerous roads in the State? Don't you
.
have an obligation to us residents to ease our current safety and traffic congestion problem
wherever possible - also to ensure that residents can go about their day without overcrowding,
additional noxious fumes etc., in their local town?

Signed,
V.P.A. Mitchell-Clyde

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

Judith Israel
Friday, March 13, 2015 8:00 AM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Juditn Israel
Sent frorri my iPad

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Frankie Blue
Friday, Ma
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods Proposal

RECEIVED .

MAR f 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope, ·
We don't need another grocery store. We already have Vintage Grocery, PC Greens, Von's and Ralph's
(which has become like a mini Vintage Grocery)
Additionally, it is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existil)g traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Frankie Blue Sposato
Planet India Music

.1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject: .

Lisa Pope
Friday, March 13, 2015 11:16 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mary Anne Roelke
Date: March 13, 2015 at 11 :1
To: Lpope@malibucity.org
Subject: Whole Foods
I am a member.of the community and I support Whole Foods..

I

I·
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Jasch Ja~owicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Pope
Friday, March 13, 2015 12:39 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Whole Foods in the Park

RECEIVED

MAR 1 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Linda gibbs
Date: March 13, 201 at
To: "Lpope@malibucitv.org" <Lpope@nialibucity.org>

Subject: Whole Foods in the Park
Dear Lisa,
I keep hearing concerns ~hat the EIR for the whole foods in the park does not properly address
the traffic issues of flow and new (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or ·more.)

Please demand that the Whole Foods project present new traffic counts that accurately portray
the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
in loVe
Linda
"Earth Care, People Care, Fair Share"

I

Sent from my iPhone
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Jas(l:t J.ano.wicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject: ·

Joel Denver
Friday, March 13, 2015 12:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz ·
Lisa Pope
Whole Foods and the Park DE1R

RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Jasch Janowicz
City of Malibu
Planning ·Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Dear Jasch,
After reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Report, I believe that the Whole
Foods and the Park development will be a positive addition to our .
community. My main concerns about this project pertained to emergency
access---given our frightening history of fires, traffic, and general mass and
height ofthe project. After reviewing this document, I feel comfortable voicing
my support for its approval.
This report studied seemingly dozens of areas including geology, air quality,
water use, cultural resources, and of course, traffic and emergency access.
Independent environmental experts concluded there are no significant impacts.
In terms of the size of the project, the tallest structure is 28 feet and the vast
majority of the future site will be open and heavily landscaped. Best of all, it will
give families high quality recreational options and another place to congregate.
Great project. Minimal impacts. And we finally get a Whole Foods market!
Sincerely,
Joel Levinson
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kate E. Novotny
Friday, March 13, 2015 4:00 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods Eir

RECEIVED

MAR 1 3 20J5
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Ms. Pope and Mr. Janowicz,
With regards to the proposed Whole Foods project. The opposition would have us believe that the whole ·
Foods will bring thousands of outside visitors to shop at Whole Foods, Malibu, even though they have one
much closer to their home if they live in the valley or Pacific Palisades . .This is clearly more misinformation to
try to delay or prevent the project.
The reality is that having Whole Foods in Malibu will dramatically diminish the traffic in and around Malibu
because the residents will be able to shop "Locally'' (which is what I thought everyone was trying to encourage)
instead of driving to Santa Monica so increasing PCH traffic or winding their way over Malibu Canyon or
Kanan Dume to shop in the valley. Currently I drive to the valley to go to Whole Foods, Trader Joes or Gdsons
pretty much every day of the week, if you multiply those trips by the 12,000 plus residents, that more ·than
likely do the same, that is an awful amount of Unnecessary traffic on our roads.
I believe that having Whole Foods in the center of Malibu will help to reduce traffic flow in and around Malibu,
and therefore it would seem that their EIR estimate of traffic reduction is accurate. They should not be made to
do a new EIR, nothing has materially changed since they did the last one.
K:
Kate Novotny

The information in this electronic mail message is the sender's confidential business and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee(s). Access to this internet
electronic mail message by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action take11 or omitted to be taken in
·
reliance on it is prohibited and may be unla~.
The sender believes that this E-mail and any attaehments were free of any virus, worm, Trojan horse, and/or malicious code when sent. This message and its attachments could
have been infected during transmission. By reading the message and opening any attachments, the recipient accepts full responsibility for taking pr otective and remedial action
about viruses and other defects. The sender's company is not liable for any loss or damage arising in any way from this message or its attachments.
Nothing in this email shall be deemed to create a binding contract to purchase/sell real estate. The sender of this email does not have the authority to bind a buyer or seller to a
contract via written or verbal communications including, but not limited to, email communications.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judi Hutchinson
Friday, March 13, 2015 4:08 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Cc;>mment

RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

l

.j

Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
·Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
·
Sign~

Judi Hutchinson
Robert Hutchinson

·i
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vicky Arnold
Friday, March 13, 2015 4:13 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward
with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and
safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center.and to those living around it.
Please demand that
Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic ·o n Malibu Roads.
Signed,

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cami Winikoff
Friday, March 13, 2015 4:46 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It Is clear that the traffic counts used In the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health
and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Thank you,
Cami winikoff and Scott greco

1

~a~ch Ja1;1o.wicz

From:

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Susan Tellem
Friday, March 13, 2015 4:49 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
John Sibert; Joan House; Lou La Monte; Laura Rosenthal; Skylar Peak
Whole Foods EIR
RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015

Dear Lisa, Jasch and City Council Members:

PLANNING DEPT.

Today as I write this PCH is closed for a fire and fire truck staging, and it is only
March. Yesterday, it took me an extra hour to get home because a traffic signal was out at .
Nobu. Just days ago, a woman was killed by a hit and run, just a few weeks after another death
of a woman on PCH in a traffic accident. I would be happy to share every sheriff Nixie report I
have collected since August 2014 that document crashes, deaths and other traffic casualties and
mishaps on PCH. With 1,000 accidents clocked each year on our PCH, and with thousands of
beachgoers, hikers and cyclists coming in extremely early due to unseasonably warm weather, it's
apparent that Whole Foods is literally out to lunch with its EIR. We have local Vintage Market and
PC Greens, Whole Foods clones, for those wanting high priced organic food. We certainly do not
need another market with a huge Ralph's close by. But most important, we do not need another
choke point during emergencies or with tourists and beachg·oers already flooding in making PCH
impassable.
This project would cause a major increase in traffic, resulting in an additional 2300 to 3000 new
car trips every day. Whole Foods has not proposed anything to ease the additional burden. Whole
Foods.has ignored resident requests for assurances that traffic generated will not jeopardize their
safety in the event of an emergency. And laughably, the EIR makes the unbelievable
assumption that traffic has decreased by 25% to 30% in recent years. What pot dispensary were
those drafting the EIR visiting before they sat down to write it? Obviously none of them live here.

!

We cannot add more cars to t~is small beach town that already suffers tremendously from PCH
traffic.
Respectfully, Susan Tellem

Susan M.Tellem, APR, RN, BSN
Tellem Grody PR, Inc.

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Kathy
Friday,
Jasch Janowicz
More research is required- Wholefoods Development-

Sent:
To: .
Subject: .

RECEIVED

MAR 13 2015
PLANNING DEPT. ·

Dear City Of Malibu,
It is clear that the traffic counts used In the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the
impacts of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to
the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center
and to those living around it. All Civic Center traffic must be taken into account
including cumulative traffic from all the new developments that are planned
including Pepperdine's approved sooo'person event auditorium.

I

I
!

Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately
portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

-

....._
:;:::;,Kathy Eldon: Founder and Chairman Creative Visions
Foundation and Creative Visions Productions

.

"CVF supports creative activists who use media and the arts to ignite positive change."

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RECEIVED

Victor Grenner
Friday, March
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz

MAR 13 2015

Whole Foods BR Comment

PLANNING DEPT

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole.Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
·
Signed,
Victor & Deirdre Grenner
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Jasch Janowicz
.

'

'

From:

Sent:
To: ·
· Subject:

John LePrevost
Friday, March 13, 2015 10:31 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR f 3 2015
PlANNING DEPt

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic oil
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
John LePrevost
Coldwell Banker Malibu

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mariana Costa-Schechter
Saturday, March 14, 2015
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Planning Department

RECEIVED

MAR 1 4 2015
Jasch Janowicz

PLANNING DEPt

City of Malibu
Planning Department
Mr. Janowicz:

After reviewing the Draft Environmental Impact Report, sitting through the entire March 2 Planning
Commission meeting and speaking to my friends and neighbors, I am in support of Whole Foods and the Park.

I am a resident of Malibu and a mother of small children. I would not support a project that I thought would
negatively impact me and my fam ily. In my eyes this project is a win for everyone. Parents get the Whole Foods
store we've been waiting for, our children get a brand new state-of-the-art playground and park, and the
existing local businesses in the Cross Creek shopping center benefit from the addition of a real anchor tenant,
which will bring more customers to their stores.

During the Planning Commission meeting I referenced earlier, the vast majority of residents who spoke
publica lly were in support of this project. The few t hat spoke against, simply refused to believe the scientific
conclusions found ·in the 550 page report. If we can't believe the independent data, which is peer reviewed by
our City staff, what can we believe?

It's hard to build anything in Malibu for good reason. However, when a project like this comes along with so
many positives for our City, the community should embrace it!

Sincerely,
Mariana Schechter

1
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property owner at:
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

Kathy Heshmatpour
Saturday, March 14, 2015 10:29 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 1~ 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Please be sure we get the accurate information regarding traffic effects related to the proposed Whole Foods Market.
Malibu residents deserve accurate informat ion.
Thank you

Sent f rom my iPhone
j
1-

l

l
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Jasch Janowicz
Lisa Pope
Saturday, March 14, 2015 10:34 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd:

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

AECEIVF~

MAR I 4 ~015
PLANNING DEPt

j
.I

1

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Kathy Heshmatpour
Date: March 14, 2015 at 10:
To: "Lpope@malibucity.org" <Lpope@malibucity.org>

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming
existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact
of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately
portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed, Kathy Heshmatpour
i'

i.
Sent from my iPhone

I
1
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Saturday, March 14, 2015 10:34 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: traffic count

RECEIVED

MAR f 4 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dagmar Zilinskas
Date: March 14, 2015 at 9:5
To: "Lpope@malibucity.org" <lpope@malibucity.org>
Subject: traffic count
The traffic count for the "Whole Foods" EIR is not believable. We ask you to please conduct a
new traffic count, and notify the public in advance w~o is doing the count and where.
At the same time I ask you to explain why you still use the Whole Foods name for the
development. Is Whole Foods in any way associated with the development or as a future
tenant??
Respectfully,
Gene and Dagmar Zilinskas

1
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Jasch Janowicz
RECEI\/F~

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Saturday, March 14, 2015 10:50 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

MAR 14 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,.
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Anne Karam

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Jo Giese
Saturday, March 14, 2015 1:13 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods Project

RECEIVED

·MAR I 4 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

March 14, 2015
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report- Whole Foods and the Park

Mr. Janowicz:
I made a statement at Public Comment, but I wanted to also put a few comments in writing to have
them on the .record re the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the proposed Whole Foods and the
Pa·rk project.
·
#1 -This development is low scale. .15 Floor Area Ratio and no structure exceeding 28 feet in
height.
#2 - This development will not increase traffic. The report reached this conclusion: ~ small (but
good) grocery, ·playground and park environment will not be a major traffic generator.
i' .

1

#3 - 80 California Sycamores are proposed to be planted on the site to replace the 8 existing
Sycamores that are to be removed. That's a 10:1 replacement ratio! I look forward to enjoying
picnics in this area with my neighbors.

#4 - This development satisfies strict fire and emergency access requirements.

I·
!
;

#5- This .development will have ·play areas that are constructed to be inclusive for children with
special needs, and a sensory and Kitchen Community Learning Garden that will be used by our local
sctlools as outdoor classrooms.
As you can see, I have positive views ab<;>ut this project, especially after reviewing this almost-600
page, exhaustively researched , environmental report. Even though I've been excited. about a Whole
Foods market in Malibu, I'm even more convinced that this proposal would work in the City, and
would bring a huge benefit to the community. After this report was published, any concerns I had
were more than addressed.
·
1

My neighbors and I look forward to seeing this project built!
Thank you .
Jo Giese,

2

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

cynthia goodman
Saturday, March 14, 2015 2:48 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
EIR for Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 14 2015
. PLANNING DEPt
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Uhring
Saturday,
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1+2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods ElR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
m'ore) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
·

-1

·1

Going forward with the Whole Foods.development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic.on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Carol Gable

1

Jas.ch Ja~Qwicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

CORI LOWE
Sunday, March 15, 2015 5:30 AM
Jasch Janowicz
lisa Pope
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 15 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

The approval of a Whole Foods Market in the Civic Center of Malibu will make a huge impact on our already over
crowded and sensitive neighborhood. Malibu already has Ralph's Pavilions, PC Greens and Vintage. Surely we do not
need another market situated in the center of town. We understand from reading the newspapers that the EIR is in
question so it is your duty and responsibility to make sure that the EIR information is up to date and accurate.
Sincerely,

Cori Lowe
Malibu, CA

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Nicolette Donen
Sunday, March 15, 2015 6:45 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Lisa Pope
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVE~!

MAR f 5 20f5
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray-the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Nicolette Donen

I
1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

JOSHUA DONEN
Sunday, March 15, 2015 7:33 AM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 5 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed, .
·Joshua Donen

I

I
1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dagmar Zilinskas
Monday, March 16, 2015 1:23 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Traffic count for the "Whole Foods" development

RECEIVED

MAR 16 2015
PLANNING DEPt

I find the traffic count re the EIR for the so called Whole Food project totally unbelievable. Please conduct a
new traffic count and notifY the public in advance who is doing the count and where.
Please let me know why you use the 'whole Foods' name for the Soboroff project. Is Whole Foods in any way
associated with the development or as a future tenant ??
·
Respectfully,
Gene and Dagmar Zilinskas

I '·
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Beth Treweek
Sunday,
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 15 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the tra~ic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
' Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Beth Treweek

i.!

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

dnl
Monday, March 16, 2015 4:20 AM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
EIR Comparison

RECEIVED

MAR 16 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Hello,
.

.

.

Please tell me that you are aware that the WF EIR Comparison report is just a projection
of 2 of the lesser impacts and that no matter who goes in there, they will contribute to
the planning and building of whatever means is determined to be feasible that will
REDUCE the conjestion that is already unbearable in this area already. This report does
not address the increase we have been experiencing over the last 5 years. It needs to
state what is the current traffic flow and then compare how much in addition to the .
current flow this will add. If we have 5000 c~rs going through our area on a week day
and their projections are 1200 more cars then the increase is 25°/o! If the numbers are
higher, the impact ratio changes. In either case, the present report is misleading and
the public needs to know.
When will we be at a point where we say stop to more growth? When will there be
enough money to expand PCH by buying up the buildings that are in the way? Is there
a solution? A sky bridge to Santa Monica, a rapid mono ra il down the center lane of PCH
to SM? A ferry? None of these are feasible yet the want for growth remains. There. can
not be anymore give to building and a blind eye to impenetrable traffic.

I! .
;

We do not make plans for theatre in town or dinners or plays in SM on weekends
anymore because the traffic just to Sunset is ove·r 1.25 hrs. Weekdays are not much
better but a reasonable travel window is rapidly getting smaller and smaller. Maybe you
don't have to travel to work farther than Webb Way, lucky you. Employ all of us and we
will let you build what you want. What Is happening is that you are driving. out anyone
that works in LA. Movie people, athletes, studio personnel, lawyers, corp officers ... you
get the idea. We will have more homes going on the market and property values
dropping. Look at the turn over in Malibu. How many people move to Malibu and
stay? Watch those numbers, the turn over time (people moving in and back out) is
getting shorter and shorter as the problem gets worse by the month.
Open your eyes to the problem. Quit looking Into their pocketbooks. We will not win
·
with more growth. The problems will just compound.
D. Larsen.

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Monday, March 16, 2015 8:21 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Traffic issues and WHOLE FOODS

RECEIVED

MAR 16 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From:. "Dawn N. Ericson" ·
Date: March 13,2015 at 5
To: <Lpope@malibucitv.org>
Subject: Traffic issues and WHOLE FOODS
Reply-To:
Ms. Pope,
The traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25%
or more) understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
This Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to
the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it.
May I reguest that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
·
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Dawn Navarro Ericson
resident in Malibu Park for 40 years.

I

1

)asch Jano,..vicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dana Ch~istiaansen
Monday, March 16, 2015 6:43 PM
lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment - Please demand that Whole Foods p·resent new traffic
RECEIVE ~""

counts

MAR 16 2015

Dear M r. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

PLANNING Dt::r·

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
material.ly understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk t o the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to t hose living around it.
Please demand t hat Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Dana Christiaansen

·,..
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.I

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, Ma
Lisa Pope

RECEIVED

Jasch Janowicz

MAR 17 2015

WHOlE FOODS STORE

PLANNING DEPT.
Dear Ms. Pope and Mr. janowicz,
Please take have another study done of the traffic on PCH as it is laughable that the traffic on PCH has
decreased by 25-30%. In fact, I would believe that it has INCREASED 25-30%. Please have the Malibu City
Planning Commission run another study regarding the Whole Foods store plan.

'
!'

!

Thank you,
Joan and Paul Almond

~

'I

!

Joan Almond

1

Jasch Janowicz

i :

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

RECEIVED
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

MAR 17 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed, Stephanie Rocco
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Charlotte Frieze
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 6:19 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR

RECEIVED

MAR 17 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
·
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Charlotte M Frieze
Malibu
Sent from my iPad

I

I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter C. Jones
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 6:38 PM
lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 17 2015
PJ..ANNJNG DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and
to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,

Peter C. Jones
Peter C. Jones, Inc .

••
••

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Pope
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 7:46 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Request for new t raffic study

RECEiVED

MAR 17 2015
PLANNING DEPT.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bibi Jordan
Date: March 17,2015 at 7:1
To: "lpope@malibucity.org" <lpqpe@malibucity.org>
Subject: Request for new traffic study

an accurate study oftraffic is imperative before Whole Foods plans proceed. We all know that
traffic has not dropped in recent years. It is critical to assure safety of our residents in
emergencies. This can only be guaranteed if plan are based on real facts
Beatrice Jordan

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patty
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 7:57 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Please do a new traffic survey

MAR 17 20t5
PLANNING DEPT.

And keep malibu a beautiful small city.
We cannot support t he traffic w hole foods will bring.
Tha nks
Patty M cEnroe ( malibu resident)

.!
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carol Moss
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:00PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Please require updated, accurate Whole Foods EIR

MAR 17 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Ms. Janowicz and Ms. Pope:
I write to urge you to require t hat the Whole Foods development draft EIR be updated to
accuratel y reflect the traffic and safety impacts to the s ur rounding community.! bought
my home in Malibu i n 1964 and move here as a full time resident nearly 20 years ago.
Even as a part timer I was deeply involved with Mal ibu issues. I have witnessed first
hand the impacts of shopping centers in our communi ty over the last few decades. Along
with some conveniences comes dramatic inc reases in traffic . Indeed, the public recently
learned that this new devel opment would result in an additional 2300 to 3000 new car
trips every day. There is no clearly articul ated plan in the draft EIR to deal with this
new traffic.
Additionally, the developers have not provided adequeate assurances that traffic
generated will not jeopardize public safety in the event of an ~mer~ency. This is
particularly unacceptable, given how emergency prone our commun1ty 1s.
Finall y, the draft EIR makes t he outrageous assumption that traffic has actually
decreased by 25% to 30% in recent years. I regularly commute through the canyons and on
PCH into "town" for work and frankly fi .nd t hi s assertion laughable.
I urge you to prevent this draft EIR from being approved and to require that the
developer more carefully consider t he aforementioned concerns.
Thank you for your time and assistance .
Sincerely
carol Moss

1

~
:··1.·

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject

Wendi Werner
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:04 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
wernerdesign@verizon.net
Whole foods

MAR 17 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
I, Wendi Dunn, am requesting a new traffic study for the Whole Foods construction project that
is current and accurate.
Only with correct information, can we make useful evaluations and decisions regarding this
project The current traffic study is flawed as estimated for the current traffic impacts.

l

Thank you,
Wendi Dunn

I
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Jasch Janowicz
Lisa Pope
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:26 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Whole Foods

From:

Sent:
To:

Subjed:

RECE\VED

MAR 17 2015
pLANNiNG DEPT.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Diane Sherman
Date: March 17, 2015 at
T o: <Lpope@malibucity.org>
Subject: Whole Foods

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing
traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic
on our roads.

Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole F.oods present new traffic counts that accurately
portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Diane Sherman, Malibu resident

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Pope
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:26 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: I'd like a new traffic study

RECEIVED

MAR f 7 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Patty
Date: March 17,
To: "lpope@malibucity.org" <lpope@malibucity.org>
Subject: I'd like a new traffic study
I feel whole foods will really take a toll on our beautiful city in a negative way
A resident of malibu Colony

Patty McEnroe

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:

Wednesday, March 18, 2015 3:16AM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
whole foods traffic

To:

Subject

RECEIVED

MAR 17 2015
·PLANNING DEPT.

f

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,

I

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

J

Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present
a risk to the health and _safety of Malibu residents working or visiting the Civic Center and those living
around it.
·
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray existing traffic on
Malibu roads.
Warmly, Jacky Tomlinson - Malibu
Thank you for your help.

i
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Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

robby mazza
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 11:01 AM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on ·
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Robby Mazza

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jane Franz
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 11:12 AM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Traffic Study - Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Lisa and Jasch, My husband and I are long time residents of the Serra Canyon. We feel the traffic impact report for the proposed
Whole Foods Market must be in error. The traffic around city hall, the library, Cross Creek, hardware entrance,and our canyon entrance are
busier than ever. Whole Foods is turning a blind eye.
Please have another study completed before it is to late.
Thank you,
Jane and M.B. Franz

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

-

Wednesday, March 18, 2015 1:07 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
YES to Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

· Dear Lisa Pope and Jasch Janowicz,
I am writing as a twenty-five year resident of Malibu who dearly treasures our wonderful community. I want to make
sure my voice is heard as I wholeheartedly support the Whole Foods center currently under consideration/review.
It is a much needed resource and would help to limit some of the driving trips many of us have to make to do errands in
santa monica or over the hill in the conejo valley. The proposed center would be a lovely addition to our community and
would pose absolutely NO problems to the surro unding area. The fear mongering is insane. How would a market and
accompanying retail impinge on disaster relief services. Why would a whole foods increase the number of v isitors to
M alibu. Does the opposition really believe that more people will suddenly drive out to Malibu as a destination to go
grocery shopping. These arguments are comical and reflect the silly extremes people will grasp at to oppose something
just for the sake of having a cause to oppose. The project will provide more local employm ent (beyond j ust the sales
jobs in designer stores). Central Ma libu needs to be more than just fancy boutiques. We need centers that provide
essential services to residents, too. W hole Foods and the accompanying ret ail will serve that purpose. And when the
other landlords toss the shoemaker, cleaners etc. I'm sure Steve Soboroff and his associates will give them a home. So
please approve the new center. Malibu needs it! Kindly, Lisa Garrett

---

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

;·
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron Underwood
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 2:02 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz

EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Ms. Pope and Mr. Janowicz,
It seems that the t raffic counts used by Whole Foods in their EIR is inaccurate.
It is wrong to move forward with Whole Foods based on this incorrect information.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that reflect the true traffic situation on PCH and why their
· counts differ so much from Caltrans.
Thank you.

Ron Underwood
Resident, Malibu

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Francesca Silva
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 3:05 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
New Whole Foods by Cross Creek

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear City Officials- I read with skepticism the Whole Foods report stating that traffic around Cross Creek has
decreased by 25%. By all local accounts, this is clearly not the case. I like the idea of a Whole Foods nearby
but how can we make a smart decision when we start with false numbers about the traffic? Please determine
how Whole Foods got this number and, if not accurate, have them do another study.

I

Thank you,
Francesca Silva (formerly Francesca Judge)

l
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

RECEIVED

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods EIR

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more materially
understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present
a risk to the health and safety of Malibu residents working or visiting the Civic Center and those living
around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray existing traffic on
Malibu roads.
Best Regards,
Chris & Barbara Catlin

Netscape. Just the Net You Need.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
· To:
Subject:

Cecilia Dan
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 4:06 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Malibu Traffic

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr Janowicz and Ms Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or

more materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu
residents working or visiting the Civic Center and those living around it.
The City needs to demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray existing traffic
on Malibu roads.
Thank you,
Cecilia Dan

Cecilia Dan
Cecilia Dan Fine Art

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Olivia Raine
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 4:28 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 18 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.

You ar.e meant to represent your people, their safety and wellbeing included. The ·amount of environment al damage
caused by the building and business such as Whole Foods is immeasurable. Traffic, garbage and environmental pollution
will the result. Please be responsible.
Signed,
Olivia Raine

,..
1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

marshall coben
Thursday, March 19, 2015 10:23 AM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods Traffic Study

RECEIVED

MAR .1~· 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

It is clear that the Whole Foods Traffic study is erroneous. I would hope that the claims that adding a
shopping center will decrease traffic by 25% will be recognized by the city as farcical and
manipulative on the part of the developer. Moving forward on this project based on this information
would be irresponsible and could put Malibu residents health and safety at risk.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that would accurately portray the actual
situation that exists there now, and the actual increase in traffic that the project will incur for our
community.
Thank you ,
Marshall Coben

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Kimberly Roth
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:14 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Kimberly Roth
Malibu Resident

Sent from my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen N. Blackmore
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:14 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods 8R Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Karen Blackmore
Joe Gareri

I.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Karen N. Blackmore
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:14 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which M alibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Karen Blkackmore
Joe Gareri

::.
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1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Karen N. Blackmore
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:15 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

Sent
To:

·subject:

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Karen Blackmore
Joe Gareri
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rheta Resnick
Thursday,
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on
our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living arou nd
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Rheta and Bernie Resnick

.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
· Subject:

~- ·--'~

Maile Mason
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:20 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEiVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing t raffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Maile
Maile
Maile Mason Photography

-

Sent from .my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joanne Verbon
Thursday, Ma
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods ·

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

I am against Whole Foods coming into Malibu!

Joanne Verbon
Senior Account Executive

Refer-A-Friend Rewards Program

RISK DISCLOSURE: Purchasing precious metals in bullion, bars, coins, proof coi ns, a nd
n umismatic coins involves a degree of risk that should be carefully evaluated prior to
investi ng any funds. Lear Capital and its agents are not registered or licensed by any
government agencies and are not financial advisors or tax advisors . Past performance is
not a guarantee of future results . Also , the information contained in this t ransmission
is privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or
entity named above . If you have received this e - mail in error, please contact the sender
immediately and delet e the material from any computer . Thank you .
PERMISSION SETTINGS: Our records indicate you have opted-in to the Learcapital . com
mailing list with your email address . We respect your privacy . If you no longer wish to
recei ve emails from Lear Capital , please forward original email you received to:
ith UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject line .
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Tom Urban
Thursday, March 19, 2015
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact oftraffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not
quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

THOMAS URBAN
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is protected under the Federal regulations governing Confidentiality of Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Patient Records, 42 C.F.R. Part 2, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), 45
C.P.R. Pts. 160 & 164 and cannot be disclosed without written consent unless otherwise provided-for in the regulations. The Federal rules
prohibit any further disclosure or dissemination of this infonnation (including copying contents, forwarding to 3rd parties or outside entities,
or printing) unless a written consent is obtained from the person to whom it pertains. The Federal rules restrict any use of this infomiation to
criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug abuse patient. If you are not the intended recipient, and have received this email in
and destroy
error, please notifY the sender by reply e-mail and/or notifY our Compliance Officer via
all copies of the original message from your computer.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Tom Urban
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:29 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECE§VED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these,
during which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new
development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

THOMAS URBAN
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is protected under the Federal regulations governing Confidentiality of Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Patient Records, 42 C.F.R. Part 2, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), 45
C.P.R. Pts. 160 & 164 and cannot be disclosed without written consent unless otherwise provided for in the regulations. The Federal rules ·
prohibit any further disclosure or dissemination of this information (including copying contents, forwarding to 3rd parties or outside entities,
or printing) unless a written consent is obtained from the person to whom it pertains. The Federal rules restrict any use of this information to
criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug abuse patient. If you are not the intended recipient, and have received this email in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and/or notify our Compliance Officer via
d destroy
all copies of the original message from your computer.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent:
To:

Tom Urban
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:29 PM

Subject

Whole Foods EIR Comment

Jasch Janowicz

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on
our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually d~creased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

THOMAS URBAN
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is protected under the Federal regulations governing Confidentiality of Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Patient Records, 42 C.P.R. Part 2, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HlPAA"), 45
C.F.R. Pts. 160 & 164 and cannot be disclosed without written consent unless otherwise provided for in the regulations. The Federal rules
prohibit any further disclosure or dissemination of this information (including copying contents, forwarding to 3rd parties or outside entities,
or printing) unless a written consent is obtained froni the person to whom it pertains. The Federal rules restrict any use of this information to
criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug abuse patient. If you are not the intended recipient, and have received this email in
error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and/or notify our Compliance Officer via
, and destroy
all copies of the original message from your computer.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Cyndy Kuipers
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:29 PM

Sent:
To:

Jasch Janowicz

Subject:

Whole Foods Insufficient EIR report comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
·
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not
quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Malibu Residents

--&
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· Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Pam Weingarten
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:30 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

I have observed wit h a combination of both horror and amusement the absolutely absurd representations made in the
draft EIR submitted on behalf of the "whole Foods" project.
The traffic counts and the t ime of day those counts were taken are absurd.
Of course there will be a dramatic increase in the amount of traffic generated by this proj ect. This not only is a flaw in
the traffic study but rightly impacts air quality and visual impacts as well.
Furthermore, there is no specificity with respect to the "widening of PCH'
and t he environmenta-l impacts as well as visual impacts that might be triggered.
In addition, the last thing this community needs is another drugstore and more fast-food places. The ones we have now
can't make a living.
This project is totally out of step with t he lifest yle that has long attracted residents like myself who have made Malibu
their home since 1986.
The City Council along with the Planning Com.mission was put in place to prevent development the residents do not
want and to prevent sewers from coming to Malibu.
All in all, I think all of you have done a really piss poor job of protecting this community.
Palomba Weingarten

I'I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro
Thursday, March 19, 2015
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz,
Clearly, the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR MATERIALLY UNDERSTATE the impact that this
proposed development will have on traffic at Cross Creek, and on Pacific Coast Highway.
How does the existing EIR address the additional traffic that this development will undoubtedly create? Are we
to believe that the widening of PCH for a right turn larie at the signal at Cross Creek will ease the congestion
created by the additional traffic? Really?
The Whole Foods development must be evaluated based on accurate and believable information, and the traffic
counts being used now are not accurate nor are they believable. Please protect the health and safety of all who
live in our Civic Center area, those who are visiting our City, and those who live nearby and must suffer the
traffic consequences that will certainly result from this proposed development.
Please require the Whole Foods developers to provide more accurate, believable traffic counts: this is a matter
that requires the immediate and urgent attention of our City staff and City Council.
Thank you,
Jennifer Pietro and Brian Pietro
Malibu Residents

I;
I:

I:

I
Jennifer Waterhouse Pietro, M.S.M.
Development Consultant and Philanthropic Advisor
Certified Mediator, Malibu Mediation Center

CONFIDENTIAI.IrY NOTICE: This communication, including its contents and any attachments, is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. It
is solely for the use of the na.m ed recipient(s). DO NOT FORWARD. Unauthorized interception, review, use, dissemination, or disclosure is strictly prohibited and
violates applicable laws includ.ing the Electronic Communica.t ions Privacy Act (18 US.C. 2510-2521). If you are not a named recipient and have received this e-mail
in error, please notify the sender and delete
this e-mail from your computer system and destroy all copies and printouts.

Please consider the environment and whether you need to print this email.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lori Kantor
Thursday, March 19,
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING.DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of2300 - 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years. The claim that existing
traffic has decreased in the past years is nothing short of idiotic to anyone who lives in Malibu, and a.ny
EIR that claims otherwise is obviously based on purposely skewed and inaccurate statistics gathered to
obtain a completely inaccurate result to support approval of a project that street infrastructure cannot
safely or sanely support.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact oftraffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these,
during \\;'hich Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new
development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erro.neous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic courits that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads. If our city officials are being objective as they should be, they should easily reach the
conclusion that the Whole Foods EIR is purposely inaccurate in an attempt to achieve an end that will make
money for developers who don't live here, to the permanent detriment of the Malibu citizens who will be
permanently stuck with further degradation caused by excessive traffic in the city we call home.
Signed,
Lori E. Kantor
Malibu citizen and resident
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Gartland
Thursday, March
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic.counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Patricia Gartland

:
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I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject

Jv
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:40 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - ·3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Sent from my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

GEORGE PARRA
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:43 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR f 9 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our
roads. ·
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that ·Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,

George Parra
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Sabrina Parra
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:47 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that w idening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray t~e existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Sabrina Parra
Sent from my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

20151:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz
. Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
. PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but
does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease
projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based.upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and
to those living around it.

:,~

if

Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Victoria Principal
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially understat es the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On
days like these, during which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to
understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting t he Civic Cent er and
to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Victoria Principal
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Judie Stein
Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:00 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Janowicz
Traffic now impacts Malibu's long time businesses as well as the residents.
Whole Foods is a chain renown for misrepresentation re: their products as well as their political beliefs. I personally boycott
them for their CEO's stance on the slaughter of animals.
For these reasons their presence in the oasis of Malibu is an affront not only physically but morally. This is NOT a good
company and does not deserve to destroy our environment.
Judith Stein Friedman

I
.,
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

camille
Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:01 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our
roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, ·
Camille Cerio
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Uhring
Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:10 PM

Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz.,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our
roads.

The project would cause a traffic increase of2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Steve Uhring
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Jae Flo
Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:32 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is.clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Jae Flora-Katz
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve Fink
Thursday, March 19, 2015
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

;

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this im pact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

1

{
!

'

Jasch Janowicz

RECEIVED
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Nuttal
Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:28 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEP'[

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing
traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but
does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease
projected congestion. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the
Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed, RICHARD THOMAS
NUTTALL

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RECEIVED

Bobby milstein
Thursday, March 19, 2015
. Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Hi Jasch,
I for one would demand a proper current EIR for the Whole Foods in the park project. As a long time local who
drives through Malibu daily I find the current EIR laughable. Also curious if you know of any other Whole
Food
Markets that front on a small road with only one lane in each direction.

Best Regards,
Bobby Milstein
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

daniel moder
Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:37 PM
Jasch Janowicz
the most beautiful sycamore

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
in addition to adding a store that takes away what's left of any soul in malibu, we can't remove the majestic trees to
make room for cars. it's the worst message, plowing hillsides and cutting trees. please have some sense.
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or v isiting the Civic Center and to those living around it .
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

a phone

;

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Nuttal
Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:42 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 1 9 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing
traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days
like these, during which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the
consequences of new development. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon
this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working
or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present
new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed, RICHARD
THOMAS NUTTALL

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Susan Nuttal
Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:42 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the
impact of traffic on our roads. The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the
least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25%
or more in past years. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the
Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed, RICHARD THOMAS
NUTTALL

1

Jasch Janowicz

RECEIVED

From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Thursday, March 19, 2015 4:29 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the
impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during which Malibu experiences extraordinary
traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Patt Healy
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Jasch Janowicz

REcEIVED
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thursday, March 19, 2015 4:30 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real
plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross
Creek signal will ease projected congestion. Going forward w ith the Whole Foods development based upon this
erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic
Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray
the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Patt Healy
i.
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1

Jasch Janowicz
·RECEIVED

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

I

I

I

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on
our roads. The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents
working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
·
Patt Healy
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Foley
Thursday, March 19, 2015 4:31 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
· It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
. that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Jack and Jo Foley
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Jasch Janowicz .
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Alan Long
Thursday, March 19, 2015 4:56 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Cominent

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with t he Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to t hose living around it.
Please_demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Alan Long
Sent from my iPad

:l
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1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

My Beach

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday,
Jasch Janowicz

MAR 19 2015

Whole Foods EIR Comment

· PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole
Foods El R (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25°/o or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating
additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify, that widening
PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease
projected congestion. Going forward with the Whole Foods
development based upon this erroneous inform.ation would present
a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or
visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please
demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that
accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed ,

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Thursday, March 19, 2015 5:29 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
·
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,
Lou Westphal
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Jasch Janowicz
Sent:

Sharleen Bright
Thursday, M

To:

Jasch Janowicz

Subject:

Whole Foods EIR Comment

From:

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our
roads.
·
The project would cause a traffic increase of2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.

}

Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, SHARLEEN BRIGHT
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Mary Streeter
Thursday,
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not
quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed, Mary Streeter
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peg Yorkin
Thursday, March 19, 2015 8:12 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening·PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand t~at Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Peg Yorkin

Sent from my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

linda Euler
Thursday, Ma
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015 .
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of t raffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least . But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years. .
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and. safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.

;I~·

Signed,

I ·

''

Linda Euler
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth Gabler
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:16 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PlANNING DEPT.

Dear M. Janowicz:
I have been a resident of Malibu since 1987 and reside in Malibu Colony. I have seen many changes to our
community- some that I think are very beneficial and others that I believe are detrimental to the character and
charm of Malibu as it has always been. In many instances, I believe that we have not protected the safety and
culture of the residents and the many visitors who seek out Malibu as a place of respite and natural beauty.
I believe that the Whole Foods EIR is extremely flawed because it states that the traffic counts used in the Whole
Foods EIR, (which claim existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impacts of traffic
on our roads. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based on this erroneous information will present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those of us living around
it.
Please exercise your right as an official to demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately
portray the existing traffic on Malibu roads.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Gabler

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Devin
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:37 PM
Jasch Janowicz
A DO-Over is Needed: Update the Whole Foods BR

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
This is a request for reconsideration of an updated EIR for the Whole Foods proposed development. As a
three decade Malibu resident who uses the PCH daily and visits and shops our town center as often, I find
it astonishing that the current report states that there will be a 25% decrease in traffic. Really?! When ha
that ever happened? Have the individuals conducting this study ever even been to Malibu? Have they
experienced traffic in the area during the week? On weekends? In the summer on a 90 degree day in the
valley, and when our millions of visitors pass through?
All residents are not against this development, but they are against a faulty EIR that will not require a preplan to accommodate needed adjustments for additional traffic flow. All that is being asked for in this
reconsideration is an updated EIR to yield the truth of the traffic impact.
No developer needs to antagonize the very population it is meant to serve and that can make this
development a success. Let's re-do the EIR traffic study and then adjust to the facts.
Respectfully,
Judi Devin

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

John Kingsbury
Thursday, March 19, 2015 10:29 PM
Jasch Janowicz
"Beach Days"

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact oftraffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
I:

Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
John Kingsbury

l
1

I.

I.

i:

Jasch Janowicz
Bernie Beldner
Thursday, March 19, 2015 10:51 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

RECEIVED

MAR 19 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not
quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Bernie Beldner
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Clark
Friday, March 20, 2015 12:03 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

·Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.·
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify, that
widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the health
and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those Jiving around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Brian Clark
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Jasch Janowicz
RECEIVED

From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

MAR 2 0 2015

Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real
plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross
Creek signal will ease projected congestion. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this
erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic
Center and to those living around it Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray
the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed,

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subjed:

Justin Wixsom
Friday, March 20, 2015 7:43 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Justin Wixsom
JSW Designs Inc.

Email Privacy Statement
This e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient .or
the employee or agent responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, please notify us
immediately by replying to this message and then delete this message from your system. You are hereby notified that
any use, dissemination, distribution and/or reproduction of this message and/or any attachments by unintended
recipients is unauthorized and may be unlawful. Furthermore, although we have taken precautions to minimize the risk
of transmitting software viruses, we advise you to perform your own virus checks on any attachment to this mess age.
We do not accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Wixsom
Friday, March 20, 2015 7:43 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous informatio!'l would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Justin Wixsom
JSW Designs Inc.

Email Privacy Statement
This e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or
the employee or agent responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, please notify us
immediately by replying to this message and then delete this message from your system. You are hereby notified that
any use, dissemination, distribution and/or reproduction ofthis message and/or any attachments by unintended
recipients is unauthorized and may be unlawful. Furthermore, although we have taken precautions to minimize the risk
of transmitting software viruses, we advise you to perform your own virus checks on any attachment to this mess age.
We do not accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses.

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Justin Wixsom
Friday, March 20, 2015 7:43 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECE!VI=O

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Justin Wixsom
JSW Designs Inc.

Email Privacy Statement
This e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individua l or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or
the employee or agent responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, please notify us
immediately by replying to this message and then delete 'this message from your system . You are hereby notified that
any use, dissemination, distribution and/or reproduction of this message and/ or any attachments by unintended
recipients is unauthorized and may be unlawful. Furthermore, although we have taken precautions to minimize the risk
of transmitting software viruses, we advise you to perform your own virus checks on any attachment to this mess age.
We do not accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses.
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Jasch Janowicz
RECEIVED

From:

Dagmar Zilinskas

Sent:
To:

Friday, March 20, 2015 9:54 AM

Jasch Janowicz

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Sir,
Please let me know if you received my recent letter regarding the traffic count for the so called Whole Foods
project. I asked you to do a renewed count since the recent count is,frankly, unbelievable.
Please acknowledge receipt of my letters,
Respectfully,
Dagmar Zilinskas

.1·
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Jasch Janowicz

!,

RECEIVED

From:

J. L

Sent:

Friday, March 20, 2015 12:56 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

To:

Subject:

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

There is no need for a Whole Foods in Malibu, period. It will increase traffic which is already ridiculous in the area.
We need to concentrate on alleviating congestion in Malibu, not making it worse. It's getting t9 the point where I
don't want to leave my house on the weekends, it is out of control.
Thank You,
Jason LaBerge
(43"Year Resident)
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Johnisgurl
Friday, March 20, 2015 3:40 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Mr. Janowicz,

' :
! :

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray t he existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Nancia ndJohn Iannone
Sent from my iPhone

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carla Mccloskey
Friday, March 20, 2015 4:52 PM
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more
materially
understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu residents working or visiting the Civic Center and those living around it
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray existing traffic on Malibu roads.
Thank you,
Carla and Leigh McCloskey

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Candace Brown
Friday, March 20, 2015 5:51 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the W hole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional t raffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that w idening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Ma libu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray t he existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Candace Brown
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Candace Brown
Friday, March 20, 2015 5:52 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR CommenV ridiculous !

RECEIVED

MAR 20 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of t raffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to t hose living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray t he existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Candace Brown
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Jasch Janowicz
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Candace Brown
Friday, March 20, 2015 5:53 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods 8R Comment-Please re-visit this!

RECEIVED

MAR 2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300- 3000 cars at the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming
that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Candace Brown

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject :

RECEIVED

Stacie Cox
Friday, M
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods Project

MAR2 0 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Hello I am a Malibu resident living up Corral Canyon road.
My 4.5 year old daughter has a ton of allergies- to tree nuts, peanuts, dairy, egg, and shellfish.
Whole Foods has been an outstanding resource for us over the years when we lived in Santa Monica .
Now t hat we live in Malibu fo r the past year it is hard always trying to get to the Whole Foods in SM or Venice to get the
foods she needs.
We are completely in support ofthe Whole Foods in Malibu opening!
Please consider t his as a yes vote from the Cox fam ily at
1932 Newell Road
Malibu 90265
Thank you !!

J

Stacie Cox
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Jasch Janowicz

i:

r

RECEIVED
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Talovic Ph.D.
Friday, March 20, 2015 11:03 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Whole Foods EIR

MAR 2 0 2015
PlANNING DEPt

> Dear Mr. Janowicz,
>
>I am writing you to request a very thorough evaluat io n of the traffic issues surrounding t he Whole Foods Development
Plan, specifically the EIR, beyond that which has been presented by the applicant.

>

>I am concerned that the traffic counts are misrepresentative as stated thus far, and sorely underestimate the amount
of traffic. Traffic ~ill, indeed, increase significantly, perhaps 2300-3000 more car trips/day, as a r esult of this project;
therefore, existing conditions must be represented accurately for City authorities to make an informed decision
regarding the viability of the project, and in particular, the impact on the environment.
>
>The safety of Malibu citizens and visitors, particularly during warm weather days when traffic is quite congested
normally, is crucial. As a 30-year resident of the Malibu Knolls, above the Civic Center, I am particularly familiar with
traffic in the direct vicinity of the pro posed project. Having evacuated during severa l fires, I know first-hand the dire risk
of traffic flow slowing during emergencies. We must be accurate in ou r evaluations because of these real-world, and
unfortunately increasing, risks.
>.
> Assumptions regarding road w idening must be based upon data, not hopeful guesses. I trust you will keep the
concerns of citizens who are most impacted on a daily basis by Civic Center development foremost in your mind, and
thoroughly vet the facts as presented by the applicant.

>
>Sincerely,
>
>Sharon A. Talovic, Ph.D.

>
> Sent from my iPad
>

1
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dominique Navarro
Saturday, March 21, 2015 9:10 AM
Jasch Janowicz
No Solution

RECEIVED

MAR 2 I 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased
by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but
does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected
congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Dominique Navarro

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

f:
Jordan Tarlow
Sunday, March 22, 2015 1:32 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,

~-

It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates t he impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Resident s working or v isiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing t raffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Jordan Tarlow
Sent from my iPhone

1

!:

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Martha Quinn
Sunday, March 22, 2015 1:33 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Jano~icz,
I hope this email finds you well.
I' m writing in regards to the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR. The claim that existing t raffic has decreased by
25% or more materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like these, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Ma libu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Martha Quinn

1

! '

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

PLANNING DEP1:

Upon reading the draft EIR {3.7-13) for the whole foods development, I felt compelled to request
that all herbicides, pesticides and rodenticides be stricken from this and further reports.
Malibu's Vision and Mission statement reads:
-Malibu is a unique land and marine environment and residential community whose citizens
have historically evidenced a commitment to sacrifice urban and suburban conveniences in
order to protect that environment and lifestyle, and to preserve unaltered natural resources and
rural characteristics. The people of Malibu are a responsible custodian of the area's natural
resources for present and future generations.
-Malibu is committed to ensure the physical and biological integrity of its environment through
the development of land use programs and decisions, to protect the public and private health,
safety and general welfare.
Malibu will plan to preserve its natural and cultural resources, which include the ocean, marine
life, tide pools, beaches, creeks, canyons, hills, mountains, ridges, views, wildlife and plant life,
open spaces, archaeological, paleontological and historic sites, as well as other resources that
contribute to Malibu's special natural and rural setting.
Malibu will maintain its rural character by establishing programs and policies that avoid
suburbanization and commercialization of its natural and cultural resources.

On July 8, 2013, City Council adopted a resolution that urged Malibu businesses to no longer
use or sell anticoagulant rodenticides. The Santa Monica Mountains Local Coastal Program
(LCP) prohibits the use of anticoagulant rodenticides.
I personally had the use of the herbicide glyphosphate stricken from the Malibu lagoon
restoration project because of its potential contamination to the adjacent watershed and ocean.
The current whole foods project is located near that same watershed. For this reason, I am
requesting that no herbicides be used in this location.
Because of these examples above, I am again urging the removal and use of all herbicides,
pesticides and rodenticides from this entire project.
Respectfully,
Wendi Werner Dunn
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ben Franklin
Sunday, March 22, 2015 8:43 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods in the Park EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEFC

Dear Mr. Janowicz
You must be in trying times. It is understandably difficult to balance the practicality and consequences of purported
community progress with the purported reality of community concerns.
Reasonableness is fair standard and has been the legal standard forever. With that·in mind the following is offered for
your consideration.

1. A increase in commercial businesses and a decrease in traffic is about as reasonable statement as a increase in
government subsidized benefits and a decrease in taxes.
2. The same argument applies to there being no traffic impact at the intersection of Cross Creek Road and Civic Center
Way.
3. One way to keep traffic "as is" on Cross Creek Road is to not allow any vehicle access to the planned development
from Cross Creek Road except for emergency trucks and vehicles through a gate way which is locked except for the
aforementioned vehicles which would have access keys similar to fire dept keys.
4. The large parking lot north of Urban Outfitters maybe considered choice but un allowed parking for the new
development but even if it isn't it's existence is tantamount to a 4 way intersection since it has 4 stop signs. Addressing
this intersection as anything less for EIR convenience purposes is unreasonable and unwarranted.
5. Lastly the complete environmental impact of the existing, approved and proposed future usage of the properties
adjacent to the "Whole Foods in the Park'' development should be considered cumulatively. The pending approval
logically calls for modified and or new EIRs to account for what will be a community problem not j ust a business
development problem.
Additionally from a business and taxpayer point of view the City should consider a caveat be that the financial liability for
the solutions to future problems of ingress and egress by emergency vehicles and private home owners (Serra Retreat
and there foreseeable relegation to Serra Road for ingress and egress without the t>enefit of a stoplight light) will be paid
for by the developers and business owners should their EIR underestimate the "traffic. reality" of the business
development they want to impose on our community .
· ·
Require the money for the foreseeable necessities eg traffic lights etc be deposited in escrow or installed BEFORE
permission to develop is granted.
Sincerely,
Ben Franklin
32 year home owner and resident ·Of Serra Retreat
03/22/2015

,.
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From: Hans and Anneliese Knur

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEPt

March 21, 2015
To:

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
jjanowicz@malibucity.org
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch·Road
Malibu, CA 90265

~·

i

Re:

Environmental Impact Report
Whole Foods & the Park Shopping Center
Section 3.13 Transportation & Traffic Analysis
Specifically: Traffic Impact Analysis

I

I:

Dear Sir:
We respectfully forward our comments to the Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) submitted for the Whole Foods & the Park Shopping Center
proposed to be located at the corner of Civic Center Way and Cross Creek
Road in Malibu, California.
We are residential property owners in the Serra Canyon area. There are
two entrances to our neighborhood, namely Serra Road on the east side
and Cross Creek Road on the west side. The proposed shopping center is
located on the west side abutting a private road leading to our neighborhood with about one hundred homes.
We are opposed to the project without significant mitigation measures
because it will severely impact the access to our homes, especially during
peak traffic hours, on weekends and during mountain fires, floods and other
emergencies, which we have repeatedly experienced in the past.
With traffic constantly increasing on Pacific Coast Highway, the Serra Road ·
entrance was the site of several serious accidents and has become very
dangerous for 'those who enter traffic in either direction. Therefore, many

.(

residents are now using Cross Creek Road (via Mariposa or Palm Canyon
Lane) to enter Pacific Coast Highway for safety reasons.
However, the Cross Creek Road entrance is also getting very congested
with more and more vehicles trying to park parallel on both sides of the
private section of the road. On the public section of Cross Creek Road,
there were several walkways installed recently for pedestrians to cross
between two shopping centers. During weekends an increasing number of
cyclists are now using this stretch of Cross Creek Road, in addition to
farmer's market patrons on Sundays. Adding further to the congestion are
trucks unloading cargo in the middle of turn lanes on Cross Creek Road
and on Civic Center Way, which was recently turned into a four way
intersection with the use of the Urban Outfitters parking area.
The proposed Whole Foods & the Park Shopping Center is expected to
add an average of at least 2,500 daily car trips and about 20 to 25 delivery
vehicles of all sizes into this immediate vicinity. With the current traffic an
issue already and several other projects permitted in the past, the addition
of yet another shopping center like the Whole Foods & the Park will turn
the traffic in this area into a nightmare. The Malibu Civic Center will be
turned from the rural heart of the city it once was into a busy downtown.
To mitigate the impact of the proposed developments on our own
neighborhood please consider the following:
1. Installing a traffic light on Pacific Coast Highway and Serra Road
2. Installing a traffic light on the four- way intersection of Cross Creek
Road and Civic Center Way
3. Prohibiting parking on both sides of the private section of Cross
Creek Road
4. Prohibiting delivery trucks to unload in center turning lanes
In conclusion, we, the undersigned request that the cumulative effect
of the proposed development be seriously considered. Thank you for giving
us the opportunity to make our concerns known.
Hans and Anneliese Knur

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Lynn Norton
Sunday, March 22, 2015 9:38 PM
Jasch Janowicz; Lisa Pope
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Dear Planning Commissioners and City Council Members,
Please require the "Whole Foods" project to create a more accurate traffic study and a meaningful
traffic management plan.
Also, the lighting plan was not clear to me in the EIR -does it include any showing of the light lumens
that are expected in the project- if not please require that (if it is already included, can you Jasch,
direct me to it?)

!. :

Thank you.
Lynn Norton

:, ·

1

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Poison Free Malibu
Sunday, March 22, 2015 9:41 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods and the Park Shopping Center Draft EIR comment

Jasch Janowicz. Contract Planner
City ofMalibu
Planning Department
23 825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Email: iianowicz@malibucitv.org

RECEIVED

MAR 2 2 2015
PLANNING DEPT.
March 22, 2015

.Re: Whole Foods and the Park Shopping Center Draft EIR

i ·•

Dear Mr. Janowicz,

I.

We of Poison Free Malibu would like to point that the Draft EIR is deficient in its analysis of certain pesticides,
especially rodent poisons. The Impact Analysis concerning Threshold 3.7.1 on hazardous waste, page 3.7:-12,
ignores recent developments.

!

1) The California Coastal Commission and the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors passed a new Santa
Monica Mountains Coastal Program for the unincorporated portions of the Santa Monica Mountains in the
Coastal Zone including the following clause in the Local Implementation Program
(http://planning.lacounty.gov/assets/upl/project/coastal adopted-LIP .pdf, page 180):
''22.44.1240 B.13. The use of insecticides, herbicides, anti-coagulant rodenticides or any toxic chemical
substance which has the potential to significantly degrade biological resources in the Santa Monica Mountains
shall be prohibited, except where necessary to protect or enhance the habitat itself, such as for eradication of
invasive plant species or habitat restoration, and where there are no feasible alternatives that would result in
fewer adverse effects to the habitat value of the site."
This does not at present apply directly to Malibu, which has its own LCP. However, this more recent clause is
more consistent with the current policy of the Coastal Commission and should be enforced for this development
for three reasons.
1) The City of Malibu City Council unanimously on December 8, 2014 voted to start the process to amend the
Malibu LCP to include a ban on anticoagulant rodent poisons. The approval process is proceeding rapidly and is
expected in due course.
2) The Coastal Commission includes a ban on anticoagulant rodenticides in its permits with language such as
"The use ofrodenticides containing any anticoagulant compounds (including, but not limited to, Warfarin,
Brodifacoum, Bromadiolone or Diphacinone) is prohibited" One typical recent example can be found at

http:i'/documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2014/10/W7a-10-2014.pdf, page 5. This has become a standard permit
requirement.
3) The City of Malibu has banned the use of anticoagulant rodenticides on its own properties and requests that
they not be sold or used in the city. A July 8, 2013 Resolution explicitly states
1

"The City Council urges businesses in Malibu to no longer use or sell anticoagulant rodenticides, urges all
property owners to cease purchasing or using anticoagulant rodenticides on their properties in Malibu and
commits the City ofMalibu to not use anticoagulant rodenticides as part of its maintenance program for Cityowned parks and facilities. "
·
This realization of the dangers of anticoagulant rodenticides motivated the National Park Service to alert the
City of Malibu in a July 8, 2013 letter -

"National Park Service scientists have been studying carnivores in the Santa Monica Mountains for almost two
decades. Our studies include observations and data collection on bobcats, coyotes, and mountain lionS. In these
studies we have found widespread exposure to and large impacts ofanti-coagulant rodenticides on all three of
these carnivores. Our research suggests an interaction between anti-coagulant rodenticide exposure and death
from mange and mange deaths resulted in the complete loss ofbobcats from many open space areas in the
Conejo Valley.
Our studies have found anti-coagulant rodenticide poisoning to be a leading cause ofdeath for many
carnivores. ... In addition, two mountain lions died directly from anti-coagulant rodenticide poisoning in 2004,
and in our ongoing mountain lion study we find death from anti-coagulant poisoning to be the third leading
cause ofdeath for mountain lions.
Our studies also show widespread exposure to these chemicals across carnivores in our region. We found a
90% exposure rate ofbobcats to anti-coagulant rodenticides (Riley et al. 2007, Riley et al. 2010), 7 of8
mountain lions tested had been exposed (Beier et al. 2010), and 83% of coyotes had been exposed (Gehrt and
Riley 2010). Moreover, for all ofthese species, 2/3 ofthe exposed animals had evidence of2-5 different
rodenticide compounds and sometimes in large amounts, indicating multiple exposure events."
For these reasons, we strongly urge the DEIR be modified to completely ban the use of all anticoagulant
rodenticides in this project. We further urge that the most recent policy included in the Santa Monica Mountains
Local Coastal Program be followed concerning all pesticides - "The use ofinsecticides, herbicides, anti-

coagulant rodenticides or any toxic chemical substance which has the potential to significantly degrade
biological resources in the Santa Monica Mountains ·shall be prohibited, except where necessary to protect or
enhance the habitat itself .. "
Sincerely,
Joel Schulman
Poison Free Malibu
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STATE OF CAL!FORN!A:::CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7-0FFICE OF REGIONAL PLANNING
100 S. MAIN STREET, MS 16
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
PHONE (2 13) 897-9 140
FAX (213) 897-1337
www .dot.ca.gov

Serious drought.
Help save water!

March 23, 2015

Mr. Jasch Janowicz
City ofMalibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Re: Whole Foods in the Park
Draft EIR
IGR# 150223/EA, SCH#2012041087
Vic: LA / 1139.00-41.00
Dear Mr. Janowicz:
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has reviewed the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
contained in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the proposed Whole Foods
Market to be located in the Malibu Civic Center area. The Proposed project consists of a Whole Foods
Market and four small commercial buildings for a total of approximately 38,400 square feet community
shopping Center.
We note the proposed project is estimated to generate approximately 2290 average vehicle trips during
weekday with 101 occurring in the AM peak hour and 154 in the PM peak hour. In addition, the
proposed project would generate approximately 2528 weekend trips with 226 weekend mid-day trips.
Based on the 2017 analysis, three intersections are expected to be significantly impacted: Malibu
Canyon Road and Pacific Coast Highway, Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way, and Pacific Coast
Highway and Cross Creek Road.
Mitigation Measures 3.13-1 states that the project shall contribute its pro-rata share of the costs
associated with the intersection improvements required at Pacific Coast Highway and Cross Creek Road.
"These intersection improvements shall consist of the construction of an additional westbound right-turn
lane along Pacific Coast Highway and incremental roadway widening west and east of the Pacific Coast
Highway/Cross Creek Road to provide additional right-turn capacity."
Mitigation Measures 3.13-2 states that the project shall contribute its pro-rata share of the costs
associated with the intersection improvements required at Pacific Coast Highway and Malibu Canyon
Road. "The improvements shall consist ofrestriping the south leg ofthe intersection to include a leftturn lane, one through lane and one right-turn lane. In addition, the project applicant shall fund traffic
signal improvements for the intersection consisting of installing a northbound right turn overlap phase to
run concurrently with the westbound left turn phase."

"Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system
to enhance California 's economy and livability"

Mr. Jasch Janowicz
March 23, 2015
Page 2

Mitigation Measures 3.13-3 states that the project shall fund the construction of dual eastbound leftturn lanes at the eastbound approach to the intersection of Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way. Prior
to construction, all applicable permits shall be obtained from Caltrans.
Caltrans is aware of the proposed improvements and will continue to work with the City and applicants
to implement them. Caltrans requests that all improvements are implemented in a timely manner prior
to build-out of this project (Whole Foods in the Park) or La Paz Ranch development.
Caltrans recommends signalization of the Civic Center and Webb Way intersection to prevent vehicle
queues from impacting the Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way intersection. We note traffic volumes
in 2015 justify a new traffic signal at this intersection.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, you may contact Elmer Alvarez, project review
coordinator at (213) 897-6696 or electronically at elmer.alvarez@dot.ca.gov

DIANNA WATSON
IGRJCEQA Branch Chief
Office of Regional Planning and Public Transportation

"Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system
to enhance Califo rnia 's economy and livability"

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7-0FFICE OF REGIONAL PLANNING
100 S. 1V1AIN STREET, MS 16

LOS ANGELES, CA 900 1'2
PHONE (213~ 897-9140
FAX (213)897-1337
www,dot.ca,gov

Serious drought.
Help save water!

RECEIVED

March 23,2015

MAR 2 3 2015
Mr, Jasch Janowicz
City ofMalibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

PLANNING DEPT.

Re: Whole Foods in the Park
DraftEIR
IGR#l50223/EA,. SCH#201204I 087
Vic: LA /1139.00-41.00
D~ar Mr. Janowicz:

The California DepaJ,j:tnentofT:ransportation (Caltrails) hasteviewedthe Traffic lnipact Analysis (TIA)
contained in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared. for the proposed Whole Foods
Marketto. belocated in the Malibu Civic Cenfer area. The Proposed project consists of aWhole Foods
Market and four small co'mmetcial buildings fot a total of approximately 3 8,400 square feet community
shopping Center.
We note the proposed project is e§timated to ge)lerate approximately 2290 average vehicle trips during
weekday with 101 occurring in the AM peakhourand 154in the PM peak hour, In.addition, the
proposed projectwould generate approxhnate1y 2528 weekend trips with 226 weekend mid-day trips,
Ba$ed on the 2011 analysis, 'three intersections are expected to be significantly hnpacted: Malibu
Canyon Roacl and Pacific CoastHigQ:way; Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way, and Pa.cific Coast
Highway andCross Crt<ek Rpad.
Mitigation Measures -3.13-1 states thatthe project shall contribute its pro"rata share ofthe costs
associated with the intets.ectionimprovements required at Pacific Coast Highway and Cross Creek Road.
''Tlmse interseotiopi:rnprovements shall cort$ist of the constntction <>fan additional westbound right-tum
lane along Pacific Coast Higllway ·anc1 i11ct¢mentalroadway Widenjng west and east of the Pacific Coast
Highway/Cross Creek Road tQ provide ad.ditionalright-tu11l capacity.''
Mitigation Measures 3.13-2 states thatthe project shall contribute its pro-rata share of the costs
associated With theJriters.ectionimprovements required at Pacific CoastJiighw.It:Y~n.<;l Malibu Canyon
Rqad. "theitnprov~ments shall qonsist. oftestrlping the south leg ofthe intersection to inClude a lefttUrn lane; Ol;iC through htne and one right;.turnJ~e, In.addit:lon, the project applicant shall fund traffic
sig11al im,provements for the intersectiol1 cgnsisting of installing a nl'Jrlhbound right turn overlap phase to
run concurrently withthewestboU11d left tu,rn phase.'~
·
·

"hi:Mdti a·safo; sii~taiitab/.i;YiiJiitgrakt/ and,efjicieflt' irailsporia.ti(li:t system
to enhanc.e Califorttk(s,e{:OIJOJ1JY o!Jd/1val!i/ity'' . .

Mr. Jas<;h Janowicz
March 23,2015
Page2
Mitigation Measures 3.13-3 states that the projecrshall fund the construction of dual eastbound leftturnlanes at the eastbotmd approach to the intersection of Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way. Prior
to construction, all applicable pe11llits shall be obtained from Caltrans.
Caltrans is aware of the proposed improvements and will continue to work\Vith the City and applicants
to implement them. Caltrans requests that all improvements are implemented in a timely manner prior
to build-out ofthis project (Whole Foods in the Park) or La Paz Ranch develOpment.
Caltrans recommends signalization of the Civic Center and Webb Way1nt¢rsectionto preventvehicle
queues from impacting the Pacific. Coast Highway and Webb Way intersection. We note traffic volumes
in 20.15 justifY a new traffic signal at this intersection.
If you have any questions regarding these comments. yotJ may contactElmerAlvarez, project review
·
coordinator at (213) 897-6696 or electronically at eltner.alvarez@dotca;gov

(;'' ..
~~F

DIANNA WATSON
IGR/CEQA Branch Chief
Office of Regional Planning and Public Transportation

"~Provide

a: safe; suSfalnable,. inle#rated iil1ti¢:Jfi.iHeiJt.. transpoi'iajion;syst~m
io enlrai!C.t! 9alifqrnia'seconomyand]tvab,iti/y" ·

·

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Beatrix Z
M onday, March 23, 2015 7:19 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr Janowicz:
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Food EIR materially understates the impact of traffic on our
roads.
The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300-3000 cars as the least. But the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu roads.
Additionally, I am contacting Whole Foods Market to determine if they are, in fact considering placi ng one of
their stores in Malibu because I have heard the "Whole Foods" developer publicly state that Whole Foods
Market has not committed to placing a store in Malibu and, in that case, the developer has co-opted Whole
Foods Market' good name and reputation t o "Troj an Horse" a large commercia l development into Malibu that
th e community would clearly object to if the promise of a Whole Foods Market wasn't clouding the waters.
Thank you for your time and attention, respectfully
Beatrlx Zilinskas
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Peri Vincent
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:47 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods·EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 201s
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in t he Whole Foods EIR (cla im ing that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days like t hese, during
which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on M alibu Roads.
Sincerely,
Peri Vincent
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Peri Vincent
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:48 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with t he Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,
Peri Vincent
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Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Steve Uhring
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:59 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment
Eir comments.docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Attached are my Whole Foods EIR comments

Steve Uhring
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RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
Whole Foods EIR Comments

PLANNING DEPT.

1)
Cumulative buildout of projects in the Civic Center will generate 9800 to 10967*
new weekday trips and approximately 8000+* Saturday trips into the Civic Center.
(*Appendix G, Approved La Paz EIR, page 22 and Table 6 and Appendix H, Whole
Foods EIR)
This increase in people traveling to, parking, and working in the Civic Center will
be added to traffic from the schools and business already located in the Civic
Center and the traffic from surrounding neighborhoods all of whom must use
Civic Center roads as egress routes in an emergency. Traffic congestion in the
Civic Center will create a safety risk if it inhibits egress during an emergency. The
EIR discusses mitigations focused on improving traffic entry into the Civic Center
but there is no discussion providing speedy egress in an emergency.
•

The EIR fails to analyze the impact cumulative buildout traffic will have on
emergency evacuation plans for the schools and businesses in the civic
center and the surrounding neighborhoods.

•

The EIR fails to analyze the impacts that cumulative buildout truck traffic
on Cross Creek and Civic Center Way will have on Serra Canyon residents
and livestock exiting in an emergency.

2)
Cumulative buildout of projects in the Civic Center will generate 9800 to 10967*
new weekday trips and approximately 8000* Saturday trips into the Civic Center.
(*Appendix G, Approved La Paz EIR, page 22 and Table 6 and Appendix H, Whole
Foods EIR)
The increase in traffic on Cross Creek will impact the health and safety of Serra
residents by causing them abandon Cross Creek and instead enter and exit Serra
Retreat via Serra Road. The PCH Safety Study Assessment report (page 7)
commissioned by Malibu and on file with the City, identified that there are major
problems for traffic exiting Serra Road onto PCH. It states 11Vehicles turning left

from PCH to Serra Road can see approximately 300 feet down PCH. Vehicles
turning from Serra Road can see approximately 200 feet to their left. At the
speed of 45 mph Caltrans recommends at least 360 feet of sight distance. The
prevailing speed measured near this area was 53 MPH."
•

The EIR fails to analyze the impacts of increased traffic on Serra Road.

3}

Water during a wildfire is a critical issue in Malibu
•

The EIR fails to analyze and clearly state that there is an adequate water
supply to fight both a building fire and a wildfire?

4}
The applicant identifies the project as "A Neighborhood Shopping Center and uses
that definition to compute traffic generation
Both the Urban Land Institute and the International Council of Shopping Centers
state that a neighborhood shopping center is designed to meet the needs of the
immediate neighborhood.
http://www.icsc.org/uploads/research/generai/US_CENTER_CLASSIFICATION.pdf

The International Council of Shopping Centers definition states that a
neighborhood shopping center should generate 75% of its business within three
miles. http://www.icsc.org/uploads/research/generai/US_CENTER_CLASSIFICATION.pdf
On pages 4, pages and in appendix H the applicant makes the case that the
shopping center will be used by "Commuters using Malibu Canyon road", and
"the high volume of pass through traffic between Calabasas and Los Angeles"
demonstrating that the project is being designed to extend beyond the immediate
neighborhood.
As demonstrated in Table 1-1 of Appendix I, classifying the Whole Foods as a
supermarket vs. a "Neighborhood Shopping Center" increases traffic generation
from 42.70 daily trips per 1000 G.L.S.F. to 102.24 daily trips per G.S.S.F. Put
another way classified as a Supermarket the weekend daily traffic increases by

1475 trips per day. This difference in trip generation demonstrates the primary
reason Whole Foods wants Malibu to use the "Neighborhood Shopping Center
classification ..

•

The EIR fails to correctly classify the project as a supermarket ( ITE Code
850). This misclassification ·understates trip generation numbers in the EIR.

!
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5)
The project requires a major mitigation project at the corner of Cross Creek and
PCH yet provides only a pictorial overview of this effort.
•

The EIR fails to analyze:
o Impact of this mitigation to bike lanes
o Impact of this mitigation to beach access. Will PCH parking areas
used by visitors to Surfrider Beach be eliminated?
o Impacts to pedestrians. An hour long weekend count by The PCH
Safety Assessment Report, on file with the city, page 8, counted 236
pedestrians crossing PCH at this intersection and 79 pedestrians
crossing Cross Creed RD.
o Impacts to State Parks Land.
o traffic capacity after completion of mitigation items for proposed
widening Pacific Coast Highway at Malibu Lagoon/Cross Creek and
proposed mitigations for Webb Way, Civic Center Way, Cross Creek
Road, or any of their intersections.

6)

One of the details of the Cross Creek mitigation identified in the EIR is that the
applicant, in connection with La Paz, is asking Caltrans to reduce the width of the
traffic lanes to accommodate the proposed mitigation.
•

The EIR fails to analyze the impact the narrower lanes will have to safe
travel on PCH and explain how these narrower lanes are consistent with the
PCH Safety Taskforce effort currently being supported by the City of
Malibu.

I

j

7)

Page 9 of Whole Foods updated traffic analysis the applicant defines the outdoor
seating as an "additional food court use" that is incorporated into the
computation for required parking. Additionally it states "the outdoor seating is
not only being provided for food consumption but rather as an outdoor gathering
place for the Center"
Yet on page 21 of the updated analysis the applicant states that they have
excluded the unenclosed spaces from trip calculations.
•

The EIR fails to compute trip calculations for the unenclosed spaces.

8)

The City Traffic Analysis guidelines recommend that truck counts be clearly
identified in the traffic analysis. Based upon a consultation and a follow up visual
survey at Ralphs Supermarket, we can expect 15-17 daily truck trips to service a
supermarket. This count is verified in a study by the University of Washington
(http:Uwww.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/E7164661-25E6-421B-B828C2EF5F909180/0/TruckTripGenerationGroceryStoresreportAugust2010.pdf) that
confirms that it will take approximately 15 truck trips per day to service a store
like Whole Foods. In addition two restaurants will be included in the project plus
additional retail which conservatively takes the count for truck trips to the project
up to 20+. This will be in addition to the truck currently servicing the business
establishments in the Civic Center.
•

The EIR fails to identify the number of daily truck trips needed to servi.ce
the project, fails to identify what number of these truck trips will use Cross
Creek to deliver supplies and fails to provide an estimate of the cumulative
number of daily truck trips needed to service Whole Foods and the other
existing Civic Center businesses.

9)

,.

.i

11

Page 23 of the Updated traffic analysis states that the applicant used the study
area traffic roadway patterns, and other traffic studies recently prepared for the
general area to develop trip distribution and trip assignment.
To assist readers of the EIR to determine if the trip distribution and assignment
11

has been done properly the EIR should identify the specific Study area traffic
roadway patterns, and other traffic studies recently prepared for the general
area" used as the basis for the trip distribution and assignment calculations.
Specific page numbers should be included to enable us to quickly get to the
appropriate sections of the study.
•

The EIR fails to provide the details (facts) used to reach conclusions about
trip distribution and trip assignment

10)
When the baseline traffic counts in the EIR are compared against the traffic
counts in previously approved EIRs there is a significant discrepancy.
For example baseline traffic counts for Malibu Canyon and PCH AM traffic
identified in Whole Foods EIR are 21% to 25% less that the same counts recorded
in the approved Legacy Park EIR. (Detailed computations were included in the
Power Point presentation to the Planning Commission on March 2, 2015)

•

The EIR should reconcile the Whole Food Traffic counts with the counts
previously approved in the Legacy Park EIR and specifically explain why
these lower counts at this intersection should be considered an accurate
representation of current traffic on Malibu Highways.

11)
When the baseline traffic counts in the EIR are compared against the traffic
counts in previously approved EIRs there is a significant discrepancy.
For example baseline traffic counts for weekday PM traffic on Civic Center Way
going onto Malibu Canyon identified in Whole Foods EIR is 28% less that the same
counts recorded in the previously approved La Paz EIR (Detailed computations

i
I.

I

were included in the Power Point presentation to the Planning Commission on
March 2, 2015)
•

The EIR should reconcile the Whole Food Traffic counts with the counts
previously approved in the La Paz EIR and specifically explain why these
lower counts at this intersection should be considered an accurate
representation of current traffic on Malibu Highways.

12)
When the baseline traffic counts in the EIR are compared against the traffic
· counts in previously approved EIRs there is a significant discrepancy.
For example baseline traffic counts for weekday PM traffic on Webb Way going
onto Civic Center Way identified in Whole Foods EIR are 17% less that the same
counts recorded in the previously approved La Paz EIR (Detailed computations
were included in the Power Point presentation to the Planning Commission on
March 2, 2015)
•

The EIR should reconcile the Whole Food Traffic counts with the counts
previously approved in the La Paz EIR and specifically explain why these
lower counts on this roadway should be considered an accurate
representation of current traffic on Malibu Highways ..

13)
When the baseline traffic counts in the EIR are compared against the traffic
counts in previously approved EIRs there is a significant discrepancy.
For example baseline traffic counts for weekday PM traffic on Cross Creek going
onto Civic Center Way identified in Whole Foods EIR are 35% less that the same
counts recorded in the previously approved La Paz EIR (Detailed computations
were included in the Power Point presentation to the Planning Commission on
March 2, 2015)
•

The EIRshould reconcile the Whole Food Traffic counts with the counts
previously approved in the La Paz EIR and specifically explain why these
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lower counts on this roadway should be considered an accurate
representation of current traffic on Malibu Highways.

14)
When the baseline traffic counts in the EIR are compared against the traffic
counts provided by reputable agencies there is a significant discrepancy.
For example baseline traffic counts for weekday PM traffic on PCH at Malibu
Canyon and Cross Creek identified in Whole Foods EIR are up to 35% less than
the same counts recorded by Caltrans (Detailed computations were included in
the Power Point presentation to the Planning Commission on March 2, 2015). It
should be noted that the applicant verifies the accuracy of the Caltrans highway
counts by referencing Caltrans traffic counts on page 18. of the updated traffic
analysis.
The EIR should reconcile the Whole Food Traffic counts with the Caltrans

•

counts for the same intersections and specifically explain why these lower
counts on this roadway should be considered an accurate representation of
current traffic on Malibu Highways.

15)
The following two graphs identify weekday Level Of Service (LOS) studies at major
Malibu intersections and compare the LOS conclusions in the Whole Foods EIR to
the conclusions arrived at in previously approved EIRs for La Paz and Legacy Park.
In every case the Whole Foods EIR suggest that there have been significant
improvements in LOS at every major intersection.
Misrepresenting or overstating the LOS at major intersections obfuscates the
need for roadway improvements. Failing to make necessary improvements can
prove to be fatal in an emergency evacuation situation.
•

The EIR should reconcile each of these LOS differences and identify the
changes in traffic patterns or the roadway improvements that have been

put in place to account for the improved LOS identified in the Whole Foods

EIR
Level Of Service Comparisons

j

Level Of Service Comparisons

li
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16)

i'
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The project plans to include a Shane's playground on the property which will draw
additional traffic to the project location. The playground's focus on drawing
individuals to the site is confirmed on the Shane's Inspiration website
(http://www.shanesinspiration.org/) where it states:
""Once a playground is built, our community outreach programs increase use and
build public awareness of the benefits of integrated play. Outreach services
include busing/field trip programs, international speaking engagements,
newsletters targeting children with disabilities and adults, hospital research
collaborations, and monthly play dates that bring children of all abilities and their
families together for fun-filled days at the playground.
My PlayCiub® is a community outreach program of Shane's Inspiration that brings
children of ALL abilities together at one of our inclusive playgrounds for a play
date"

Malibu's TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS GUIDELINES state that unenclosed spaces
such as this playground should be included in the traffic generation computation.
On page three of the traffic impact guidelines it states:
a.

Assessment of Proposed Project
The latest edition of the Institute of Transportation Engineers' (ITE) Trip
Generation shall be used for trip generation forecasts. In some cases, the
ITE data are based on a limited amount of studies or do not adequately
represent the proposed land use(s). In these cases, and with approval from
the City, trip generation rates could be obtained from the current San
Diego Traffic Generators (San Diego Association of Governments) or should
be verified through local field observation of similar uses.

Whole Foods decided to ignore the requirement of the Guidelines and instead
simply excluded the outdoor spaces from trip calculation
"The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) studies and trip generation rates do not
include unenclosed spaces such as this projects outdoor space. Therefore outdoor
spaces is excluded from the trip calculations" Whole Foods traffic analysis, page 21

•

The EIR fails to include trip calculations for these unenclosed spaces as
required per the Malibu Traffic Analysis guidelines.

17)
The project plans to include a Learning Garden on the prop·erty which will draw
additional traffic to the project location. The garden's focus on drawing
individuals to the site is confirmed in much of the language on the Kitchen
Community website ( https:ljthekitchencommunity.org/learning-gardens/g/).
For example it states:
'~

bountiful fall harvest of a wide variety offruits and vegetables depends on the

. long summer growing season. Many Learning Gardens utilize a combination of
parents~ teachers~

garden clubs~ school engineers and custodians~ and community

members to care for the garden over the summer. Those people working in the
garden over the summer are the ones who will enjoy the summer harvests.~~

Malibu's TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS GUIDELINES state that unenclosed spaces
such as this garden should be included in the traffic generation computation. On
page three of the traffic impact guidelines ·it states:

b.

Assessment of Proposed Project
The latest edition of the Institute of Transportation Engineers' (ITE) Trip
Generation shall be used for trip generation forecasts. In some cases, the
ITE data are based on a limited amount of studies or do not adequately
represent the proposed land use(s). In these cases, and with approval from
the City, trip generation rates could be obtained from the current San
Diego Traffic Generators (San Diego Association of Governments) or should
be verified through local field observation of similar uses.

1'.
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Whole Foods decided to ignore the requirement of the Guidelines and instead
simply excluded the outdoor spaces from trip calculation
"The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) studies and trip generation rates do not
include unenclosed spaces such as this projects outdoor space. Therefore outdoor
spaces is excluded from the trip calculations" Whole Foods traffic analysis, page 21

:I
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•

The EIR fails to include trip calculations for these unenclosed spaces as
required per the Malibu Traffic Analysis guidelines.

18)
The Whole Foods EIR; page 16 updated analysis, states that parking spaces on
Civic Center way will be removed to accommodate the project's driveway. Section
3.12.1 of Malibu's LIP state that if existing parking spaces serving recreational
uses are displaced, comparable replacement must be provided.

LIP ooo3o12o1 Purpose and Intent
C. Existing parking areas serving recreational uses shall not be displaced unless a
comparable replacement area is provided.
As demonstrated in the photo's below parking on Civic Center Way is used by
residents and visitors who park while surfing, biking or jogging.
•

The EIR fails to identify the replacement parking spaces required to be
provided due to the Whole Foods plan to remove existing Civic Center
parking spaces.

19)

Currently the public uses available parking along the West side of Cross Creek Road,
between Civic Center Way and the gated entrance to Serra Retreat.
•

The EIR should identify if any of these Cross Creek parking spaces will be .
impacted by this project, and if they are does the project provide replacement
parking.

20)
Page 17 of the updated traffic analysis states 11 Other smaller vendor delivery
trucks would arrive throughout the day and utilize the two loading spaces
designated at each side of the site."

The site diagrams in the EIR suggest that these Loading spaces are no bigger than
a parking space for a car. Design standards dictate that loading spaces must be
able to accommodate large vehicles, forklifts, and pedestrian traffic and must not
interfere with emergency egress routes from the building.
•

The EIR fails to identify the size of these loading spaces and provide
assurances that they will accommodate large vehicles, forklifts, and
pedestrian traffic and will not interfere with emergency egress routes from
the building in the instance of an emergency.

21)
In its computation of needed parking spaces the EIR references Malibu's LIP and
states "To qualify for the "shopping center criteria" (511000), a well balanced mixture of

uses within the center must be demonstrated. Where there is an imbalance of high
intensity uses. restaurants. theater, bowling alley, billiard parlors, beauty schools and
other such uses and/or long-term parking uses, parking calculations will be based totally
or in part on an individual basis."
It then fails to mention that 75% of this project is made up of a supermarket and
restaurants, hardly a well balanced mixture of uses.
The EIR on page 74 of the updated traffic analysis , states "The City of Malibu has
determined that the project qualifies for the shopping center definition of the code as
long as the square footage of the restaurant uses and outdoor seating area does not
exceed the levels analyzed in this study.
Suggesting that the City of Malibu agreed that this project, devoting 75% of its space to
high intensity uses (supermarket and two restaurants), qualifies for a 'shopping center
criteria' designation boarders on the unbelievable.
•

The EIR fails to provide a signed statement from the City of Malibu identifying the
City department that concluded that this project does not have an imbalance of
high intensity uses and that made this determination the ' shopping center was
appropriate ..

22)
Appendix H of the updated traffic analysis lists Related project information along with
trip counts but does not provide a chart that identifies the specific projects and traffic

,,
'

counts that are used to compute the future traffic counts presented in the EIR. (for
example figure 27)
•

The EIR fails to provide a table that clearly identifies the specific projects and
traffic counts that are incorporated into the EIR future traffic counts.

23)
Page 1 of the updated traffic analysis states:
Existing traffic conditions utilize new traffic data collected by the City of Malibu in the
Summer of 2012
•

The EIR fails to identify the guidance provided to the traffic counter to insure
accurate results and the City of Malibu representative who certified to the
accuracy of this traffic study.

24)
During the seeping session for the Whole Foods EIR residents identified numerous
environmental issues they believed should be addressed in the EIR. A large number of
these issues were not included in the Draft EIR. Excluded issues include, but are not
limited to, subjects such as Civic Center evacuation plans, Economic impacts, Water
Supplies for emergencies, proposed mitigation and its impact on bike lanes. ( See
Whole Foods and the Park Seeping Session, May 2, 2012, on file with the City)
•

The EIR fails to address all the environmental concerns raised by residents
during the seeping session. The EIR should identify each the seeping issues
mentioned by residents during the seeping session and included in the city
seeping session file, and explain why they were not included in the Draft EIR

J.a~c"' Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Debbie Weiss
Monday, March 23, 2015 10:23 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECE!VE:O ·

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Dear Jasch,

We are property owners on Sweetwater Mesa (Serra Canyon). We have many qoncerns about the Whole Food project and
it's EIR not the least of ~hich is concerns about the traffic implications and potential impacts to the ability of emergency
vehicles to respond. We wish to see a more detailed EIR. which further studies the impact of the proposed project,
especially in regards to the traffic and discusses what control will be put into place.

I

..

Kind Regards,
Debbie Weiss and Adrian Lorimer

I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subjed:
Attachments:

Lisa Pope
Monday, March 23, 2015 11:24 AM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
FW: Whole foods draft EIR
Whole foods draft EIR.pdf; ATTOOOOl.txt

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Lisa Pope, City Clerk
City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310-456-2489 ext. 228
---Original Message--From: Wendi Werner [mailto
I
Sent: Sunday, March 22, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Jasch Janowicz;. lisa Pope
Subject : Whole foods draft EIR
Please submit letter for draft EIR.

1
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ATTOOOOl
Regards,
wendi Dunn
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RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

PLANNING DEPT.

Upon reading the draft EIR (3.7-13) for the whole foods development, I felt compelled to request
that all herbicides, pesticides and rodenticides be stricken from this and further reports.
Malibu's Vision and Mission statement reads:
-Malibu is a unique land and marine environment and residential community whose citizens
have historically evidenced a commitment to sacrifice urban and suburban conveniences in
order to protect that environment and lifestyle, and to preserve unaltered natural resources and
rural characteristics. The people of Malibu are a responsible custodian of the area's natural
resources for present and future generations.
-Malibu is committed to ensure the physical and biological integrity of its environment through
the development of land use programs and decisions, to protect the public and private health,
safety and general welfare.
Malibu will plan to preserve its natural and cultural resources, which include the ocean, marine
life, tide pools, beaches, creeks, canyons, hills, mountains, ridges, views, wildlife and plant life,
open spaces, archaeological, paleontological and historic sites, as well as other resources that
contribute to Malibu's special natural and rural setting.
Malibu will maintain its rural character by establishing programs and policies that avoid
suburbanization and commercialization of its natural and cultural resources.

On July 8, 2013, City Council adopted a resolution that urged Malibu businesses to no longer
use or sell anticoagulant rodenticides. The Santa Monica Mountains Local Coastal Program
(LCP) prohibits the use of anticoagulant rodenticides.
I personally had the use of the herbicide glyphosphate stricken from the Malibu lagoon
restoration project because of its potential contamination to the adjacent watershed and ocean.
The current whole foods project is located near that same watershed. For this reason, I am
requesting that no herbicides be used in this location. ·
Because of these examples above, I am again urging the removal and use of all herbicides,
pesticides and rodenticides from this entire project.
Respectfully,
Wendi Werner Dunn

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Bonnie Blue, Chief Planner
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Plrumer
City ofMalibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu CA 90265

.hans laetz, j .d.

March 23, 2015
City Of Malibu
"Whole Foods In The Park"
Demand For Recirculation,
or iii the alternative,

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
from Malibu resident Hans Laetz

Page 1

The undersigned is a resident of Malibu and hereby submits the following comments and requests. Thank
you for considering them.
He wishes to state for the record that he is not opposed to the Project, to the contrary, he favors it.
But he opposes a deficient planning process that fails to anticipate and mitigate the substantial traffic
impacts from this proposal, and the others in the Civic Center.
Substantial new infonnation is hereby placed in the administrative record, far surpassing the CEQA
Guidelines triggers for recirculation, which is the ultimate request of this comment. I would suggest that
the Planning Department keep the statutory thresholds in mind as it reviews the comments leading up to
the request for recirculation at the end.

sl Hans Laetz

·.
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PART I.

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION

The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks the responsible agency "would the project cause an increase in
traffic that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result
in a substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or
congestion at intersections?" It also asks if the project would conflict with the City's General Plan,
certified LCP or zoning code sections specifically adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect.
The draft EIR states "Civic Center Way is a two-lane roadway (one lane in each direction) that connects
Malibu Canyon Road on the west to Cross Creek Road on the east. Civic Center Way borders the south
side of the project site. Cross Creek Road is a north-south local street with one lane in each direction.
South of Civic Center Way, Cross Creek Road is a public road that provides access to the abutting
commercial development and connects to Pacific Coast Highway. North of Civic Center Way, Cross
Creek Road borders the east side of the site, is a private road, and provides access to the residential area
of Serra Retreat." 1
This description is not complete. It does not disclose the complicated geometry of the existing shopping
center parking lot entrances and exits. It does not describe the angle parking that serves as the exclusive
public parking areas for Malibu Legacy Park. Does not describe the significant number of angle parking
spaces that serve as shopping center parking lots. It does not describe the heavy MTA bus use of the two
roads, or explain how bus stops in the area are a critical part of public transit. No traffic counts, or traffic
projections after the development is completed, are provided for either road.
The draft EIR defines Pacific Coast Highway (PCH, SR-1) as
"a state route that travels east and west through the study area. To the east in the City of Santa
Monica, PCH turns into the Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) providing access to the greater Los
Angeles basin. Project access to PCH is provided via the signalized intersections at Cross Creek
Road and Webb Way. PCH provides four travel lanes (two in each direction) with a third
eastbound lane provided on its eastbound approach to Webb Way. PCH would typically be
designated a major arterial. However, given its topographical and safety constraints, PCH in the
City is limited to four lanes and is designated as a modified major arterial. PCH is posted with a
speed limit of 50 mph west of Malibu Canyon Road and 45 mph east of Malibu Canyon Road."2
It is amazing and quite telling that the City of Malibu does not use the terms "coastal access," "coastal
visitor," "beach parking," "parks," "beaches," "bicycle route," "bicyclists," "pedestrians, "Malibu Creek
State Park," "Malibu Legacy Park" or other pertinent nouns in its description of its main street. All of
those factors are a part ofPCH and are in the immediate vicinity of the Project. Mitigation proposed by
the applicant is in the middle of the parks and coastal access. It is fundamentally dishonest for the City
once again to describe PCH in the limited vocabulary of a traffic engineer.
Worse, this error is repeated verbatim in the 2015 "Traffic Impact Study" from Overland Traffic
Consultants. Again. These errors were extensively pointed out to the City in the 2013 Rancho Malibu
Draft EIR comments filed by Hans Laetz. They are easy to corroborate, but are left in error in the new
Draft EIR for the strip mall.

1

DEJA page 3-13.2, 3.

2

DEJA page 3-13.3.
Page3

This document will pose specific CEQA Checklist questions. These questions should have, under CEQA
case law, been answered in the Draft version of this document. Appellate courts have made it very clear
that the citizenry is entitled to a complete analysis in the draft, as CEQA gives the citizenry but one
chance to comment on the analysis of issues raised in the checklist and scoping period. 3 These issues
were timely raised, and under CEQA and case law, we are entitled to review- at this juncture- the
City's analysis of those items. As indicated below, the city has abjectly failed, once again, to do that.

~

See Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Comm.(1989) 214 Cai.App.3d 1043).
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PART II.
Traffic 1

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION ERRORS.
Capacity of local streets.

The Draft EIR describes intersection capacity on local arterial streets, such as Webb Way, Civic Center
Way and Cross Creek Road. It uses "Level Of Service" (LOS) measurements of congestion levels in
intersections, in the form of "Volume/Capacity" (V/C). The Draft EIR does not describe delays or
congestion in terms of "average number of seconds of delay" at signalized intersections.
The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks "would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections?"
(Traffic 1-1) Please explain the City's rationale for failing to anticipate actual delays or increased
congestion, as required by CEQA, the General Plan, and the LCP, by reliance solely on LOS
instead of "average number of seconds of delay." Include in this analysis how an accurate use of
"average seconds of delay" methodology would assess the status quo and the projected traffic
volumes.
(Traffic 1-2) Please explain the City's rationale for failing to anticipate actual delays or increased
congestion by reliance solely on LOS instead of "average number of seconds of delay" will create
a Project that complies with General Plan Conservation Policy 1.1.2, which states ~'the City shall
utilize sound traffic engineering and enforcement principles to safely regulate traffic and improve
traffic flow."
(Traffic 1-3) Please explain the City's rationale for failing to anticipate actual delays or increased
congestion by reliance solely on LOS instead of "average number of seconds of delay" will allow
the City to determine if the proposed development does not violate General Plan Conservation
Policy 1.1.2 by (a) causing a degradation of LOS greater than or equal to 2 percent in the
circumstances set forth in Land Use Implementation Measure 70; or (b) does not degrade LOS
below LOS C.
(Traffic 1-4) Please explain the City's rationale for failing to anticipate actual delays or increased
congestion by reliance solely on LOS instead of "average number of seconds of delay" will allow
the City to determine if the proposed development will cause the City to follow its Conservation
Policy 1.1.3, which requires that "the City shall improve traffic flow through procedural
improvements."
(Traffic 1-5) Please explain the City's rationale for failing to anticipate actual delays or increased
congestion by reliance solely on LOS instead of "average number of seconds of delay" will allow
the City to determine if the proposed development will cause the City to follow its Conservation
Policy 1.1.4, which requires that "the City shall reduce peak-time traffic."

Traffic 2 - Selection of peak traffic periods.
The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks "would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections?"
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It also ;:tsks if the project would conflict with the City's General Plan, certified LCP or zoning code
sections specifically adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

The Draft EIR states "to ensure updated, consistent traffic counts to be used for each pending project,
traffic volume data was collected in the summer of2012 by National Data & Surveying Services, an
independent third party data collection company hired by the City of Malibu for use in this study.
Weekday traffic counts were conducted on Thursday, July 12th from 7:00 to 9:00AM and 4:00 to 6:00
PM. Weekend traffic counts were conducted on Saturday, July 14th from 11 :00 AM to 1:00 PM." 4
A review of hourly temperature reports taken by the National Weather Service and transmitted by City
News Service shows that the temperatures and sky conditions that particular noon on Saturday, July 14,
2012, were 68 degrees and mostly sunny at LAX, 67 degrees and partly cloudy at Leo Carrillo State
Beach, 69 degrees and mostly sunny at Santa Monica Airport, and 82 degrees and mostly sunny at
Granada Hills. 5 The NWS forecast for Los Angeles and Vicinity that day was "low clouds and fog in the
morning then sunny. Highs from around 70 at the beaches to near 80 inland." 6
In other words, the peak weekend traffic measurements were done at noon on a cool and foggy early July
day. It was not hot in the San Fernando Valley that day. It can only be reasonably be interpolated that
there was low beach usage that day by people using cars.

No traffic counts were undertaken on any Sunday at all, typically a very-heavy beach usage day when the
weather is nice.
Malibu residents can tell you that Malibu in early July is typically not very crowded on weekends. Many
locals are on vacation, the ocean is still cold, the inland valleys have not heated up yet to drive people to
the ocean. Heaviest traffic periods are typically towards the end of the days.
Weekend mornings during the school year can be heavier than middays at the Civic Center area, with a
combination of church traffic, bicycle clubs, Farmer's Market traffic, AYSO or Little League parents all
mixing in with motorcycle enthusiasts, beachgoers and other recreationalists.
But this discussion is anecdotal,' because the City's Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines are not based on
data from more than one week day and one weekend day, under cloudy and cool weather conditions, at a
date when thousands of Malibu families could be assumed to be out of the city on vacation.
There is no explanation how those arbitrary days or time periods were chosen. When Hans Laetz queried
why there are no traffic counts for any time period on Sundays, or holidays, or hot August or September
days when the Zuma Beach parking lots are at capacity (unlike foggy July days), or how the 11 a.m.-1
p.m. Saturday window was chosen as the peak weekend period, associate city planner Ha Ly courteously
replied that:
"as for the weekend counts, we heard from the City Traffic Engineer, and he stated that typically,
Thursdays and Saturdays provide higher than usual traffic volumes. Also, the ACTUAL counts
indicate that Saturday AM peak hour is from 11:45 AM to 12:45 PM, which falls within 11 - 1
PM, and confirms that our anticipated peak hours are correct." 7

4
5

E-mail of Hans Laetz to Ha Ly, Nov. 25, 2013.
Noon Temperatures, City News Service of Southern California, published at 12:12 p.m.on July 14, 2012.

s Southern California Forecasts, National Weather Service, in Noon Temperatures, City News Service of Southern
California, published at 12:12 p.m.on July 14, 2012.
7

E-mail of Ha Ly to Hans Laetz, Nov. 25, 2013.
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This bit of circuitous logic is breathtaking: it cannot be assumed from a peak within that two-hour period
that other peaks do not occur in the morning or afternoon. The lack of traffic measurements from the
Saturday morning congestion at Bluffs Park, the Saturday afternoon congestion from beachgoers leaving
Malibu, and from no measurements whatsoever on Sundays is astounding. The insufficiencies of using
this criteria have been repeatedly pointed out to the City: in the La Paz CDP extension and in the Rancho
Malibu Hotel Draft EIR. The City has been placed on notice that its baseline traffic measurement criteria
and methodology cannot be considered to be professional air accurate. It is not professional, and an insult
to Malibu residents, for this flawed methodology to repeatedly surface in Planning Department
documents.
Using the above mentioned CEQA checklist criteria (and others), please analyze the following points for
compliance to (a) the City's General Plan, (b) the certified LCP, (c) Malibu zoning code sections and (d)
the Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program, and:
(Traffic 2-1) The Draft EIR conclusions can be considered sufficient, given the arbitrary and
scientifically-unsound selection of traffic count periods.
(Traffic 2-2) The City requirement that the Volume/Capacity (V/C) ratio" be computed for peak
periods, and the absence in the Draft EIR of accurate baseline peak "beach day" conditions, or
projections for future peak "beach day" congestion. Please also analyze this in terms of"average
number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 2.3) Will the project increase V/C levels at intersections on Saturday mornings? Please
also analyze this in terms of "average number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 2.4) Will the project increase V/C levels at intersections on Saturday afternoons? Please
also analyze this in terms of "average number of seconds of delay."
'
(Traffic 2.5) Will the project increase V/C levels at intersections on Sunday mornings,
afternoons, or evenings? Please also analyze this in terms of "average number of seconds of
delay."
(Traffic 2.6) Will the project increase V/C levels at intersections on holidays? Please also
analyze this in terms of "average number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 2.7) How the City of Malibu's traffic measurement baseline criteria (measured on two
days in 2012) for the City's Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines is compliant with General Plan
Traffic Conservation Policy 1.1.2, which states "the City shall utilize sound traffic engineering
and enforcement principles to safely regulate traffic and improve traffic flow." Please address the
above criticisms of the insufficiency of the City's traffic volume data, and defend the scant data
and unscientific sampling as reliable, scientific, and professionaL Please analyze this in terms of
V/C levels at intersections, and using the "average number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 2.8) How the Project would furthers "safe, environmentally sensitive and efficient
transportation for the City" - as required by Goal 1 in the Transportation Section of the City of
Malibu General Plan- when the City's Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines must be considered
unreliable, unscientific, and misleading insofar as measuring the current baseline traffic
conditions in the Project area.
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Traffic 3 - Selection of peak traffic periods (II)_
The city's draft EIR states" The July 2012 counts were conducted when Pepperdine was in summer
session, which has a lower student population than during their regular sessions (i.e., the fall, winter, and
spring sessions). Consequently, while PCH is typically busiest during the summer, it is likely that more
Pepperdine or student-associated vehicles may be expected during the regular sessions. However, even
when Pepperdine is in regular session, the traffic volumes on PCH are greatest during the summer
season."8
The Draft EIR fails to state that the July 2012 counts were also conducted when Santa Monica-Malibu
Unified School District employees, students and parents are also on summer break, a fact that seems
relevant, but omitted. It seems as if the traffic counts were timed to fall just after school ended, but before
the heavy beach use days of late summer and fall.
The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks "would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections?"
It also asks if the project would conflict with the City's General Plan, certified LCP or zoning code
sections specifically adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Using the above CEQA criteria, please analyze if:
(Traffic 3-1) The Draft EIR conclusions can be considered sufficient given the arbitrary and
scientifically-unsound selection of traffic count periods that exclude ties when the largest two trip
generating institutions in Malibu- local schools and Pepperdine University- are not in session.
(Traffic 3-2) Will V/C congestion increase during all weekend time periods (including Sundays
and Saturdays at other than 11-1 -see section Traffic 2) when SMMUSD schools are in session,
and the number of people living in Malibu and not on vacation will be greater than when the July,
2012 traffic counts were made? Please also analyze this in terms of"average number of seconds
of delay."

Traffic 4.

Bicycle and pedestrian use ignored.

The Draft EIR states that "In accordance with the City's Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines, the TIA did
not include pedestrian or bicyclist counts."9 That's all.
There is no provision in the CEQA traffic checklist to allow the exclusion of foot or pedal traffic. The
"environmental setting" section of the traffic analysis in the Draft EIR- shockingly- fails to account
for the heavy pedestrian and bicyclist traffic on PCH, including:
- thousands of bicyclists who traverse the area on weekend days.
- hundreds of bicyclists who traverse the area weekdays.
- state legislative designation ofPCH as the "Pacific Coast Bicycle Route."

a DEIR, page 3.13-7.
9

DEIR, page 3-13.7.
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- hundreds or perhaps thousands of pedestrians who cross PCH, Cross Creek Road, Civic Center Way
daily.
- the function of the intersection ofPCH at Cross Creek Road as a key pedestrian link between Malibu
Creek State Park's lagoon, Adamson House and Malibu Pier units; Malibu Legacy Park; coastal access
pedestrian foot traffic between dozens of free parking places and the beach.
- the hundred of coastal access beach patrons who park on PCH in the area slated for road widening and
other mitigation.
The lack of pedestrian impact measurements in the City's Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines points to a
shoddy job by the City in 2012, but does not excuse the City from its duty in 2105 to measure all impacts
on the CEQA checklist.
The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks "would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections?"
It also asks if the project would conflict with the City's General Plan, certified LCP or zoning code
sections specifically adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Using the above CEQA criteria, please analyze:
(Traffic 4-1) What the current and projected bicycle and pedestrian use ofPCH in the Project area
is.
(Traffic 4-2) Would the Project would cause an increase in traffic load that would result in any
increased congestion, risk or danger to pedestrians.
(Traffic 4-3) Will the Project would cause an increase in traffic load that would result in any
increased risk or danger to bicyclists. Please analyze this in the context of the removal of the de
facto bicycle lanes along the shoulder, which would force bicycles into traffic lanes and thus
decrease vehicle capacity in the proposed mitigation lanes.
(Traffic 4-4) How the proposed traffic mitigation, discussed below, can be anticipated to be
adequate when pedestrian and bicycle impacts on the traffic flow in those lanes were not
measured.
(Traffic 4-5) Whether the baseline description ofPCH is adequate, in light of the failure listed in
this section.
(Traffic 4-6) If the failure of the draft EIR to even define the baseline conditions ofPCH renders
this entire Transportation Section incomplete and inaccurate.

Traffic 5

Flawed criteria for judeine traffic impact.

The draft EIR states "The traffic conditions analysis was conducted using the Intersection Capacity
Utilization (ICU) method. The ICU method uses a ratio of the traffic volume over intersection capacity to
establish the level of traffic congestions. This volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio defmes the proportion of an
hour necessary to accommodate all the traffic moving through the intersection assuming all approaches
were operating at full capacity."
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ICU only measures capacity congestion at intersections. It does not measure the consequences of capacity
problems. An intersection with an LOS F and a 2-minute backup is exactly the same, under ICU, as an
LOS F intersection with a 45-minute clearance time. It does not analyze "average number of seconds of
delay."
As noted at the Scoping Session, it is objectively ridiculous for the City to measure traffic congestion
impacts only at intersections, particularly in a linear-geometry traffic flow like Malibu. We do not have a
grid where traffic will seek other uncontested intersections when one intersection overloads. And this
methodology does not account for congestion between intersections as opposed to congestion only ill
intersections.
In its Scoping Comments for the putative Rancho Malibu Hotel Project, Caltrans made it plain that
accurate traffic impact measurements for PCH must include "analysis of AM, and PM peak-hour volumes
for both existing and future conditions in the affected area. This should include mainline hi::hway
sections, interchanges, and intersections (emphasis added)." 10

The CEQA Guidelines Checklist asks "would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections?"
It also asks if the project would conflict with the City's General Plan, certified LCP or zoning code
sections specifically adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Using the above CEQA criteria, please analyze:
(Traffic 5.1) The impact of traffic increases on mainline sections ofPCH and not just
intersections. Please also analyze this in terms of"average number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 5.2) Please determine the actual future traffic conditions that would exist (should the
Project and other projects in the Civic Center area be built) on the entirety of affected roadways,
as opposed to merely intersections, in order to determine the conflict between the Los Angeles
County Congestion Management Program and other traffic congestion environmental regulations.
This study should include PCH or other roads at some distance from the Project and its affected
intersections. For example, what is the effect on Interstate 405 or U.S. 101 if commuters fact
daily traffic delays on westbound PCH is delayed by 20 minutes clearing the westbound signal at
Cross Creek Road, as frequently already happens at peak weekend traffic periods (other than 11-1
p.m. on cold Saturdays)? Please analyze this in terms of "average number of seconds of delay."
(Traffic 5.3) Why "intersection capacity"- as opposed to "average number of seconds of delay"
- was employed to quantify if the Project would "cause an increase in traffic that is substantial
in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system."
(Traffic 5.4) If "average number of seconds of delay" is better suited to correctly identify the
project's true environmental impact, as opposed to "intersection capacity", despite the City
guideline's preference for the less-accurate "intersection capacity".
(Traffic 5.5) As per the CEQA checklist that asks for an analysis of potential "increase in traffic
that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system," what
the increase in traffic delays as measured by "average number of seconds of delay" (as opposed
to "intersection capacity") would be.

° Caltrans Scoping Comments, Letter of Dianna Watson to City, Caltrans Office of Regional Planning, at page 2.
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(Traffic 5.6) The actual impact in terms of delay that can be expected should the Project bifurcate
Malibu, to answer the CEQA checklist item (see the Land Use section) asking if the Project
would split the community, and in light of the fact that there Project impact sits on the only road
linking two halves of Malibu.
(Traffic 5.7) How the traffic section of this report can possibly make any informed conclusions
on peak traffic levels based on a consultant's grand total of two visits and two traffic counts at
Malibu, once on a weekday, and once at noon on a cool, foggy early summer Saturday.
(Traffic 5.8) How the Draft EIR can, without "average number of seconds of delay" data, have
the accurate information needed to conclude that he proposed project would not exceed the
significant traffic impact thresholds under existing conditions at any of the study intersections.
(Traffic 5.9) Ifthe failure to accurately prepare traffic counts and projections conflicts with the
General Plan, certified LCP and zoning ordinances, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating any environmental effects.

Traffic 6

Geometry at the Project entrance.

Under CEQA., existing traffic counts and future traffic projections are necessary to determine if the
project will split the community or cause other adverse effects. Please supply the analysis of project
traffic on Webb Way, Civic Center Way and Cross Creek Road (as opposed to the mere study of
intersection capacity), and analyze the impact of projected traffic loads in the context of the CEQA
checklist issue: the conflict between applicable environmental laws and the project's unseen impacts.
(Traffic 6-1) Under CEQA, existing traffic counts and future traffic projections are necessary to
determine if the project will split the community or cause other adverse effects. Please examine
Civic Center Way in terms of its present configuration, under its present configuration, what its
capacity is, and what will be the effects of traffic in excess of this level will be should the Project's
traffic projections cause overload. Please explain the projected effects on the following uses: (a)
residential access to nearby homes; (b) commercial property access; (c) MTA bus patrons; (d)
SMMUSD bus use; (e) Coastal Access users; (f) bicyclists; (g) pedestrians; and (h) persons using
angle parking on the street for the above uses.
(Traffic 6-2) Under CEQA, existing traffic counts and future traffic projections are necessary to
determine if the project will split the community or cause other adverse effects. Please examine
Cross Creek Road in terms of its present configuration, under its present configuration, what its
capacity is, and what will be the effects of traffic in excess of this level will be should the Project's
traffic projections cause overload. Please explain the projected effects on the following uses: (a)
residential access to nearby homes; (b) commercial property access; (c) MTA bus patrons; (d)
SMMUSD bus use; (e) Coastal Access users; (f) bicyclists; (g) pedestrians; and (h) persons using
angle parking on the street for the above uses.
(Traffic 6-3) Under CEQA, existing traffic counts and future traffic projections are necessary to
determine if the project will split the community or cause other adverse effects. Please examine
Pacific Coast Highway in terms of its present configuration, what its capacity is, and what will be
the effects of traffic in excess of this level will be should the Project's traffic projections cause
overload. Please explain the projected effects on the following uses: (a) residential access to
nearby homes; (b) commercial property access; (c) MTA bus patrons; (d) SMMUSD bus use; (e)
Coastal Access users; (f) bicyclists; (g) pedestrians; and (h) persons using angle parking on the
street for the above uses.
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(Traffic 6-4) Under CEQA, existing traffic counts and future traffic projections are necessary to
determine if the project will split the community or cause other adverse effects. Please examine
Webb Way and Stuart Ranch Road in terms of its present configuration, what its capacity is, and
what will be the effects of traffic in excess of this level will be should the Project's traffic
projections cause overload. Please explain the projected effects on the following uses: (a)
residential access to nearby homes; (b) commercial property access; (c) MTA bus patrons; (d)
SMMUSD bus use; (e) Coastal Access users; (f) bicyclists; (g) pedestrians; and (h) persons using
angle parking on the street for the above uses.
(Traffic 6-5) Please explain how new traffic generated by the project will interface, conflict or
eliminate parking for Malibu Legacy Park, thus affecting recreational access.
(Traffic 6-6) Please explain how new traffic generated by the project will interface, conflict or
eliminate parking for existing commercial developments, the Malibu Public Library, Civic Center
and other civic attractions in the area.
(Traffic 6-7) Please explain how be complicated driveway Project geometry in the area will affect
access for the following uses: (a) residential access to nearby homes; (b) commercial property
access; (c) MTA bus patrons; (d) SMMUSD bus use; (e) Coastal Access users; (f) bicyclists; (g)
pedestrians; and (h) persons using angle parking on the street for the above uses.
(Traffic 6-8) Please examine if the intersection geometry along both Civic Center Way and Cross
Creek Road at and near the the Project would conflict with an applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or
other standards established by the County congestion management agency for designated roads or
highways.
(Traffic 6-9) Please examine if the intersection geometry along both Civic Center Way and Cross
Creek Road at and near the the Project would conflict with an applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or
other standards established by the County congestion management agency for designated roads or
highways.
(Traffic 6-1 0) Please examine if the intersection geometry along both Civic Center Way and Cross
Creek Road at and near the the Project would substantially increase hazards due to a design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses such as pedestrianvehicle or vehicle-MTA bus conflicts.
(Traffic 6-11) Please examine if the intersection geometry along both Civic Center Way and Cross
Creek Road at and near the the Project would substantially increase hazards due to a design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses such as pedestrianvehicle or vehicle-MTA bus conflicts would result in inadequate emergency access.
(Traffic 6-12) Please examine if the intersection geometry along both Civic Center Way and Cross
Creek Road at and near the the Project would conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or
safety of such facilities.

Traffic 7

Reliance on speculative miti2ation.

Even using the inadequate City TIA Guidelines, the Draft EIR has determined that the change in traffic
flow generated by the proposed project alone would significantly impact the intersection of Cross Creek
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Road and Pacific Coast Highway during the five weekday afternoons per week and the Saturday mid-day
peak, prior to the implementation of traffic mitigation measures.ll
As noted above, there is no data whatsoever for the heavy local congestion on Saturday mornings or
afternoons.
Based on its analysis for 2017 cumulative traffic levels, again using the inadequate City TIA Guidelines,
the City predicts three intersections would significantly impacted: Malibu Canyon Road at PCH during
the Saturday mid-day peak hour; PCH at Webb Way during the Saturday mid-day peak hour; and PCH at
Cross Creek Road during the five weekday afternoon peak hours per week and the Saturday mid-day peak
hour. 12
Again, there is no data whatsoever for the heavy local congestion on Saturday mornings or afternoons.
The City proposes a mitigation effort for these impacts. It cannot be judged whether this mitigation effort
would be successful, given that there is insufficient baseline data (missing dayparts, failure to analyze
capacity of Cross Creek Road or Civic Center Way, etc.) .
There is no data in the Draft EIR as to how these mitigations will operate. There is no study of vehicular,
for or bicycle traffic movements with or without the Project, or with or without the Project plus the
mitigations.
There is no data in the Draft EIR to determine if the increased traffic flow from new or expanded tum
lanes from PCH onto Webb Way and Cross Creek Road will be safely or efficiently handled by those tow
streets.
The mitigation plan does not explain what will happen if other projects fail to win entitlements, if they are
rejected by voters under MeasureR, or fail to be built for business reasons. Or if the sewage plant is for
some reason rejected by voters or is no built. The financing plan for mitigation improvements is thus
based on a series of hopes and presumptions, and there is no alternate plan to fund the mitigations for this
Project if a whole series of dominoes fall.
The mitigation plan is speculative and requires the agreement of agencies that have not participated in this
planning process, and that have repeatedly rejected the use or appropriation of their property for such
mitigation. The following points cannot be overstated:
(ONE) The traffic mitigation plan is dependent on a separate City EIR and CDP for the La Paz
LLC widening proposal, which is quite speculative. This request will likely will face rejection or
amendment by the California Coastal Commission.
(TWO) The La Paz CDPs are about to expire and the Planning Commission has indicated it will
not renew them. Without La Paz entitlements and participation, this Project likely cannot proceed
with its offsite traffic mitigation.
(THREE) Caltrans has, over five years, repeatedly refused to allow La Paz LLC to implement any
realignment ofPCH at Cross Creek to allow for the tum lane mitigation.
(FOUR) California State Parks has, over the past two years, repeatedly refused to allow La Paz
LLC to widen PCH into Malibu Lagoon State Park to allow for the tum lane mitigation.
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DEIR, page 3.13-20.
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(FIVE) The Mountains Resource Conservation Agency has made it abundantly clear it will not
allow landscape mitigation installed along PCH when the bridge at Malibu Lagoon was replaced
to be removed for this shopping center tum lane mitigation.
(SIX) The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have asserted
jurisdiction on any roadway changes at the Malibu Lagoon bridge or abutments, including the area
where the road is supposed to be widened or restriped under this Project's mitigation.
(SEVEN) The California Coastal Commission staff has, in writing, made it abundantly clear that
any realignment project (even restriping) on PCH will- under the Malibu Local Coastal Program
and state Coastal Act - require a Coastal Development Permit, and that no such CDP will ever be
granted due to the severe and deleterious impact of either respiring or widening PCH on lateral
and vertical coastal access.
The traffic mitigation proposals from developers on PCH at Cross Creek Road and Malibu Lagoon are not
feasible, not under permit, and stand zero chance of approval from seven separate agencies or
departments at the State of California, plus the U.S. Army. They were dead on arrival several years ago,
and no amount of hopeful wishes from this applicant will resurrect them. Yet the City of Malibu keeps
issuing CEQA documents reliant on the same set of traffic mitigation that were DOA several years ago,
and are DOA today.
(Traffic 7-1) Please analyze the realistic likelihood of the traffic mitigation proposals being
approved by California Coastal Commission, and describe the effect of a denial.
(Traffic 7-2) Please analyze the realistic likelihood ofthe traffic mitigation proposals- under the
La Paz CDP- being approved by the Planning Commission as indicated it will not renew them.
Without La Paz entitlements and participation, please explain how this Project can proceed
without its offsite traffic mitigation proposals.
(Traffic 7-3) Please supply all communications, and records of communications in the city's
possession between the City, La Paz, the California Department of Transportation and any other
affected or interested party over proposed PCH widening projects at Malibu Lagoon or Cross
Creek Road. This request constitutes a formal public records request. Using that information,
please analyze the realistic likelihood of the traffic mitigation proposals being approved by
Caltrans.
(Traffic 7-4) Please analyze the realistic likelihood of the mitigation proposals being approved by
California State Parks, and describe the effect of a denial.
(Traffic 7-5) Please analyze the role of the Mountains Resource Conservation Agency in the
preservation ofESHA and ESHA buffer at Malibu Lagoon, and what the impact on the strip mall
project will be ifMRCA will not allow landscape mitigation installed along PCH when the bridge
was replaced to be removed for the strip mall's tum lane mitigation.
(Traffic 7-6) Please analyze the role of the Fish and Wildlife Service and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers , which have asserted jurisdiction on any roadway changes at the Malibu Lagoon bridge
or abutments, including the area where the road is supposed to be widened or restriped under this
Project's mitigation. Using that information, please analyze the realistic likelihood of the traffic
mitigation proposals being approved by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or Fish and Wildlife
Service.
(Traffic 7-7) Please supply all communications, and records of communications, in the city's
possession between the City, La Paz, the California Coastal Commission and any other affected or
interested party over proposed PCH widening projects at Malibu Lagoon or Cross Creek Road.
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This request constitutes a formal public records request. Using that information, please analyze
the realistic likelihood of the traffic mitigation proposals being approved by the California Coastal
Commission.
(Traffic 7-8) Please summarize the efforts by La Paz LLC or other parties to apply for similar
mitigation projects at this location, including a time line of informal discussions, draft proposals,
agency replies and the current status of the proposed mitigations.

Traffic 8

PCH at Cross Creek Road issues.

As a mitigation requirement, the City states "the project applicant shall contribute its pro-rata share of the
costs associated with the intersection improvements required at Pacific Coast Highway and Cross Creek
Road, which are currently underling review by the City of Malibu Planning Department (CDP No.
14-036). These intersection improvements shall consist of the construction of an additional westbound
right-tum lane along Pacific Coast Highway and incremental roadway widening west and east of the
Pacific Coast Highway/Cross Creek Road to provide additional right-tum capacity." 13
As discussed above, this chances for this mitigation to be approved by responsible agencies is at best
speculative. Assuming it is approved, no engineering data is supplied in the Draft EIR to predict traffic
load factors or operations should the mitigations be installed. The Draft EIR states "As shown in Table
3.13-7, Existing (20 12) Traffic Conditions with Project +Mitigation below, the impact at Cross Creek
Road and Pacific Coast Highway would be mitigated with the implementation of Mitigation Measure
3.13-1."
The statement that the mitigation "would" reduce this impact is not supported by data and thus factually
incorrect. The referred-to material does not include engineering data upon which that conclusory
statement is based.
No data is supplied in the Draft EIR to predict traffic load factors or operations should those mitigations
be installed. It is impossible for the citizenry to comment on facial statements such as this that are
unsupported or unreferenced in a Draft EIS. We have no data furnished to support this claim.
Further, the executive summary to the latest Overland Traffic Consultants report, amplifies this shoddy
lack of study and makes additional errors of fact. It says: "the impact of project traffic on the intersection
of Cross Creek Road and Pacific Coast Highway could be mitigated by the addition of a westbound righttum lane on Pacific.Coast Highway. This mitigation would improve the traffic movement along
westbound Pacific Coast Highway."
Again, there is no engineering data supplied to support the conclusion that negative traffic impacts
"could" be reduced by adding a right turn lane there on westbound PCH. Further, no traffic count
projections with the additional tum lane are supplied. The impact on bicyclists, pedestrians and coastal
access vehicular traffic is not analyzed. The Overland engineers are shooting in the dark.
The City of Malibu is being disingenuous and borderline dishonest when it allow Overland to
essentially cut and paste the following sentence from the 2008 La Paz CEQA documents, and
repeated in the 2013 Rancho Malibu Draft EIR and inserted here:
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"It is recommended that an additional westbound right-tum lane be added by restriping Pacific Coast
Highway at its intersection with Cross Creek Drive to provide additional right-tum capacity.'' 14

The City of Malibu Planning Department and Public Works Department are quite aware that
Caltrans has rejected repeated requests from La Paz and Rancho Malibu to accomplish this. For
this statement to appear in a new Planning Department document this year, without
acknowledging the impossibility of this option, indicates the City of Malibu does not understand
what it is doing here.
Incredibly, Overland is allowed to repeat here the exact same language that it used in the 2008 La Paz EIR
-which has since been found by the City of Malibu to be insufficient for CEQA purposes.
Overland uses the exact same language used for La Paz (2008), Rancho Malibu (2103) and Whole Foods
(2015): "IfCaltrans does not approve of the non-standard narrower lane widths, then roadway widening
on the south side of Pacific Coast Highway on the approach and departure legs would allow the standard
width lanes for this mitigation measure within the existing Pacific Coast Highway right-of-way." 15
There is no "if." That option has already been rejected by three state agencies. This exact proposal has
been returned by the City Planning staff for CEQA review. As noted above, it cannot be considered a
realistic option given its DOA status at five federal and state ag~ncies.
(Traffic 8-1) Please supply the analytic procedure used to conclude that the "mitigation" delivered
by construction of Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would be sufficient to prevent (a) any decrease in
LOS or (b) increase in average number of seconds of delay on PCH or Cross Creek Road.
(Traffic 8-2) Please supply traffic data to measure the impact of the construction of Mitigation
Measure 3.13-1, and how that construction would affect (a) LOS or (b) number of seconds of
delay on PCH. This data should include analysis of the capacity of Cross Creek Road to receive
and transmit the increased traffic flow off ofPCH, given its use as a shopping street with
crosswalks, bus stops, driveways and angle parking.
(Traffic 8-3) Please analyze the actual impact of the predicted increase of .025 in five-day-perweek afternoon/evening V /C- a significant negative impact, under the City's inadequate
standards- at the intersection ofPCH at Cross Creek Road and explain the individual and
cumulative daily delay in seconds or traffic signal cycles or length of backup (or preferably, all)
for persons traversing here.
(Traffic 8-4) Please analyze the actual impact of the predicted increase of .037 in midday
Saturday V/C- a significant negative impact, under the City's inadequate standards- at the
intersection ofPCH at Cross Creek Road, and explain the individual and cumulative daily delay in
seconds or traffic signal cycles or length of backup (or preferably, all) for persons traversing here.
(Traffic 8-5) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on MTA bus
passengers would be.
(Traffic 8-6) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on beach or
parks users would be at this intersection.
(Traffic 8-7) Please analyze how this additional significant congestion at this intersection will
affect other nearby intersections and general traffic congestion on PCH.(TRAF 4.C.2) Please
14
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analyze how the proposed intersection capacity improvements would affect traffic safety and
pedestrian convenience at the PCH/Cross Creek intersection, and at the two crosswalks on Cross
Creek Road north of the intersection, and how the increased Cross Creek traffic would affect angle
parking places, both in terms of operations and safety, ohm that business district.
(Traffic 8-8) Please analyze how the increased traffic flow on Cross Creek Road would affect
actual traffic counts on that street (including seconds of delay), and at the all-way stop sign at
Civic Center Way. Please consider this in light of the proposed Rancho Malibu Hotel or Cemetery,
community college, Malibu Bay Co., La Paz and other developments.
(Traffic 8-9) Please analyze how the proposed increased traffic flow accommodated by the
proposed additional tum lane from westbound Pacific Coast Highway to northbound Cross Creek
Road would be anticipated to affect the high accident rate and percentage of injury crashes at the
intersection.
The Draft EIR states "implementation ofMitigation Measure 3.13-1 would mitigate impacts at
the intersection of Cross Creek Road and Pacific Coast Highway." 16
(Traffic 8-1 0) Please provide the methodology and substantiation for this finding.
(Traffic 8-11) Reserved.
(Traffic 8-12) Please provide projections, based on the most-modem traffic counting and
prediction technology, how Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would function to mitigate impacts at the
intersection of Cross Creek Road and Pacific Coast Highway.
(Traffic 8-13) Please provide precise planning and engineering documents for both of the two
options offered in Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 for the proposed changes to PCH at and near the
intersection of Cross Creek Road and Pacific Coast Highway, and how the traffic geometry would
be altered in all directions.
(Traffic 8-14) Please describe the actual pavement width of the PCH roadway from existing curb
to curb, where it narrows at the "specimen sycamore tree" on the south side of PCH east of Cross
Creek Road (commonly called "the tree that saved Malibu"). Please include in these calculations
where the striping is for the existing curb lane on the south side of the roadway is used as a de
facto bicycle lane.
(Traffic 8-15) Please supply the Cal trans design standards for both (a) divided rural highways and
(b) urban arterial streets for curb lanes, through lanes, tum lanes, and medians, and bike lanes, and
then calculate the total width necessary for a adding a sixth lane to PCH with bike lanes (as
required by state laws at this location. Please contrast that with the Proposal's proposed
configuration as recommended by the City in its Draft EIR TIS, and then analyze the CEQA
questions about adding traffic congestion, unsafe configurations, or violations environmental
protection laws, regulations, ordinances, etc.
(Traffic 8-16) As the CEQA aesthetics section talks about dividing an existing community, please
analyze and describe the effect on Malibu and the Pacific Coast Bikeway recreation user of a
bifurcated "fog lane" bike route existing east and west of the Cross Creek area, with the
subtraction of existing "fog lane" bicycle facilities.
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(Traffic 8-17) If the Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would mitigate impacts at the intersection of
Cross Creek Road and Pacific Coast Highway through the use of restriping east of the signal, and
if that option would require additional pavement west of the signal to match lane alignments
across the intersection, or if that would require a realignment of the concrete center median west
of the signal, please analyze and specify this necessary new pavement or sidewalk and signals
relocation. Please specify how many specimen trees west of the intersection on the the south side
of PCH west of Cross Creek Road would need to be removed, and what mitigation plans
accommodate this. Please also specify how many beach visitor parking spaces would be lost as
PCH lanes are shifted south to align lanes into the restriping east of the intersection.
(Traffic 8-18) Please analyze the "S curve" that would be necessary at the western end of the
Malibu Creek bridge to shift the existing 5 lanes of PCH the 14 to 16 feet south it would be
necessary to accommodate a westbound right tum lane between the bridge and the Cross Creek
intersection. Please include analysis of how long this S-curve would need to be to accommodate
traffic at the 45 mile-per-hour posted speed limit, and also include analysis of how long it would
need to be to accommodate faster traffic that occurs at non-peak hours. Please calculate exactly
where the western end of this curve would start, if it the eastern end is to be contiguous with the
western end of the Malibu Creek bridge; or if the Proposal is to end the eastern end of the curve on
the bridge itself, please specify exactly where that would be.
The Draft EIR notes that, "if Caltrans does not approve of the non-standard narrower lane widths, then
roadway widening on the south side of Pacific Coast Highway on the approach and departure legs would
allow the standard width lanes for this mitigation measure." 17 In its comments on the Rancho Malibu
matter, Caltrans specifically requested this geometry to be described. 18 No such plans are attached to this
proposal. We do not know how far south the City would consider necessary it would be to accommodate
a shopping center access lane a by destroying recent ESHA plantings and a historical, specimen sycamore
tree that provides irreplaceable visual and audio buffer between the Cross Creek gas station, shopping
center and highway on one side, and the sanctuary of Malibu Lagoon State Park on the other.
(Traffic 8-19) Because Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would include widening into coastal resources,
please explain if the City's current position on widening PCH is different than its proposal for
Rancho Malibu. Please discuss how "standard width lanes" at the intersection would be curved
with any S-curve to transition back to existing striping alignments on the Malibu Creek bridge.
there is no specific geometry provided for such widenings.
(Traffic 8-20) Because Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would include widening into coastal resources,
please provide architectural plans and renderings for the relocation of sidewalks, bike lanes,
radials, traffic signals, sidewalks and other intersection fixtures that would have to be moved onto
Malibu Lagoon State Park to accommodate a widened Pacific Coast Highway at Cross Creek
Road.
(Traffic 8-21) Because Mitigation Measure 3.13-1 would include widening into coastal resources,
please provide exact plans for the incursion of widening Pacific Coast Highway into Malibu Creek
State Park, including that portion of the park or its attendant vegetated buffer sitting on Caltrans
right of way. Please supply CEQA analysis of this impact, or explain why a separate CEQA
analysis is being conducted. Please analyze why a separate CEQA study is legal in this case.
(Traffic 8-22) Please provide a biological and horticultural assessment of how the removal of
ESHA, and ESHA buffer, on both Caltrans and California State Parks property, would affect the
park.
17
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(Traffic 8-23) Please provide architectural plans and renderings for the retaining wall that would
apparently be necessary to elevate the widened Pacific Coast Highway above the adjacent Malibu
Lagoon State Park, either on Caltrans property or State Parks lands. Please state how this retaining
wall encroachment on an ESHA and State Park would be permissible under the certified LCP.
Please include renderings for the appearance of this retaining wall from both (a) the pedestrian
entrance to the park, and (b) from Surfrider Beach at the mouth of Malibu Creek. In these
renderings, please include and analyze the addition to the viewscapes of vehicles on PCH, the
Shell gas station and its sign, the Wells Fargo Bank and other buildings north of the highway,
which would become prominently visible from the park and beach should the ESHA buffer along
PCH be removed. Please supply CEQA analysis of this impact.
(Traffic 8-24) Please show the roadway geometry for the entire proposed PCH I Cross Creek I
Malibu Creek bridge widening realignment, from the eastern to western ends of the Cross Creek
realignment. Please supply CEQA analysis of this impact.
(Traffic 8-25) Please specify how many specimen trees west of the intersection on the the south
side of PCH would beed to be removed, and what mitigation plans accommodate this. Please also
specify how many beach visitor parking spaces would be lost as PCH lanes are shifted south to
align into the realigned PCH east of the intersection. Please explain how the loss of these parking
places will be mitigated, Please supply CEQA analysis of this impact.
(Traffic 8-26) Please analyze Caltrans design standards and calculate if the westbound right tum
lane proposed by the City would be long enough for safe deceleration under either of the above Scurve configurations, under either the restriping option or the widening to the south option.
Pacific Coast Highway is heavily used by bicyclists. Bicycling along the coast is a form of people
utilizing lateral coastal access. Either option under Mitigation Measure 3.13-1, restriping the highway, or
widening the highway, to accommodate the strip mall congestion would force removal of existing
shoulder lanes on both sides ofPCH that are used as de facto class II bike lanes.
(Traffic 8-27) Please analyze the daily usage by bicyclists of the PCH at this location, determine
how many of them are in the shoulder lanes as opposed to the traffic lanes, and estimate the safety
impact on bicyclists should the shoulder lanes be eliminated in favor of the S-curve configuration.
This study should include a prediction of crashes and fatalities, with and without the Project
(Traffic 8-28) Please analyze how the Project's impact on removing or reducing safe lateral
coastal access for bicycles would conflict with (a) state laws promoting a Pacific Coast bicycle
route, (b) the certified LCP provisions requiring the City to promote PCH bicycle use, (c) the
Malibu General Plan and (d) any other law or regulation designed to allow lateral recreation use of
PCH by bicycles or pedestrians.
This Project in its entirety is reliant on mitigation of traffic impacts under Mitigation Measure 1.13.1.
Both options under that proposal involve removal of protected coastal access facilities or items (parking,
de facto bicycle lanes, trees) and would require new pavement on the seaward side of PCH. Even the
"mere restriping" option would require the center median and through lanes for PCH to be shifted at least
12.feet to the south on the western side of the intersection.
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There is no public road between PCH and Malibu Lagoon, which is a tidal pool with a direct tidal nexus
to the Pacific Ocean. Malibu Lagoon is thus the "sea" as defined in the Local Coastal Program 19 and
federal law. This Project applicant has not requested a required Coastal Development Permit from the
California Coastal Commission. To our best knowledge, the concurrent CEQA review of the identical La
Paz LLC mitigation project also is not undergoing Coastal Commission permitting.
Thus, this is a Project between the sea and the first landward road.
(Traffic 8-29) Please analyze ifMitigation Measure 1.13.1 has any elements "between the sea and
the first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of
the mean high tideline of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance" and
therefor requires a Coastal Development Permit for Mitigation Measure 1.13 .1 from the California
Coastal Commission.
(Traffic 8-30) Please analyze if- because Mitigation Measure 1.13.1 is an intrinsic element of
the Project - the Coastal Act and Malibu certified LCP require a Coastal Development Permit
from the California Coastal Commission for the entire strip mall Project.
As demonstrated above, intrinsic elements of the entire strip mall exist seaward of the first public road
from the sea.
(Traffic 8-31) Please analyze if the Project- both Mitigation Measure 1.13.1 items and the entire
strip mall- is in conformity with the Malibu certified Local Coastal Program Chapter 13 section
13.9 (b), which requires it to be in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act of 197 6 (commencing with Sections 30200 of the Public Resources
Code).
(Traffic 8-32) Please analyze if the Project- both Mitigation Measure 1.13.1 items and the entire
strip mall - is in conformity with the Malibu certified Local Coastal Program Chapter 13 section
13.9 (b), which requires it to be he least environmentally damaging alternative.
Again, as demonstrated above, intrinsic elements of the entire strip mall exist seaward of the first public
road from the sea. The Malibu certified Local Coastal Program, section C, requires that all developments
approved by the local government between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea or within
300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the mean high tideline of the sea where there is no beach,
whichever is the greater distance, are subject to appeal by the California Coastal Commission.
(Traffic 8-33) Please discuss ifthe Project- both Mitigation Measure 1.13.1 items and the entire
strip mall - is appealable to the California Coastal Commission. Please explain why this appeal
avenue is missing from the Draft EIR.
According to a City of Malibu document issued by the Planning Department in 2013, the substandard
narrow lane modifications proposed in this Draft EIR would "require design exceptions from the Caltrans
highway/freeway design standards. The proposed lane widths for PCH are typical for urban arterial streets
but non-standard for highways/freeways and will required Caltrans review and approval."20
A recent report from the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office, Pacific Coast Highway Traffic Safety
Evaluation, notes speed limits are 45 or 50 near the strip mall site and 85th percentile average speeds are
19 Malibu Certified LCP section 2.1, defining "sea" as "the Pacific Ocean and all harbors, bays, channels, estuaries,
salt marshes, sloughs, and other areas subject to tidal action through any connection with the Pacific Ocean,
excluding nonestuarine rivers, streams, tributaries, creeks and flood control and drainage channels."
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above 50 mph. 21 The stretch ofPCH at the Civic Center area is a notorious traffic enforcement area, and
sheriff's deputies who patrol there say they only stop cars going over 60 mph in the 45 mph zone. 22
The sheriff's Pacific Coast Highway Traffic Safety Evaluation notes that thousands of bicyclists traverse
PCH at the hotel site weekly, and cannot "share the road" in 55-60 mph average traffic. 23
Pacific Coast Highway is a State Legislature-recognized bicycle route, 24 and the certified LCP tells the
City "pedestrian and bicycle circulation shall be required as part of all new commercial development." 25
With those facts in mind, and the CEQA questions about substantial increases in hazards due to a design
feature or incompatible uses, please analyze:
(Traffic 8-34) How the proposed narrow lane widths for PCH, which are typical for urban arterial
streets, can be appropriate for an open country divided highway where state design standards call
for normal-width, non-urban highway design standards.
(Traffic 8-35) The conflict between the Draft EIR's description that PCH is an arterial street and
does not need to follow Caltrans highway design standards, even though the nature of the
highway west of Cross Creek Road is not an arterial street but rather an open country highway.
(Traffic 8-36) The appropriateness and safety risk posed by requesting narrow lanes and
eliminated shoulders (which are de facto bike lanes) in an area of 60 mph traffic and heavy
bicycle use.
(Traffic 8-37) If the Project would substantially increase hazards due to these design features
and/or incompatible uses, such as narrowed lanes and eliminated de facto bike lane shoulders
used to segregate bicyclists from 60 mph traffic.
(Traffic 8-38) How the narrower traffic lanes would decrease roadway capacity, thus possibly
increasing congestion and possibly aggravating LOS and seconds of delay at nearby intersections.
(Traffic 8-39) How the narrowed lanes and elimination of the shoulder, used by thousands of
bicyclists per week, would affect bicycle operations.
(Traffic 8-40) If the narrower lanes and proposed elimination of shoulders would deter present
and future bicycle riders from using PCH between the northern terminus of the Santa Monica Bay
bikeway at Pacific Palisades, and Malibu Pier top the east of the proposed lane n~liTowings;
Malibu Creek, Legacy Park, stores and offices near Webb Way, Bluffs Park, Pepperdine Alumni
Park at the stretch proposed for narrower lanes; the new bike paths at Zuma Beach and other
parks west of the proposed lane narrowings.

Pacific Coast Highway Traffic Safety Evaluation (Malibu Lost Hills Sheriff's Station, Los Angeles County Sheriff),
2012, a section IV. Traffic Volume & Speed Zones.
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Pacific Coast Highway Traffic Safety Evaluation (Malibu Lost Hills Sheriff's Station, Los Angeles County Sheriff),
2012, at page 6.

23 Pacific Coast Highway Traffic Safety Evaluation (Malibu Lost Hills Sheriff's Station, Los Angeles County Sheriff),
2012, at page 6.
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(Traffic 8-41) If the decreased bicycle use caused by the narrower lanes would unconstitutionally
and illegally inhibit lateral coastal access by recreationalists along the Malibu coast.
(Traffic 8-42) The bicycle crash, injury and fatality rates on streets with such narrower lanes, and
compare those rates with the similar rates in the specific area proposed for narrowed lanes.
The proposed Project mentions, but does not specify details, about widening Pacific Coast Highway on
the south side of the roadway at Malibu Lagoon State Park, into trees and shrubs that are considered
ESHA by California State Parks. 26
In its Scoping Comments for the Rancho Malibu Hotei (which had proposed the exact same mitigation),
Caltrans states it needs to see a specific description of transportation infrastructure improvements;
financial costs, funding sources and financing; sequence and scheduling considerations; and
implementation responsibilities, controls and monitoring. 27
These critical data are not provided in the strip mall Draft EIR.
It is anticipated as a certainty that such concerns will affect CEQA Checklist items of concern. But it is
impossible to analyze or comment on these critical details.

(Traffic 8-43) Please provide a specific description of transportation infrastructure
improvements, and then analyze CEQA conflict between appropriate environmental laws and
those improvements.
(Traffic 8-44) Please provide estimates of financial costs, funding sources and financing, and
then analyze CEQA conflict between appropriate environmental laws and those improvements.
To be relevant, these estimates should include itemized lists of pro-rata offsite transportation
infrastructure improvements that would be levied on future commercial or institutional
development projects in the immediate area, including (a) vacant land at Malibu Road I PCH (the
old Chevron station), (b) vacant land at the northwest corner ofWebb Way I Civic Center Way, (c)
land now used by Larry Ellison for employee parking, (d) the "Whole Foods" project, (e) the "La
Paz" shopping center, (f) the Malibu Bay Company "Sycamore" office building, (g) the "Wave"
property, (h) the satellite community college, and (i) proposed facility additions to Bluffs Park.
These estimates should also include contingency plans for completion or partial completion of
mitigation in case anticipated funding does not materialize from those nine projects due to any
reason,
(Traffic 8-45) Please provide estimates of sequence and scheduling considerations for the
mitigations.
(Traffic 8-46) Please supply and analyze specific descriptions of transportation infrastructure
improvements; financial costs, funding sources and financing; sequence and scheduling
considerations; and implementation responsibilities, controls and monitoring.
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TRAFFIC 9

PCH at Webb Way issues.

As a mitigation requirement, the City states the project applicant shall contribute its pro-rata share of the
costs associated with the intersection improvements required at Pacific Coast Highway and Webb Way
"with the implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3."28
The statement that the mitigation "would" reduce this impact is not supported by data and thus factually
incorrect. The referred-to material does not include engineering data upon which that conclusory
statement is based. No data is supplied in the Draft EIR to predict traffic load factors or operations,
should those mitigations be installed. It is impossible for the citizenry to comment on facial statements
such as this that are unsupported or unreferenced in a Draft EIS. We have no data furnished to support
this claim.
Pacific Coast Highway is heavily used by bicyclists. Bicycling along the coast is a form of people
utilizing lateral coastal access. Both Mitigation Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3, would
restripe the highway to accommodate the strip mall congestion, and would force removal of existing
shoulder lanes on both sides ofPCH that are used as de facto class II bike lanes.
(Traffic 9-1) Please supply the analytic procedure used to conclude that the "mitigation" delivered
by construction of Mitigation Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3 would be sufficient
to prevent (a) any decrease in LOS or (b) increase in average number of seconds of delay on PCH,
Civic Center Way or Webb Way.
(Traffic 9-2) Please supply traffic data to measure the impact of the construction of Mitigation
Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3, and how that construction would affect (a) LOS
or (b) number of seconds of delay on those three streets. This data should include analysis of the
capacity of Civic Center Way to receive and transmit the increased traffic flow off of PCH via
Webb Way, given its use as a shopping street with crosswalks, bus stops, driveways and angle
parking.
(Traffic 9-4) Please analyze the actual impact of the predicted increase of .025 in V/C- a
significant negative impact, under the City's inadequate standards- at the intersection ofPCH at
Malibu Canyon Road, and explain the individual and cumulative daily delay in seconds or traffic
signal cycles or length of backup (or preferably, all) for persons traversing here.
(Traffic 9-5) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on MTA bus
passengers would be.
(Traffic 9-6) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on beach or
parks users would be at this intersection.
(Traffic 9-7) Please analyze how this additional significant congestion at this intersection will
affect other nearby intersections and general traffic congestion on PCH.
(Traffic 9-8) Please accurately define the parks or public lands adjacent to this intersection on two
of its four comers. Please supply data about coastal or park access loads at this intersection,
including pedestrian crossing movements at the intersection, or bicycles passing through it. Using
that description and data, please discuss and analyze what steps can be taken to improve bicyclist
and pedestrian safety and improve intersection load performance here.
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(Traffic 9-9) Please explain the exact geometry of lanes at PCH at Webb Way would be, under
this mitigation plank, and explain exactly what would happen to existing "fog lane" pavement that
is currently used as de facto bike lanes by bicyclists, or sidewalks by pedestrians.
(Traffic 9-10) Please describe and quantify the effect of these mitigation matters on the loss of
parking spaces used by coastal visitors to Malibu Lagoon State Park or Surfrider Beach, or to the
City's Legacy Park, and describe how the loss of such parking spaces will be mitigated, as
required under the Coastal Act and the Malibu certified Local Coastal Program.

TRAFFIC 10

PCH at Malibu Canyon Road issues.

The Draft EIR notes that the City of Malibu's traffic impact criteria, applied to 2017, shows that the only
"intersection that would exceed the City's traffic impact criteria is Malibu Canyon Road and Pacific Coast
Highway in 2017. As shown in Table 3.13-8, application ofMitigation Measure 3.13.2 would reduce this
impact to less than significant." 29
The statement that the mitigation "would" reduce this impact is not supported by data and thus factually
incorrect. The referred-to material does not include engineering data upon which that conclusory
statement is based.
No data is supplied in the Draft EIR to predict traffic load factors or operations should those mitigations
be installed. It is impossible for the citizenry to comment on facial statements such as this that are
unsupported or unreferenced in a Draft EIS. We have no data furnished to support this claim.
Further, the executive summary to the latest Overland Traffic Consultants report, amplifies this shoddy
lack of study: "The impact of project traffic on the intersection of Malibu Canyon Road and Pacific Coast
Highway could be mitigated by restriping the south leg of the intersection to include a left-tum lane, one
through lane and one right-tum lane (emphasis added). " 30
Again, there is no engineering data supplied to support the conclusion that negative traffic impacts
"could" be reduced by adding a right turn lane there on northbound Malibu Canyon Road coming out of
Bluffs Park. Further, no traffic count projections with the additional turn lane are supplied. The impact
on bicyclists, pedestrians and coastal access vehicular traffic is not analyzed. The Overland engineers are
shooting in the dark..
(Traffic 10-1) Please supply the analytic procedure used to conclude that the "mitigation"
delivered by construction of Mitigation Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3 would be
sufficient to prevent (a) any decrease in LOS or (b) increase in average number of seconds of
delay on PCH, Civic Center Way or Malibu Canyon Road in the Pepperdine University vicinity.
(Traffic 10-2) Please supply traffic data to measure the impact of the construction of Mitigation
Measure 3.13-2 and Mitigation Measure 3.13-3, and how that construction would affect (a) LOS
or (b) number of seconds of delay on those three streets. This data should include analysis of the
capacity of Civic Center Way to receive and transmit the increased traffic flow off of PCH via
Malibu, given its use as a shopping street with crosswalks, bus stops, driveways and angle
parking.
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(Traffic 10-3) Please supply traffic data for the above items that include estimates of impacts on
school-related traffic at the Winter Canyon Road I Civic Center Way signal.
(Traffic 10-4) Please supply traffic data for the above items that include estimates of impacts of
heavy construction anticipated along Civic Center Way due to the anticipated construction of the
Central Malibu Sewage Treatment Center, which which we are told will cause extensive traffic
delays for excavation along Civic Center Way as sewer main in the construction project is
completed.
(Traffic 10-5) Please analyze the actual impact of the predicted increase of .011 in V/C- a
significant negative impact, under the City's inadequate standards- at the intersection ofPCH at
Malibu Canyon Road, and explain the individual and cumulative daily delay in seconds or traffic
signal cycles or length of backup (or preferably, all) for persons traversing here.
(Traffic 10-6) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on MTA bus
passengers would be.
(Traffic 10-7) Please explain, in minutes of aggregate daily delay, what the impact on beach or
parks users would be at this intersection.
(Traffic 10-8) Please analyze how this additional significant congestion at this intersection will
affect other nearby intersections and general traffic congestion on PCH.
(Traffic 10-9) Please explain the exact geometry of lanes at PCH at Malibu Canyon Road would
be, under this mitigation plank, and explain exactly what would happen to existing "fog lane"
pavement that is currently used as de facto bike lanes by bicyclists, or sidewalks by pedestrians
The Traffic Impact Study for the Draft EIR states "the impact of project traffic on the intersection of
Malibu Canyon Road and Pacific Coast Highway could be mitigated by restriping the south leg of the
intersection to include a left-tum lane, one through lane and one right-tum lane. Traffic signal
recommendations include installing a northbound right tum overlap phase to run concurrently with the
westbound left tum phase."
How adding a third lane coming out of Bluffs Park "could" be efficient mitigation is not substantiated.
No traffic projections for this intersection with the addition of the third lane coming out of the park are
supplied. No mitigation for the far-heavier through traffic on PCH, left tum moves off eastbound PCH,
and southbound Malibu Canyon Road traffic are provided. This mitigation also fails to account for heavy
pedestrian crossing movements at the intersection, or bicycles passing through it. How would the change
in geometry affect hundreds of pedestrians crossing PCH here?
(Traffic 10-1 0) Please accurately define the parks adjacent to this intersection on three of its four
comers. Please supply data about coastal or park access loads at this intersection, including
pedestrian crossing movements at the intersection, or bicycles passing through it. Using that
description and data, please discuss and analyze what steps can be taken to improve bicyclist and
pedestrian safety and improve intersection load performance here.
(Traffic 10-11) Please discuss the unsubstantiated and conclusory claim that adding a third lane
coming out of Bluffs Park could (or better would) mitigate the LOS and additional "seconds of
delay" for traffic on PCH or Malibu Canyon Road. This discussion must include analysis of how
any mitigation will affect pedestrian or bicyclist use of the intersection.
(Traffic 10-12) Please supply and discuss traffic projections for this intersection with the addition
of the third lane coming out of the park. This discussion must include analysis of how any
mitigation will affect pedestrian or bicyclist use of the intersection.
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(Traffic 10-13) Please discuss possible mitigation for eastbound through traffic on PCH at Malibu
Canyon Road. This discussion should include traffic projections for no project, project with no
mitigation, project with he indicated mitigation, and other forms of mitigation possible here. This
discussion must include analysis of how any mitigation will affect pedestrian or bicyclist use of
the intersection.
(Traffic 10-14) Please discuss possible mitigation for westbound through traffic on PCH at
Malibu Canyon Road. This discussion should include traffic projections for no project, project
with no mitigation, project with he indicated mitigation, and other forms of mitigation possible
here. This discussion must include analysis of how any mitigation will affect pedestrian or
bicyclist use of the intersection.
(Traffic 10-15) Please discuss possible mitigation for westbound PCH to northbound Malibu
Canyon Road moves at this intersection. This discussion should include traffic projections for no
project, project with no mitigation, project with he indicated mitigation, and other forms of
mitigation possible here. (Traffic 10-13) Please discuss possible mitigation for eastbound through
traffic on PCH at Malibu Canyon Road. This discussion should include traffic projections for no
project, project with no mitigation, project with the indicated mitigation, and other forms of
mitigation possible here. This discussion must include analysis of how any mitigation will affect
pedestrian or bicyclist use of the intersection.
(Traffic 10-16) Please discuss possible mitigation for southbound Malibu Canyon Road traffic.
This discussion should include traffic projections for no project, project with no mitigation,
project with he indicated mitigation, and other forms of mitigation possible here. This discussion
must include analysis of how any mitigation will affect pedestrian or bicyclist use of the
intersection.
The impact of the Project's mitigation at Malibu Canyon Road on coastal access or park patron parking is
not described.
(Traffic 10-17) Please describe and quantifY the effect of these mitigation matters on the loss of
parking spaces used by coastal visitors to Pepperdine's adjacent park, or to the City's Bluffs Park,
or coastal access via trails to Amarillo Beach, and describe how the loss of such parking spaces
will be mitigated, as required under the Coastal Act and the Malibu certified Local Coastal
Program.

Traffic 11.

Fair Share Mitigation Issues.

The Traffic Impact Study for the Project states "several land developments have been recently filed with
the City of Malibu and are expected to occur within a similar time frame with similar traffic impacts."31
This statement presupposes that the other Projects will make it through a lengthy regulatory and political
process where no such success can be guaranteed or assumed. All face severe regulatory hurdles and the
added wrinkle of MeasureR, which will subject them to approval by voters. Litigation has already been
filed on Measure R's constitutionality, further clouding future development. All the other proposalsexcept La Paz- also face the uncertainties of the wastewater discharge moratorium and sewer plant
construction effort. And La Paz faces hurdles of its own, with a new CEQA study underway for a major
component of it that by no means guarantees it can be built.

31

DEIR, Revised TIS Executive Summary, page 8.
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It cannot be assumed, as the Draft EIR assumes, that these other projects will be able to contribute to any
mitigation funding mechanism through a fair share process to mitigate the cumulative traffic impacts
created by a group of development projects enabling the installation of larger traffic improvements.
The Traffic Impact Study for the Project ignores this reality, and blithely states that the strip mall Project
would ''participate" in the funding program, without discussing the likelihood of failure of such a a
mechanism to implement the recommended traffic mitigation measures.
(Traffic 11-1) Please describe how traffic will be affected should the mitigation proposals for the
strip mall Project be partially unfunded due to the inability of other developers to gain regulatory
permission, or funding, to build.
(Traffic 11-2) Please describe how the strip mall Project proponent will or will not be responsible
for funding mitigation efforts that this Draft EIR says are necessary if some or all of the other
projects are not able to contribute to the fund.
(Traffic 11-3) Please describe how the City of Malibu's taxpayers will or will not be responsible
for funding mitigation efforts that this Draft EIR says are necessary if some or all of the other
projects are not able to contribute to the fund.
(Traffic 11-4) Please describe the impact on coastal access patrons should the mitigation efforts
that this Draft EIR says are necessary cannot be implemented because some or all of the other
projects are not able to contribute to the fund.
(Traffic 11-5) Please describe the impact on to comity's Congestion Management Program and
regional traffic users ofPCH should the mitigation efforts that this Draft EIR says are necessary
cannot be implemented because some or all of the other projects are not able to contribute to the
fund.
The Rancho Malibu Hotel Draft EIR states "it should be noted that the approved La Paz Project is
required to fund improvements to the intersections ofPCH with both Webb Way and Cross Creek Road."
32 If this is not included in the strip mall Draft EIR, it should be.
(Traffic 11-6) Please analyze the anticipated traffic impacts should La Paz not be built, and its
mitigation efforts are deleted or nor forthcoming.

32

DEIR,atpage3.11-13
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PART III.

RECIRCULATION REQUESTED

Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, the City of Malibu is required to recirculate a draft EIR when
significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability of the draft
EIR for public review under Section 15087 but before certification. 33
As used in that section, the term "information" can include changes in the project or environmental setting
as well as additional data or other information. 34
Mr. Laetz contends the factual errors and omissions listed in this comment constitute substantial and
relevant new information. Mr. Laetz contends his information meets the Guideline's definition of
"significant" because, without its inclusion in the draft (and not the final) EIR, it deprives the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a
feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the project's proponents have declined to
implement. 35
Examples of "significant new information" requiring recirculation include:
- a disclosure showing that new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a
new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented. 36
- A substantial increase.in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless mitigation
measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance. 37
- A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others previously
analyzed would clearly lessen the significant environmental impacts of the project, but the project's
proponents decline to adopt it. 38
- The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful
public review and comment were precluded. (See Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish & Game Comm.
(1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1043).39
Mr. Laetz has amply demonstrated that the factual and dispassionate information he offers in this
document meets every one of those triggers.
He has provided significant new information showing significant environmental impact from the Project's
proposed mitigations on Pacific Coast Highway, the impact of new pavement at the Malibu Lagoon, the

33

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5

34

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5

35

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5

36

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5(1)

37

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5(2)

38

CEQA Guidelines § 15088.5(3)

39

CEQA Guidelines§ 15088.5(4)
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undiscussed respiring or widening proposals' impact on lateral coastal access, and the undisclosed
dangers of unsafe roadway geometry on vehicular congestion and the safety of the general public.
Under the CEQA Guidelines, the City of Malibu must recirculate an EIR if there is substantial evidence of
new information in the administrative record. 40 This document's contents more than pass that threshold.

40

CEQA Guidelines§ 15088.5(e)
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Respectfully submitted, this 23rd day ofMarch 2015, at Malibu, Calif.
s/ Hans Laetz
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joanne Verbon
Monday, March
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

I DO NOT want Whole Foods to come to ·Malibu! I!!! I! II ! II!!! !!!! !!! IIIII! I

Joanne Verbon
S.enior Account Executive

i

Refer-A-Friend Rewards Program

RISK DISCLOSURE: Purchasing precious metals in bullion, bars, coins, proof coins, and
numismatic coins involves a degree of risk that should be carefully evaluated prior to
investing any funds. Lear Capi tal and its agents are not registered or licens'e d by any
government agencies and are not financial advisors or t ax advisors . Past performance is
not a guarantee of fu t ure results . Also, the i nformation contained in this transmi ssion
is privil eged and confi denti al information intended onl y for the use of the individual or .
entity named above. If you have received thi s e-mail in error, please contact the sender
immediately and delete the material from any computer. Thank you.
PERMISSION SETTINGS : Our records indicate you have opted-in to the Learcapita l .com
mailing l ist with your email address. We respect your privacy. If you no l onger wish to
receive emails from Lear Capital , pl ease for ward ori g inal email you received to:
ith UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject line.

1

I

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Margo lane
Monday, March 23, 2015 2:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understate the impact of traffic on our roads in many respects. For example, the EIR does not analyze
the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use, which can occur throughout the year. On such days, during which
Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is vital to understand the consequences of new development.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working at, visiting and/or driving by the Civic Center area, as well as to that of
those persons living in the community.
Please demand that Whole Foods promptly present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu's roads.
Signed,
Margo lane
Point Dume Resident

II!;
lo

1

Jasc" Janowicz
From:
Sent.:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Judy Villablanca
Monday, March 23, 2015 2:54 PM ·
Jasch Janowicz
Judy Villablanca
Cement on EIR for Whole Foods Development

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
I strongly feel the city needs to re-evalute the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR. The project would
cause a traffic increase of2,300- 3,000 cars trips/day, but the EIR ignores this impact by claiming that existing
traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years. In addition, the EIR should include traffic counts
on "beach days" which are now happening in March for multiple weekends due to our warmer weather, as well
as during the usual summer months.
·
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it. It is clearly impossible to add a new parking lot, new stores and state there would be no impact in increased
traffic. Already on beach weekends, traffic makes it impossible for emergency vehicles to move through
· Malibu optimally.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads, and include counts on "beach" weekends.
Judy Villablanca
Malibu resident

il
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Joanne Verbon
Mo nday, March 23, 2015 2:54 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods

MAR 2 3 2ot5
PLANNING DEPT

I want an accurate EIR!!!!!!!!

Joanne·Verbon
Senior Account Executive .

Refer-A-Friend Rewards Program

RISK DISCLOSURE: Purchasing precious met als in bull ion, bars, coins, proof coins, and
numismatic coins involves a degree of risk that should be carefully evaluated prior to
investing any funds. Lear Capital and its agents are not registered or licensed by any
government agencies and are not financial advisors or tax advisors . Past performance is
not a guar antee of future results. Also, the informat ion cont ained in this transmission
is privileged and confidential information intended only f or the use of the individual or
entity named above . I f you have received this e-mail in error, please contact the sender
immediately and delete the mater ial from any comput er. Thank you.
PERMISSION SETTINGS : Our records indicate you have opted-in to the Learcapital.com
mailing list with your emai l address . We respect your privacy. If you no longer wish to
receive email s from Lear Capit al, please forward original email you received to:
1111111111111111111111111 wit h UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject line.
.

1
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Jasch Janowicz
From:
Sent:
To:

Ron Jenny
Monday, March 23, 2015 2:59 PM
Jasch Janowicz

Cc:
Subject:

Whole Foods

RECEIVED .

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

I've been getting these newsletters regarding whole foods. I think it's great they're going in, we .need more of this type
of businesses in Malibu. I would also like to see some more commercial towards Decker Canyon. I believe the point '
dume shopping center needs more parking. I also don't think we need so many chichi shops.

!

So I'm writing this to support the whole foods and hopefully it does go in Malibu!

Ron Jenny
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Jasch Janowicz

!
i
I

·From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Anna Belle Heiss
Monday, March 23, 2015 3:01 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2.3 2015

'

PLANNING DEPT.
M r. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of t raffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visit ing the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Anna Belle Heiss

j
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~asch

Janowicz

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

· steve rucker
Monday, March 23, 2015 3:05 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

·RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. PCH is already dangerously congested. Importantly, the existing EIR
con~ains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right tum lane at the
Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living
around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Steve Rucker
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Jasch Janowicz
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RECEIVE;D

. From:

Sent
To:
Subject

Monday, March 23, 2015 3:11 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the Impact of traffic on
our roads.

I

The project would cause a traffic increase of 2,300- 3,000 cars trips/day, but the EIR ignores this impact by
claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25% or more in past years.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a
risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around
it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on
Malibu Roads.
Thank you,
Alisa ·McCarter
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce Parker D.C.
Monday, March 23, 2015 3:19 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by
25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It asswnes, but does not
quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk
to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic" on
Malibu Roads.

''
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Signed,

Bruce Parker D.C.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Monday, March 23, 2015 3:29 PM
Jasch Janowicz
EIR special status animals
eirwholefoods.doc

RECEIVED

MAR2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Here is one of the Malibu Coalition for Slow Growths Comments on the W hole Foods DEIR.
The EIR is deficient in so many other areas that it is required to be revised and recirculated to the public for comment.
Biological resouces 3.3-1

The EIR states: "Wildlife habitat is of marginal quality due to the disturbed conditions, presence of litter, and the lack of native plants
or plant communities. Wildlife encountered include California [Beechey] ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi), with many
burrows over the entire area, and bird species typical of urban areas, such as American crow (Corvus bracbyrhynchos), rock pigeon
(Columba livia), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos) and western scrub jay (Aphelocoma californica). One·westem fence
lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis) was seen during the June 2014 survey."
The EIR includes a list of potential special concern species that includes the Coast homed lizard, Phrynosoma blainvillii,. This species
can currently be found less·than 100 yards from the site and has reportedly been observed on the site in the past The EIR even states
that the native ants that are the species' food source were found on the site. Why does the EIR conclude there are no coast homed
lizards at the site?

I.
!

I

!,
•i

Two other California Species of Special concern have been observed in the vicinity of the site but are not listed in the report: the
yellow-breasted chat, Icteria virens; and the yellow warbler, Dendroica petechia. Why were these species not included?
The EIR states that at least three species of bat could potentially occur on the site: the hoary bat, Lasiurus cinereus; the Western red
bat, Lasiurus blossevillii; and the pallid bat, Antrozous pallidus. The report states that, in the case of the hoary bat, "Marginal roosting
habitat is present on and adjacent to the project site." It also concludes that the Western red bat "may be present in Malibu Creek
nearby," and that the hoary bat "could forage on site."
The report fulls to hention the Mexican free-tailed bat, Tadarida brasiliensis, another species of special concern ·that is routinely
observed foraging on and around the site. This bat, one of the only local species that makes a noise audible to humans, is probably the
most frequently observed bat in the vicinity of the site, but it was not included in the report. Why? The potential presence of one or
more protected bat species on the site bas not been adequately addressed in the EIR.
For several years, the sycamores on the property have been a preferred roosting site for the white-tailed kite, another species with
special status that was not mentioned in the report. After conceding that three bat species could be present at the site, neglecting to
mention a fourth regularly observed bat species, and tailing to mention the yellow-breasted chat, the yellow warbler, or the whitetailed kite, the EIR states: "Table 3.3-1, special-status wildlife species reported for the vicinity are not expected to occur on~site due
to the absence of suitable habitat and therefore will not be discussed further in this document."
The EIR fails to include the Mexican free-tailed bat and the three special concern bird species known to frequent the area. Are there
other special status wildlife species that the report failed to identify?
It also states that species of special concern are "not expected to occur," and then concludes: "No special status wildlife was identified
as occurring or potentially occurring on the project site."
There's a big difference between "not expected to occur'' and "not occurring or potentially occurring." This is circular logic and
makes absolutely no sense. The fmal conclusion also contradicts the EIR's early assessment that the coast homed lizard, the hoary bat,
pallid bat, and western red bat could potentially occur on the site.
This site, which is located in environmentally sensitive area, despite portions that have been disturbed, requires a full biological
inventory.
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MAR 2 3 2015
3.3-1

PLANNING DEPT.

The EIR states: "Wildlife habitat is of marginal quality due to the disturbed conditions, presence
of litter, and the lack of native plants or plant communities. Wildlife encountered include
California [Beechey] ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi), with many burrows over the
entire area, and bird species typical of urban areas, such as American crow (Corvus
brachyrhynchos), rock pigeon (Columba livia), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos) and
western scrub jay (Aphelocoma californica). One western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis)
was seen during the June 2014 survey."
·
The EIR includes a list of potential special concern species that includes the Coast homed lizard,
Phrynosoma blainvillii,. This species can currently be found less than 100 yards from the site
and has reportedly been observed on the site in the past. The EIR even states that the native ants
that are the species' food source were found on the site. Why does the EIR conclude there are no
coast homed lizards at the site?
Two other California Species of Special concern have been observed in the vicinity of the site .
but are not listed in the report: the yellow-breasted chat, Icteria virens; and the yellow warbler,
Dendroica petechia. Why were these species not included?
i

The EIR states that at least three species of bat could potentially occur on the site: the hoary bat,
Lasiurus cinereus; the Western red bat, Lasiurus blossevillii; and the pallid bat, Antrozous
pallidus. The report states that, in the case of the hoary bat, "Marginal roosting habitat is present
on and adjacent to the project site." It also concludes that the Western red bat "may be present in
Malibu Creek nearby," and that the hoary bat "could forage on site."
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The report fails to mention the Mexican free-tailed b~t, Tadarida brasiliensis, another species of
special concern that is routinely observed foraging on and around the site. This bat, one of the
only local species that makes a noise audible to humans, is probably the most frequently
observed bat in the vicinity of the site, but it was not included in the report. Why? The potential
presence of one or more protected bat species on the site has not been adequately addressed in
the EIR.
For several years, the sycamores on the property have been a preferred roosting site for the
white-tailed kite, another species with special status that was not mentioned in the report. After
conceding that three bat species could be present at the site, neglecting to mention a fourth
regularly observed bat species, and failing to mention the yellow-breasted chat, the yellow
warbler, or the white-tailed kite, the EIR states: "Table 3.3-1, special-status wildlife species
reported for the vicinity are not expected to occur on-site due to the absence of suitable habitat
and therefore will not be discussed further in this document."

,,
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The EIR fails to include the Mexican free-tailed bat and the three special concern bird species
known to frequent the area. Are there other special status wildlife species that the report failed to
identify?
It also states that species of special concern are "not expected to occur," and then concludes:
"No special status wildlife was identified as occurring or potentially occurring on the project
site."
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There's a big difference between "not expected to occur" and "not occurring or potentially
occurring." This is circular logic and makes absolutely no sense. The final conclusion also
contradicts the EIR's early assessment that the coast homed lizard, the hoary bat, pallid bat, and
western red bat could potentially occur on the site.
This site, which is located in environmentally sensitive area, despite portions that have been
disturbed, requires a full biological inventory.

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leon Cooper
M onday, March 23, 2015 3:41 PM
Jasch Janqwicz
whole foods

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Please update the eir. Let me know when it's ready. I don't approve the project
Leon cooper ·
·

I
,_
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jeff Fallert
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:03 PM ·
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR
Whole Foods EIR Comments Fallert 032315.doc

RECEIVED ·

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT .

Mr. Janowicz,
Attached is a comment letter for the Whole Foods in the P~uk Draft EIR. ·

Thank you,
R Jeffrey Fallert

::

.1

R .. Jeffrey Follert

March 23, 2015
Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
· Planning Department
23 825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

VIA EMAIL

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

RE Whole Foods in the Park Draft EIR
Dear Mr. Janowicz,
My family and I are residents of the Serra Canyon neighborhood. We have lived in our
home approximately 15 years--since 2000.
During that time we have experienced or witnessed severe events including wildfires,
floods, and earthquakes. We, like all of our neighbors, depend on Serra Road and Cross
Creek road as primary entries and exits to and from our property. The Fire Department
and.other Emergency Services require both routes specifically for redundancy during
major emergency events. We have been subject to mandatory evacuation orders at least
twice, and have witnessed the closure of each emergency pathway-either due to Fire
(Serra Road) or due to Flood (Cross Creek Road).
We are deeply concerned about some of the assumptions used and conclusions drawn in
the recently submitted Whole Foods EIR. Predominantly and as a central theme, we are
deeply concerned about the additional burden this development will have on the traffic
and flow at the intersection of Cross Creek Road and C~vic Center Way. We are also
concerned about the impact this project will have on four other intersections in the Civic
Center area, the impact on the flow of traffic generally, and the absence in the·study of
any specific Emergency Plan contingency for major catastrophic events.

;.
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Following is a list of specific concerns:
1. The EIR should address traffic impact on a cumulative basis-that is with the
approved prior studies as baseline (Caltrans, Legacy Park, La Paz, Santa

Monica College).
.
2. It should also include analysis of projects "in the pipeline" such as the Rancho
Malibu Hotel, 5 Homes at Bluff's Park, Edge Development (Sweetwater
Mesa), Malibu Bay Company (Webb Way and Civic Center Way), and
Pepperdine University.
·
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3. The Traffic Study should include traffic counts during the full range of impact
days, seasons and hours:
a. AM/PM
b. Weekday/Weekend
c. Holiday
d. All Four Seasons
4. It must address the practical impact on Cross Creek Road at Civic Center Way.
Specially:
a. The intersection should be studied as a "four way" intersection-to
include the direct driveway in and out of the "Urban Outfitters"
property.
b. It should include an analysis of Cross Creek Road and Civic Center
Way parking.
c. Specific intersection road widths and turn lanes should be studiedmitigation recommendations proposed.
d. The study should address the overburden of new commercial traffic on
private Cross Creek Road.
e. The EIR should include an analysis of ALL delivery vehicles and other
users proposed on Cross Creek Road.
i. Three axle trucks are limited to Civic Center Way-but can
proceed west or east-immediately into the intersection
11. The clear majority of delivery trucks are two axle-they too
should be limited to entry and exit only from or to the west on
Civic Center Way-not on Cross Creek Road or from Cross
Creek Road.
111. Unless dramatically changed in capacity, the Cross Creek access
point to the shopping center should be limited to "Emergency
Vehicles Only"-gate controlled and "Knox" keyed
5. The EIR needs to study and correctly classify the project as a Supermarket with
adjacept ancillary uses.
6. The Traffic Study needs to correctly identify the number of daily truck trips for
a Supermarket (both two and three axle)
7. The study needs to include in traffic count analysis, the unenclosed active and
·
passive uses proposed (Shane's Park and Learning Garden)
8. The EIR needs to address a specific Emergency Evacuation Plan, not only for
the project, but for the surrounding properties and neighborhoods.
In summary, we feel that the City must analyze this project based upon its independent
and cumulative impact on daily traffic including seasonal fluctuations, peak and off peak
times, and most importantly, emergency evacuation and planning.
Thank you for your attention and for putting the health and safety of Malibu residents as
a first priority in this analysis.
i,

Sincerely,
R Jeffrey Follert

Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ay, March 23, 2015 4:25 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods Draft EIR

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Landscaping and Project Alternatives
Comments from Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth .
Both the MMC and the LCP require 40% of the gross lot area to consist of landscaping. This provision was put in the
MMC and LCP for a specific reason. Open space whether it be landscaped or natural open space defines the character
of Malibu. Landscaped gross lot area was required in commercial projects to keep the rural atmosphere of Malibu intact .
This is an important part of the city's regulations for open space and meets the threshold of significance mentioned in
3.9.2 since the lack of landscaping 'conflicts with any applicable land use policy or regulation for the purpose of avoiding
or mitigating an environmental effect. Therefore, a finding of overriding consideration would be required.
A variance is not appropriate since granting a variance for this project will open the door to allow landscaping variances
for all the other future commercial development in the civic center turning the gross lot_area open space requirement
upside down and thereby eventually loosing the intended rural feeling of the Civic Center area.
Lot area is a defined term which means 'land area used for a particular purpose' . In this instance the required
purpose/ use is landscaping. To allow the applicant's definition is not permissible since it is different from the clear
meaning of gross lot area.
To say that landscaping is not a defined term and therefore a possible definition of landscaping for the purpose of the
40% is that used in the water conservation ordinance is not valid .
It is possible for the developer to adhere to this 40% requirement as indicated by the preparer in alternative
2. and he should be required to do so.
The description of alternatives 2 and 3 in the draft EIR are ~learly not the best designs possible and indicate bias in favor
of the proposed project We ask that they following be substituted their 1. A market the same size and design as Whole
Foods with the remaining 4000+ square feet of developable area either consisting of either 2 or 4 smaller structures. 2.
Four one story structures without the market that meet code requirements .

·:
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Jasch Janowicz
Dennis McCarthy
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:32 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

From:

Sent:

To: .
Subject:

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
'PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in·the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. This was clearly created to falsely underestimate ·
traffic.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right tum lane at the Cross Creek signal .will ease projected congestion. Cross Creek is a
pinch point in Malibu that will only get worse with the addition of another merchant in that area.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to
the health and safety of Malibu Residents working o~ visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. .
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu
Roads. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dennis and Kim McCarthy
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc: .
Subject:

anne payne
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:36 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Jeff Follert
Whole Foods Project EIR, Corner Civic Ctr Way, Malibu, CA

RECEIVED
March 23, 2015

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Dear Mr. Janowicz and Members of the Malibu Planning
Commission,
I am writing to reiter~te my concerns which were submitted at the original EIR Scoplng meeting, as well as voiced in
the 3-minute Public Comment hearing of the Malibu Planning Commission held earlier this month. I was only able to
tackle one subject within the 3- minute comment, which was TRAFFIC SAFETY within the Civic Center.
I appreciated Mr. Pierson's urging citi~ens to submit their concerns In writing for review by all members of the
Planning Commission. I also noted Mr. Mazza's many, specific questions about traffic analysis and unusual reports of
decline in traffic due to increased parking I This needs further review. Thank you to them both for their
concerns. All of the Commission members present listened to speakers thoughtfully. Many of t he speakers spoke to the
general " like" format of " Facebook" , which did NOT address EIR and community SAFETY! I This is not about whether we
like the new market concept, but rather, how will this and other approved Civic Center projects affect the Safety of all
cit izens, local and temporary I
According to our City's Charter and the Mission Statement which goes back to the first City Council, the SAFETY of its
citizens is very important as we, as a young City, craft a safe center, with safe traffic flow, ingress and egress for local
citizens and the many visitors who come to Malibu, especially in warm seasons, which means during Fire Season !
I noted that the City's Planning Commission reported that the County Fire officials thought that this market/park plan
could be serviced. That did not address our City's Firestorm history when we have had to evacuate vehicles, horses, pets,
and people from Cross Creek Road while housing hundreds of firefighters and their needed firestorm vehicles within the
Civic Center I
Please address the SAFETY needs for the ENTIRE CIVIC CENTER, cumulative needs, which desperately needed to be
studied before any single project can be approved I
Malibu has recently faced terrible accidents on PCH; citizens are begging for a study to address the traffic. My strong
belief is that we must beg for this Planning Commission to demand that a cumulative study work with the PCH, Civic Ctr.
Way, Cross Creek Roa~, as a Whole Civic Center SAFE traffic flow, because we will be creating a ~way intersection I We
cannot afford to create an inferior Civic Center where pedestrians, bicycl~s, cars and firetrucks will be able to be safe.
I voiced my concerns about the dire need to allow the 100 households, 250 cars, 35 horses! 100 + domestic pets and
250 residents to evacuate from Cross Creek Road, during firestorm or fl ooding emergencies, as the Serra Canyon
residents must use Cross Creek Road when PCH gets closed and the canyon is filled with emergency workers and
vehicles. This need will not be limited to the residents alone, but would include shoppers, beach goers and delivery
trucks. This brings to mind the need for limited hours for deliveries by trucks and the need to study the possible
directional f low of Malibu's Civic Center design.

1

We must address the total, cumulative needs of Malibu's future changes with SAFETY being the number one priority !
I will, again, ask City Council to assist with the needed overall Civic Center traffic safety plan. The huge trucks which
continue to load and unload goods in the Civic Ctr. narrow, medial lane is a scary hazard. I urge you to address the City's
needs, before we have a pedestrian or bicycle fatality.
In addition to my 3-minute comments already voiced, I would ask you to view each project within the Civic Ctr. w ith
regard to limitation of the Noise which cafes, restaurants and even markets with music, because our unique City center
is an acoustical bowl with amphitheater effects ; please consider the total sound reverberation from outdoor events, as
the sound carries to the Malibu Knolls, Library and Serra Retreat areas !
What will be done to avoid fireworks in the Civic Ctr. from barges and restaurants?
Lighting needs to be addressed within the EIR, with respect to the neighbors above the Civic Ctr, as well as to the
residents between the Creek and SM Mountains. Any efforts to be consistent for all of the Civic Ctr. projects in the
queue with standards for the "Night sky'' considerations will be appreciated by local citizens.
Thank you to the Planning Commissioners who have attended or reviewed the first of only 3 meetings set for the Civic
Center Task Force. This does need attention, as we have only one, still somewhat, virgin, Civic Center which must be
done well, so that future visitors and residents will respect your voluntary and Important work ahead.
Respec~ully,

Anne Payne, resident,
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:

To:
Subjed:

Katina Zinner
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:38 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods BR Comment

I

RECEiVED
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MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT
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Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts us~ d in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffiC on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Katina Zinner
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Jasch Janowicz
•

From:

Sent:
To:

Subjed:

Karen Smythe
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:37 PM
Jasch Janowicz
too much traffic + garbage
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MAR 2 3 20f5
PLANNING DEPT.

The traffic is already on overload in Malibu. And, people that are coming to Malibu on weekends are leaving
garbage in the streets and on the beaches ..! walked for 45 min yesterday picking up plastic-bottles, cans, papers,
etc from the beach. In just 45 min got a whole bag of garbage that was thrown all over the beach. My friend
said garbage on beach where she lives in Malibu is bad too. And on the streets..
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

healypattMonday, March 23, 2015 4:55 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Revision of Whole Foods Draft EIR required

MAR 2 3 20i5
PLANNING DEPW{

The DEIR is the only place the public can comment on the impact a proposed project has on the environment . At the
DEIR stage the public m ust have an DEIR that has put forth , analyzed the issues involved and their impact on the
environment. his DEIR makes statements without analysis and this is not acceptable. There are several biased
statements rather than only neutral ones.
Many of the impacts of the project were not even analyzed. One example is that wildlife frequenting the site was not even
studied.
Others were incorrectly analyzed. A example is dismissing the possibility of the monarch butterfly roosting on site in the
8 sycamores and eucalyptus. In Malibu, this is where they roost and since they are being proposed for endangered
status a survey of the trees must be made when they return to Malibu in the fall.
The DEIR often quotes sections numbers of laws and regulations that have to be complied with but fails to tell the
reader what these section numbers say. The full content of laws and regulations need to be put forth so the reader
understands the laws meaning. T he public and decision makers should not be required to do this research.
These are some examples why the DEIR is inadequate and there mustbe revised to take these and other deficiencies
into account The DEIR must be recirculated to give the public the opportunity to comment on it. {Laura! Heights vs The
San Francisco Bosrd of Education 764P 2d p278 1988}
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

RYAN

Sent:

Monday, M
Lisa Pope; Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR
Whole Foods March 23, 2015.pdf

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING [;~:;: ,

Attached E.I.R. Comments for Whole Foods and the Park proposed shopping center.
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RECEIVED

NAR 2 3 2015
R. L. Embree

PLANNING DEP;

July 28, 2014
City of Malibu
VIA EMAIL DISTIRBUTION
Re: Whole Foods and the Park E.I.R.

Jasch Janowicz, jjanowicz@malibucity.org
M a libu City Clerk, lisa Pope lpope@malibucity .org

As a thrity-three-year nea rby resident of the Malibu Civic Center, and as a 20-year resident
volunteer with the City of Mali bu -- as Chair of the Public Safety Commission (which
analyzes traffic and transportation issues), Emergency Preparedness Task Force, Civic
Center.Way Task Force, and Public Safety Comm ittee - my experience in traffic counts and
traffic patter observation , and the officia l "Z"-traffic reduction programs of the City of Malibu
adopted to reduce commuter traffic from using Webb Way, and t he evaluation of traffic
engineers' proposals f or turning-movement restrictions and channelizers on Webb Way
sout h of Pacific Coast Highway, and the re-design of Cross Creek Road and Legacy Park all
occurred during my official service to the City. These and other mitigations for traffic
counts, trips, and analysis has provided the basis of my observations and opinion that the
traffic analysis submitted and analyzed for t he Whole Foods and t he Pa rk shopping center
Environmental I mpact Report are flawed, inaccurate, and misrepresentative of actual and
historic traffic counts and patterns. As a whole, the traffic analysis is deficient and
defective, and does not fully address the temporary vacancies of the existing Los Angeles·
County properties from and between 23525 and 23555 Civic Center Way, the majority of
which remain vacant pend ing conversion and demol it ion for Santa Mon ica College's
proposed Malibu campus and a Los Angeles County Sheriff Substation. The
misrepresentative traffic data, formulae implemented to analyzed the data, and the
omission and Inadequate analysis of the known future uses between 23525 and 23555 Civic
Center Way const itute major deficiencies to the analysis and conclusions presented.
The ridiculous concept that traffic on PCH has decreased is not only common knowledge by
direct experience to be false, t he study's reliance on textbook formulae misrepresents the
unusual conditions present in Malibu: one main arterial road in/out (Pacific ~oast Highway)
t hat would be used to stock, and haul away spoilage, from an anchor grocery store and the
associated peripheral retail buildings' business operations. Established formulae are for
grid- based jurisdictions where alternative travel routes exist to ensure resident and
emergency responder passage; such is NOT t his case, nor anywhere in Malibu except on
Point Dume. Traffic impacts to Pacific Coast Highway should be conside red li ke a freeway
closure because the significa nce and regional impacts exceed the vastly-different
circu mstance which gave cause to establish the " formula" - alternate routes for emergency
access THROUGH Malibu from Los Angeles County's Fire Department headquarters at
Carbon Canyon Road and PCH (and mut ual aid from further east) all the way to Trancas
Canyon Road and beyond·to Los Angeles County Une.
Supply and refuse remov.al truck traffic would be via Civic Center Way, a street with existing

'

·~

residential and retail frontage uses, as well as a public park which the City spent over $15
million to acquire and develop, as well as the L.A. County Public Library and proposed Santa
Monica College satellite campus and Sheriff sub-station. The section of Civic Center Way
between Webb Way and the proposed project contains many of these competing uses of the
1-lane-each-direction roadway. Cross Creek road's high pedestrian activity, and high-end
retail activities should preclude heavy truck traffic, and the right-turn from PCH onto Cross
Creek Road should be avoided due to the greater turning radius that largej"semi"-sized
delivery trucks need to make such turns would eclipse into the two dedicated left turn lanes
from Cross Creek Road onto Pacific Coast Highway. Semi trucks would have to STOP in the
proposed right turn land and WAIT until one or BOTH of the left-turn lanes from Cross Creek
Road onto PCH become vacant. Such STOP and WAIT situation is UNACCEPTABLE public
policy as it would create unsafe conditions and back-up onto Pacific Coast Highway and the
Malibu Lagoon Bridge (which is one lane width narrower than Pacific Coast Highway's rightof-way) and create rear-end collisions, and promote unsafe lane changes on the bridge.
It is clear that delivery truck traffic from Los Angeles would be forced to travel further
beyond the proposed project to Webb Way and make the safer right-turn, and another
right-turn onto Civic Center Way (a difficult maneuver to avoid eclipsing west-bout Civic
Center Way vehicles that either are turning left onto Webb Way or continuing straight
toward Vista Pacifica Street. The City spent millions of dollars of public tax money to
narrow Civic Center Way and create needed parking capacity via angled parking adjacent to
Legacy Park and directly across the street in front of the Los Angeles County property
containing the Public Library, Water Works District and prior Courthouse. Future uses of
this property would restore or exceed traffic trips and traffic counts on Civic Center Way
that temporarily declined due to temporary cessation of operations at BOTH the public
Sheriff Station and' Courthouse. It is unrealistic to assume that uses at these nearlyadjacent properties will not become intensified concurrently or in the near term of the
proposed Whole Foods project.
Lastly, large truck activities for the Whole Foods project should be prohibited daily between
10 pm and 7 am to sustain the tranquil peace and enjoyment of noise-free residential
activities nearby in this "echo chamber bowl" of the Civic Center. Trucks' audible reversegear "beeping" should not occur between 10 pm and 7 am, nor their electric lifts' noise, nor
the sounds of motorized ground-based conveyors. Such noise mitigations hours were
imposed by Los Angeles County on the Malibu Colony Plaza ("Ralphs") Shopping Center on
the corner of Webb Way and Malibu Road to ensure peaceful use and enjoyment of the
adjacent residentially-zoned private residences. Also, the Temporary Use Permits for the
annual Chili Cook-Off also on Civic Center Way also contains noise mitigations and time
limits to address this ongoing problem of the "echo chamber bowl".
Sincerely,
R. L. Embree

)asch Janowicz
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject

RECEIVED

Jasch Janowicz
Whole foods .DBR

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Comments of Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth
Native Tree Protection

Native protected trees are required to be protected and removed only if there is no alternative. The DEIR is incomplete
since there was no alternative plan prepared to protect these trees. There was no analysis as to why the native
sycamores have to be removed. Many other species may use/depend on these 8 mature trees such as the monarch
butterfly whose descendants will only return to the same trees their parents and grandparents used. without the same
trees the monarch can't survive.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Errol Ginsberg
· Monday, March 23, 2015 5:10 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods project

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 ·2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Errol Ginsberg
3311 Sweetwater Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265

March 24,2015

VIA EMAIL

Jasch Janowicz, Contract Planner
City of Malibu
Planning Department
23 825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265

RE Whole Foods in the Park Draft EIR

Dear Mr. Janowicz,

My family and I have lived in Serra since 1990 and since then have experienced ires, mudslides and various
other emergencies that have impacted ingress and egress from Serra Retreat.

We are very, very concerned by the amount of traffic that the Whole Foods project will impact the
neighborhood. We believe that the EIR should do a traffic study that includes not only Whole Foods but all the
other projects in the pipeline of development for the Civic Center area. Traffic is cumulative and one cannot
look at each project in isolation.
1

Additionally I do not understand how the current study for the Whole Foods project can possibly be correct.
How can the amount of traffic decrease as a result of a big new shopping center? That just does not make sense.
Also the traffic study needs to look at the impact of traffic on Cross Creek Road as well as the other
intersections already in the study.

Thank you for taking another look at this project.

Sincerely,
Errol Ginsberg

I
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deirdre Angela Battarra
M onday, March 23, 2015 5:20 PM
Jasch Janow icz
W hole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It i s clear that the traffic counts used in the whole Foods
EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffi c on our roads. Additionally ,
the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach
use. On days like these, during which . Malibu experiences extraordinary
traffic, it is important to understand the consequences of new
·
development~ Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon
this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety
of Malibu Residents working or visiting the civic center and to those
living around it. Pl ease demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
signed,
Malibu on the weekends . is already ridiculously bad on the weekend. we as
resi dents can't even get out of our · houses - Let alone get to work and
back!!! come on! ! !

1

Jasch Janowicz
AECE~VEO

From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Monday, March 23, 2015 5:21 PM
Jasch Janowicz
whole foods DEIR

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPt

Comments of Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth
Emergency evacuation. Describe the evacuation plan for the center in case of fire or major earthquake.
Please analyze and tell us how the project could impact the safe evacuation of Serra residents and how it might impair
first responders from entering Serra.
What realistic mi~igation measures can be put in place to prevent harm to Serra residents?
Is there enough water to fight a wildfire? Analyze how the continuing drought effect could wildfire protection?
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

nancy sanders
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:26 PM ·
Jasch Janowicz
WHOLE FOODS comments from Serra homeowner

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

My husband and I are the owners of a home in Serra Retreat. We have recently read the Whole Food EIR and have a few comments:
Given the broader context and traffic potential ofthe La Paz project, the Santa Monica College project, and the Edge
Development, the Whole Foods project is possibly the worse scenario of all of them.
I am only too familiar with the traffic at other Whole Foods locations in California and other states. Every Whole Foods I have

frequented, generates, on a daily basis, a major traffic nightmare...not just within the parking lot but on the approach roads as well. I
can only imagine what this could mean, traffic wise and safety wise for the Malibu community and especially those of us who have
homes in Serra Canyon.
·
Civic Center Way is our normal path to the PCH. Given what I've seen in Whole Foods traffic flow around the country, the.addition of
a Whole Foods on the Wa.y to the PCH will add heavily time wise to everyone's travel on Civic Center Way and the already crowded
Cross Creek Road. In an emergency situation, this scenario is fraught with risk.
I am reading the EIR that Whole Foods has created to support their position. Suffice it to say, presenting the additional Whole Foods

traffic as a "decrease" (in the context of some very magical comparisons) is possibly the most disingenuous piece of "supporting
research" I have ever seen.
·
The bottom line is that their numbers do not square with the reality of the massive traffic flow that a typical Whole Foods store
generates.
Right now, I am visiting in Palm Desert and the new Whole Foods store here is not even that large, and it now causes a massive
traffic nightmare in that particular shopping center. Keep in mind, Palm Desert is a small community, like Malibu.
In a town with one way in and one way out in emergencies, the visitors to Malibu's cherished shopping center plus the merchants,

along with the community of Serra Canyon homeowners will be at incredible risk if one of their main access roadways to the
PCH gets shut down.
I urge you to research this issue far.more closely out of concern for everyone in Malibu.

.....
Sincerely

Nancy Sanders
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

healypat t Monday, March 23, 2015 5:26 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: whole foods written scoping comments

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEp-;;·

Please include in the DEIR the following comments

From:

~llit!m!

Sent: Tuesday,
To: Bonnie Blue
Cc: Joyce Parker-Bozylinski
Subject: Fwd: whole foods written scoping comments
Hi Bonnie, this bounced back so I am resending.

From: ~·
To: bbj.JeCl.!T!a!U.C
CC: jparker-bozylinski@malibucity.org
Sent: 5/29/2012 4:21:32 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time
Subj: whole foods written scoping comments
To: Bonnie Blue
Cc: Joyce Parker-Bozylinski
From: Patt Healy for Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth
Date: May 29, 2012
Re: Whole Foods EIR scoping comments
Agriculture.
Please add for study an agricultural component to this EJR. To say that Agricultural resources are not pertinent and have
no impact to this site is inaccurate. This site and other ·parcels in the Civic Center are in the ancient flood plain of Malibu
Creek. For centuries this creek was depositing agriculturally rich soil onto this property and elsewhere in the Civic
Center. The effect of the loss of some or all of this soil due to excavation, grading, driveways parking lots and
structures has to be analyzed . The use of this property for agricultural should be looked at.
Health and Safety
The city has the right and duty under the Constitution to exercise its police powers to protect the health and safety of
its citizens. The city has many natural non governmental constraints to development imd this project has to be looked
at in light of its constraints.
·
Now Is the time for the city to consider its ability to protect the health and safety of it residents rather
than protecting the desires of Developers, therefore, the EIR needs to analyze the ability of residents and visitors in the
Civic Center Area to safely evacuate in the event of an emergency .
The immediate neighborhoods of concern in the vicinity of this project are Serra, Sweetwater M esa Knolls, Malibu Road ,
the Colony, the 2 elementary schools ,Winter Canyon condos, Pepperdine University, Santa Monica College .
Also ,need to include in the analysis t he evacuation ability of proposed hotel guests and staff, visitors to bluffs Park and
the beaches, shoppers in the Civic Center area and possibly the residents outside of the city limits in the vicinity of Malibu
Canyon Road this side of Mulholland who would be.coming down Malibu canyon to Malibu in an attempt to outrun and
excape a wildfire.
1

The very real hazard of wildfires for safety reasons should limit development throughout the city .
Because of the city's substandard and narrow road system in its residential areas, residential evacuation in a wildfire is
at best a harrowing experience and could very well be an impossible situation.
In addition, PCH , a state highway, serves residents, coastal travelers, and non local commuters and visitors alike. On
summer weekends residents can't leave their homes because of gridlock the entire length of the city. What happens to the
ability to evacuate in an emergency on a summer weekend or a fall late afternoon/early evening during rush hour ?
Note the fire department has always said they had the ability to defend a particular project. However, it is important to
note they are talking about in the event of a structure fire not a wildfire. They have never said they could defend in a
wildfire situation. This health and safety constraints and other health and safety constraints need to be taken into
consideration in your analysis.
Therefore, traffic impacts in light of the ability to evacuate must be looked at .
To add to the severity of the situation Malibu's water supply in many areas is substandard. It is our understanding that
Malibu's water supply is delivered from an antiquated water main that runs along PCH and the water is diverted to water
storage tanks located at higher elevations, the water feeds through gravity from the tanks delivering water to
residences. We understand that all new projects in the Civic Center area are required to contribute to the cost of a water
tank in the Serra neighborhood.
Is there enough water to protect existing development in a wildfire ?
It must be analyzed as to whether or not this diversion of water to a new water tank will diminish the supply that would
go to existing residents especially west of the project in an wildfire situation.
Also the cumulative impact of all the currently proposed d~velopment on the potable water supply has to be studied.
The Metropolitan Water District in the early days of cityhood wrote a letter
saying that the recommended emergency water supply is seven days. At the very minimum Malibu should have a three
day emergency supply .
In many areas of the city the emergency water supply on properties is less than one day and the tanks drain quickly in a
wildfire situation and other emergency situation . Also there are water main breaks, due to earth movement, cutting off
water supply. The cumulative impact on existing water supply (residential, institutional and commercial) in a wildfire
needs to be analyzed. It should be determined whether the existing water supply should be upgraded to adequately
protect existing residents and property prior to allowing new development needs to be looked at.
The effect of diverting water to this project and other pipeline projects needs to be analyzed .
In addition, there are other non governmental constraints such as substandard road systems but in both residential areas
and along PCH and the narrow and curvey canyon roads that impact the ability to safely develop.
The potentially active Malibu fault runs through the CivicCenter area . Where is this fault and splays of the fault in relation
to this property.
How will creek flooding effect this property?
If building structures are elevated above the flood plain how will runoff at the lower on site elevation be handled and its
negative effects if any be handled ?.
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Cumulative Impacts
With so many projects going thru the pipeline in the Civic Center area it is clear that this project and the others at the
maximum allowable FAR of .15 are far too many because of the existing non governmental constraints. This project's
cumulative impacts needs to be studied in relation to existing development, and the following currently proposed
development. Pepperdine expansion, Bluff Park residences ,La Paz, lOKI, Santa Monica College, Rancho Malibu
hotel and Affordable Housing .
All of these projects are going forward with individual EIR's that will be looking for individual approval at by the Planning
Commission and/or City Council. Is there a way to have these projects go to the decision makers when all the EIR's are
complete so the Planning Commission and Council consider these projects as a whole and if needed reduce the
density of each as they see fit?

Landscaping
In order to maintain the rural qualities of the area and development in a park like setting he city requires 40% landscaping
and 25% open space on each project. The required landscaping component of the project is enormously deficient. Please
look at the ways that the project can meet the needed criteria, such as potential roof top parking on top of the
Supermarket structure. Since the project should be conditioned so all deliveries take place at night after the center is
closed ,converting the Cross Creek entrance and drive way to landscaping or Converting the western service road to
2
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landscaping needs to be examined. Since the structures are 24- 28 feet tall consider 2 story or partially 2 story structures
as a way of meeting landscaping requirements..

Analyze Additional items
--The Lighting plan: a low key lighting plan should be required as a mitigation factor. All off site light intrusion needs to be
mitigated and on sight lighting should be the minimum to insure on site safety. After hours the lighting should be reduced
even further. The cumulative impact of this lighting plan in relation to the proposed new projects needs to be looked at.
--The Landscape plan needs to be looked at to insure a majority of drought tolerant fire resistant natives plants are being
used.
--Visual Impacts as seen from Legacy park, PCH and Malibu Canyon Rd both scenic roads as well as from residential area
in the city such as the Knolls Winter Canyon condos and Serra .
--Assess the fire departments and an ambulances ability to reach the project in the event of an emergency.
--A through and accurate traffic study of traffic conditions resulting from this project and the cumulative impact of this
project and other pipeline projects on traffic from McClure tunnel to county line.
--Also study traffic backup on streets entering and exiting PCH and all streets in the vicinity of the Civic Center( both
commercial and residential roads ) . Study should be done at peak hours (at rush hour and summer weekends and traffic
situation in relation to the ability to evacuate in an emergency).
--Need and location and size of an onsite emergency water storage needs to be looked at.
--Need and location of an effective emergency evacuation easement needs to be analyzed
--Amount of needed potable water usage for this project must be looked at.
--What effect does this project have on the size of the proposed centralized treatment plant? Would the plant be smaller
without this project's hookup? How much water will this project add to the proposed deep well injection disposal and is it
safe? Should the project have an onsite treatment system?
-- Do any geological hazards,including fault(s) and splays, run through this property ? If there are any how will they
effect the ability of this project to safely dispose of its wastewater and what is the potential to damage to sewer
lines water lines, electric lines and other infrastructure as well as potential damage due to constructing this project
buildings on the fill needed to elevate it above the flood plain?
--The EIR needs to look at this projects impact on existing local business and on other landlords. How will Whole Foods
impact the business of PC Greens, Ralphs and The Vitamin Barn. Will this project be luring tenants from existing Civic
Center stores and from stores in other parts of the city such as along PCH east of the Civic Center resulting in
empty retail spaces, harming existing landlords and resulting in potentially blighted area. If these potentials exist, can
these results be mitigated?
The potentially active Malibu fault runs through the Civic Center area . Where is this fault and splays of the fault in relation
to this property.
How will creek flooding effect this property . If building structures are elevated above the flood plain how will runoff at
the lower on site elevation be handled and its negative effects if any be handled ?.
Project alternatives
The EIR preparer at the scoping session didn't mention the required environmentally superior alternatives it would be
looking at.
We would like to suggest that one alternative that needs to be looked at is an alternative that meets the required
landscape requirements .
Another is to look at the an alternative with no variances.
A third is residential use at one acre zoning and lastly an organic farm alternative should be studied.
Conclusion
Traffic, pedestrian safety, cultural resources etc have been raised by others so there is no need to repeat them again.
Thank you for considering these comments.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Lisa Pope
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:51 PM
Patricia Salazar; Jasch Janowicz
Fwd: Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Lili ,...,.,,T..r
Date: March 23,
at
To: "Lpope@malibucity.org" <Lpope@malibucity.org>
Subject: Whole Foods EIR Comment
Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has
decreased by 25% or more) materially Un.derstates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center
and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing
traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,

Lili Foster
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subjed:

Cecilia Soto-Loftus
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:24 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 2 3 .20f5
PLANNING DEP1:

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing
traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of heavy beach use. On days
· like these, during which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the
consequences of new development. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upori
this erroneous information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working
or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present
new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed,

We do not want a whole foods here!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Cecilia Soto-Loftus, MPH
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

sent:
To:
Subject

Cecilia Soto-Loftus
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:24 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing
traffic has decreased by 25% or more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but
does not quantify, that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease
projected congestion. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the
Civic Center and to those living around .it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed,

Cecilia Soto-Loftus, MPH
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Cecilia Soto-Loftus
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:24 PM

Sent:
To:

Jasch Janowicz

Subject:

W hole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR materially understates the
impact of traffic on our roads. The project would cause a traffic increase of 2300 - 3000 cars at the
least. But the EIR ignores this impact by claiming that existing traffic has actually decreased by 25%
or more in past years. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous
information would present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the
Civic Center and to those living around it. Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic
counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed,

Cecilia Soto-Loftus, MPH
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Jasch Janowicz

RECEIVED
From:

Sent
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Burke, John.
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:34 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Sarah Burke; Serra Canyon POA
Whole Foods in the Park

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

I
Mr. Janowicz:
We are residents of Serra Retreat and we object to the Whole Foods in the Park project for the following reasons:
1.

The La Paz project is already approved through a development agreement with the City that could allow in
excess of 100,000 square feet of office and retail development. This project is not subject to MeasureR.
2. The Santa Monica College approved project is an expanded remodel and re-use of existing County buildings on
Civic Center Way. It will generate increased daily traffic.
3. The proposed Edge development and Central Wastewater facility construction activities will further impact traffic
flow.
4. The Whole Foods in the Park development will further and cumulatively impact Serra Canyon's critical ingress
and egress.
5. We understand that the proposed Whole Foods in the Park project which includes a Whole Foods Grocery, a high
turnover sit
down restaurant, a fast food restaurant plus other retail stores is projected to add an additional 2300 to 2900 weekday car
trips into the comer of Cross Creek and Civic Center Way. On weekends those number jump to 2500 to 3000 new car
trips. Every day 20 to 25 new service delivery trucks will drive down Cross Creek Road to service these businesses. How
Cross Creek and Civic Center Way accommodate all this new traffic
is not clearly explained in the EIR.
6. The Whole Foods draft EIR has some surprising statistics. When compared with prior certified reports (La Paz
and Legacy Park), it actually indicates a decline in traffic and essentially no impact at Cross Creek Road and
Civic Center Way. While there may be a varying opinion with regard to the benefit of a Whole Foods market in
Malibu, the EIR needs to further study the potentially severe independent and cumulative impact of the proposed
project on critical intersections and on Civic Center area traffic generally.
7. The traffic report in the EIR indicates that of the intersections studied, only three were potentially impaired and
proposed for mitigation. Cross Creek Road and Civic Center Way-the intersection that is directly adjacent to the
project and most impacting Serra Canyon Property Owners was cited as "having no impact" from the proposed
Project. Despite the Traffic Engineers estimates, we
request a further detailed analysis of the real and potential impacts on this most critical intersection.
8. The report indicates that "three-axle" truck traffic will be limited to ingress and egress through the "main" Civic
Center Way driveway. The report states that this will be accomplished by these vehicles being "prohibited" from
using "the private section" of Cross Creek Road. How will this effectively be controlled? Furthermore, many, if
not a majority of delivery vehicles for a market, two restaurants, and r~tail stores are NOT "three aXle" vehicles.
9. Cross Creek Road is a Private Roadway and is a primary or secondary point of ingress, egress, and emergency
services for all Serra Canyon residents. In at least one event during the frres of the 1990's, Serra Road Access was
entirely fire involved; Residents and Emergency vehicles were limited to the Cross Creek Road access point. The
"practical" potential impact and use of·the "secondary" driveway on Cross Creek Road needs further analysis.
The proposed use is active and significant-it will impact the safety of Serra Canyon.
10. The Cross Creek Road and Civic Center Way intersection was considered a "three way intersection" in the Traffic
Study. With the approval of and use by the "Urban Outfitters" property parking area and the alignment of their
driveway, the intersection has become "four-way" and should be an'alyzed as such. The impact of a new
' driveway" cut onto Cross Creek Road and the effective "four way"
intersection needs far greater scrutiny.
1
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11. The project traffic analysis must be viewed in its cumulative effect. With the existing Development Agreement
for La Paz, the Santa Monica College use of the County Buildings, the potential of other commercial
developments, the Project's EIR should include the cumulative impact of other approved and proposed
·
developments in the Civic Center area.
Thank. you.

John & Sarah Burke

P. John Burke
A KIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD

L LP

The information contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the
recipient(s) named above. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately bye·
mail, and delete the original message.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexander "Sasha" Sitkovetsky
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:56 PM
Jasch Janowic;z
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING.DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the W hole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to t he
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on M alibu Roads.
Signed,
Alex & Elena Sitkovetsky
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Aris Sislyan
Monday, March 23, 2015 7:53 PM
Lisa Pope
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVE!"'!

MAR 2 3 2015
-PlANNING DEPT

Dear Mr. Janowicz & Ms. Pope,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming existing traffic has decreased by 25% or more)
materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.

From the ridiculous contention of the applicant's consultants that t raffic has reduced, or would be REDUCED if this
project is approved, that the traffic data and counts were illegitimately conducted to misrepresent true facts of traffic
conditions that are readily apparent to residents have NOT OCCURRED. The projections and formulae used to arrive at
the erroneous result were therefore erroneously applied t o analyze this project -- and should be redone. Please do NOT
adopt the misrepresentative findings and conclusions of the flawed traffic analysis.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts t hat accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Sincerely,
Anna Rose Sislyan
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

I·

i

ken nilsen
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:31 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DE.PT.

Mr. Janowicz, It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads. Additionally, the EIR does not analyze the impact of traffic during days of
heavy beach use. On days like these, during which Malibu experiences extraordinary traffic, it is important to understand the
consequences of new development. Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would
present a risk to the health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it. Please
demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads. Signed, Ken Nilsen,
50 year resident.
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

Dana Christiaansen
Monday, March 23, 2015 11:31 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneous information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new traffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed,
Dana Christiaansen
Dana Christiaansen
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Jasch Jan.owicz
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

'.·

lisa Marie Elwes
Monday, March 23, 2015 11:52 PM
Jasch Janowicz
Whole Foods EIR Comment

RECEIVED

MAR 2 3 2015
PLANNING DEPT

Mr. Janowicz,
It is clear that the traffic counts used in the Whole Foods EIR (claiming that existing traffic has decreased by 25% or
more) materially understates the impact of traffic on our roads.
Importantly, the existing EIR contains no real plan for alleviating additional traffic. It assumes, but does not quantify,
that widening PCH for a right turn lane at the Cross Creek signal will ease projected congestion.
Going forward with the Whole Foods development based upon this erroneo·us information would present a risk to the
health and safety of Malibu Residents working or visiting the Civic Center and to those living around it.
Please demand that Whole Foods present new t raffic counts that accurately portray the existing traffic on Malibu Roads.
Signed, Lisa Marie Elwes

Sent from my iPhone
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Jasch Janowicz
From:

Sent
To:

Cc:
Subject:

anne payne
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:57 AM
Jasch Janowicz
Jeff Fallert
Whole Foods Project EIR, Corner Civic Ctr Way, Malibu, CA

RECEIVED

March 23, 2015

MAR 2 4 2015
PLANNING DEPt
Dear Mr. Janowicz and Members of the Malibu Planning
Commission,
I am writing to reiterate my concerns which were submitted at the original EIR Scoping meeting, as well as voiced in
the 3-minute Public Comment hearing of the Malibu Planning Commission held earlier this month. I was only able to
tackle one subject within the 3- minute comment, which was TRAFFIC SAFETY within the Civic Center.
I appreciated Mr. Pierson's urging citizens to submit their concerns in writing for review by all members of the
Planning Commission. I also noted Mr. Mazza's many, specific questions about traffic analysis and unusual reports of
decline in traffic due to increased parking I This needs further review. Thank you to them both for their
concerns. All of the Commission members present listened to speakers thoughtfully. Many of the speakers spoke to the
general " like" format of " Facebook", which did NOT address EIR and community SAFETY! ! This is not about whether we
like the new market concept, but rather, how will this and other approved Civic Center projects affect the Safety of all
cit izens, local and temporary I
According to our City's Charter and the Mission Statement which goes back to the first City Council, the SAFETY of its
citizens is very important as we, as a young City, craft a safe center, with safe traffic flow, ingress and egress for local
citizens and the many visitors who come to Malibu, especially in warm seasons, which means during Fire Season !
I noted that the City's Planning Commission reported that the County !=ire officials thought that this market/park plan
could be serviced. That did not address our City's Firestorm history when we have had to evacuate vehicles, horses, pets,
and people from Cross Creek Road while housing hundreds of firefighters and their needed firestorm vehicles within the
Civic Center I
Please address the SAFETY needs for the ENTIRE CIVIC CENTER, cumulative needs, which desperately needed to be
studied before any single project can be approved I
Malibu has recently faced terrible accidents on PCH; citizens are begging for a study to address the traffic. My strong
belief is that we must beg for this Planning Commission to demand that a cumulative study work with the PCH; Civic Ctr.
Way, Cross Creek Road, as a Whole Civic Center SAFE traffic flow, because we will be creating a 4-way intersection ! We
cannot afford to create an inferior Civic Center where pedestrians, bicycles, cars and firetrucks w ill be able to be safe.
I voiced my concerns about the dire need to allow the 100 households, 250 cars, 35 horses, 100 +domestic pets and
250 residents to evacuate from Cross Creek Road, during firestorm or flooding emergencies, as t.he Serra Canyon
residents must use Cross Creek Road when PCH gets closed and the canyon is filled with emergency workers and
vehicles. This need will not be limited to the residents alone, but would include shoppers; beach goers and delivery
trucks. This brings to mind the need for limited hours for deliveries by trucks and the need to study the possible
directional flow of Malibu's Civic Center design.
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We must address the total, cumulative needs of Malibu's future changes with SAFETY being the number one priority !
I will, again, ask City Council to assist with the needed overall Civic Center traffic safety plan. The huge trucks which
continue to load and unload goods in the Civic Ctr. narrow, medial lane is a scary hazard. I urge you to address the City's
needs, before we have~ pedestrian or bicycle fatality.
In addition to my 3-minute comments already voiced, I would ask you to view each project within the Civic Ctr. with
regard to limitation of the Noise which cafes, restaurants and even markets with music, because our unique City center
is an acoustical bowl with amphitheater effects; please consider the total so~nd reverberation from outtloor events, as
the sound carries to the Malibu Knolls, Library and Serra Retreat areas I
What will be done to avoid fireworks in the Civic Ctr. from barges and restaurants?
Lighting needs to be addressed within the EIR, with respect to the neighbors above the Civic Ctr, as well as to the
residents between.the Creek and SM Mountains. Any efforts to be consistent for all of the Civic Ctr. projects in the
queue with standards for the "Night sky'' considerations will be appreciated by local citizens.
Thank you to the Planning Commissioners who have attended or reviewed the first of only 3 meetings set for the Civic
·center Task Force. This does need attention, as we have only one, still somewhat, virgin, Civic Center which must be
done well, so that future visitors and residents will respect your voluntary and important work ahead.
Respectfully,
Anne Payne, resident,
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RECEIVED
Jasch Janowicz
City of Malibu
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PLANNING DEPT.

23x1 stuart ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Subject: Whole Foods.and the Park
SCH#: 2012041087
Dear Jasch Janowicz:

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named Draft EIR to selected state agencies for review. The
review period closed on March 23,2015, and no state agencies submitted comments by that date. This
letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review requirements for draft
environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act.
Please call-the State Clearinghouse at(916)445-0613 if you have any questions regarding-the
environmental review process. If you have a question about the above-named project, please refer to the
ten-digit State Clearinghouse number when contacting this office.
Since

'

-- Scott IvZorgan
Director, State Ciearirighouse

1400 TENTH STREET P.O. BOX 3044 SACRAMENTO,CALIFORNIA 95812-3044
TEL(916) 445-0613 FAX (916) 323-3018 www.opr.ca.gov

Document Details Report
State Clearinghouse Data Base
SCH#
Project Title
Lead Agency

2012041087.
Whole Foods and the Park
Malibu, City of

Type

EIR

Description

Draft EIR

The projeCt applicant, The Park at Cross Creek LLC, proposes to develop a 38,425 sf commercial
property consisting offive separate buildings on a 5.88-acre site. Table ES-1 provides a project
summary. Development would consist offive two-story buildings with outdoor benches and eating
areas; Shane's Inspiration Playground, a fully accessible playground with facilities for children with
special needs; a Sensory Garden; and a Kitchen Community Learning Garden providing learning
opportunities for children and adults interested in growing sustainable organic food, and including
school classes. The proposed project also includes 220 parking spaces (seven handicapped
accessible, 175 standard, and 38 compact), 16 bicycle spaces (via four bicycle racks spread out
across the site), four golf cart spaces, two electric vehicle charging stations, four loading spaces for the
retail uses, and 520 sf of soft-surface area for horse parking, including four hitching posts, and a ·
watering trough.

Lead Agency Contact
Name
Agency
Phone
email
Address
City

Jasch Janowicz
City of Malibu
(310) 456-2489 x345

Fax

2381 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu

State CA

Zip 90265

Project Location
County
City
Region
Lat!Long
Cross Streets
Parcel No.
Township

Los Angeles
Malibu

Civic Center Way and Cross Creek Road
4458-022-001 & 4458-022-022
Range

Section

Base

Proximity to:
Highways
Airports
Railways
Waterways
Schools
Land Use
Project Issues

Reviewing
Agencies

Hwy 1

Pacific Ocean
Land Use- CV-1 and CG; Z: CV-1
Archaeologic-Historic; Biological Resources; Coastal Zone; Drainage/Absorption; Flood Plain/Flooding;
Geologic/Seismic; Noise; Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading; Traffic/Circulation; Water Quality;
Land use
Resources Agency; California Coastal Commission; Department of Conservation; Department of Fish
an~ Wildlife, Region 5; Department of Parks and Recreation; Department of Water Resources; Office

of Emergency Services, California; California Highway Patrol; Caltrans, District 7; Air Resources
Board; Regional Water Quality Control Board, Region 4; Native American Heritage Commission; State
Lands Commission; Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy

Date Received

02/06/2015

Start of Review 02/06/2015

End of Review 03/23/2015

